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Preface

The aim of this book is to present the latest applications, trends, and developments of com‐
puter-aided technologies in engineering and medicine. Computer-aided technologies are the
core of product lifecycle management (PLM) and human lifecycle management (HUM). This
book has a total of seven chapters and is divided into two sections: “Computer-Aided Tech‐
nologies in Engineering” and “Computer-Aided Technologies in Medicine.” The first book
section treats the different aspects of the product lifecycle management, including design,
simulations and analysis, manufacturing, production planning, and quality assurance. Com‐
puter-aided technologies in medicine are used to extend and improve human life, reduce
patient’s pain, diagnose infections, treat diseases, make medical interventions, and make re‐
search on diseases affecting humans. Computer-aided technologies play a key role in a vari‐
ety of engineering and medical applications, bringing a lot of benefits in product life cycle,
extending and improving human life.

Dr. Razvan Udroiu
Associate Professor

Department of Manufacturing Engineering
Faculty of Technological Engineering and Industrial Management

Transilvania University of Brasov
Brasov, Romania
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Razvan Udroiu
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Provisional chapter

Introductory Chapter: Integration of Computer-Aided

Technologies in Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)

and Human Lifecycle Management (HUM)

Razvan Udroiu

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

1. Introduction

The major objectives of computer-aided technology (CAx) are to simplify and to improve
human's work (engineer, architect, physician, surgeon, etc.), by using the computer as an
indispensable tool to solve a problem in a certain field (engineering and production, medicine,
architecture, business, teaching, economy, etc.) [1].

The advanced computer-aided technologies (CAx) are focused on solving specific problems by
increasing human’s creativity and innovation obtained through collecting, using, and sharing
information between interdisciplinary teams.

Computer-aided technologies in X field are general terms to define a technology, from a
specific field of work, which is computed-aided. The substitute for X includes engineering
(CAx-E), medicine (CAx-M), natural science (CAx-S), education (CAx-Ed), etc.

Nowadays, computer-aided technologies are not islands of automation, being integrated in
general context of Lifecycle Management in X field. The concepts used to define the lifecycle
management in engineering and medical field are the following (see Figure 1):

• Product lifecycle management (PLM) in the industry field

• Human lifecycle management (HUM) or health management across the human lifecycle

© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



Figure 1. Schematic representation of lifecycle management in industry, medicine, and natural science.

2. Computer-aided technologies in product lifecycle management

Product lifecycle management (PLM) is the process of managing the entire lifecycle of a
product including conception, design, manufacturing, quality control, use, service, and
disposal of products, having integrated people, data, methods, CAx tools, processes, and
business systems [2, 3]. PLM is a digital paradigm, products being managed with digital
computer, digital information, and digital communication [3].

The main benefits of product lifecycle management (PLM) for the industry field are faster time-
to-market, improved productivity, better product quality, decreased cost of new product
introduction, improved design review, and approval processes, identifying potential sales
opportunities and revenue contributions and reducing environmental impacts at end-of-life.

Computer-aided Technologies - Applications in Engineering and Medicine4
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PLM emerged from tools such as CAD, CAM, and PDM, being viewed as the integration of
these tools with innovative technologies (e.g., additive manufacturing, reverse engineering),
methods, people, and the processes through all stages of a product’s life [4].

To improve the product lifecycle management, a lot of methods and techniques are used [3]
such as concurrent engineering, bottom-up design, top-down design, both-ends-against-the-
middle design, design in context, design for X (DFX), TRIZ, lean production, design for six
sigma (DFSS), total quality management (TQM), and failure mode effects analysis (FMEA).

Concurrent engineering [5, 6] or simultaneous engineering is a workflow that, instead of
working sequentially through stages, carries out a number of tasks in parallel.

The most used design for X method is design for manufacture and assembly (DFMA) that is
the combination of two methodologies: design for manufacture (DFM) and design for assembly
(DFA), which mean the design of the parts for ease of manufacturing and the design of the
product for ease of assembly.

Product data management (PDM) is the business function often within product lifecycle
management (PLM) that is responsible for the management and publication of product data.

The tools used to access the information and knowledge regarding the product data are the
computer-aided technologies (CAx). Computer-aided technologies (CAx) [7, 8] are the use of
computer technology to aid in the design, analysis, production planning, manufacture of
products, etc.

Figure 2. The main components of computer-aided technologies (CAx).

Introductory Chapter: Integration of Computer-Aided Technologies in Product Lifecycle...
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/66202
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A CAx system can work like an “island of automation” or it can be integrated in the PLM
system, interacting with other “islands of automation”. Thus, the advanced CAx tools merge
many different aspects of the product lifecycle management, including design, manufacturing,
etc. CAx can be integrated, also, with other computational systems of management and
planning of trials and output, such as MRP (material resource planning), ERP (enterprise
resource planning), EDM (electronic document management), and PDM (product data
management).

A CAx system may be defined, in generally, having the following main components (see
Figure 2):

• Hardware component consisting in computer and interactive devices

• Software packages

• Data

• Knowledge and human’s activities

Computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided engineering (CAE), computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM), computer-aided process planning (CAPP), and computer-aided
quality assurance (CAQA) are the most known and mature computer-aided technologies.

Computer-aided design [1, 6, 9–12] is the computer-aided technology that involves the
computer to assist in the creation, modification, analysis, and optimization of a design and
design documentation.

Computer-aided engineering (CAE) [6, 9–12] is the computer-aided technology that involves
the computer to analyze, simulate, and optimize the CAD geometry. CAE tools are available
for a wide range of analyses: stress analysis, deformation, heat transfer, fluid flow, magnetic
field distribution, kinematics, and dynamic analysis, etc.

Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) [6, 9–12] is the computer-aided technology that
involves the computer in planning, control, and management of manufacturing of any product.
The most mature areas of CAM are the numerical control (NC) of the machine tools and
programming of industrial robots that perform tasks as assembly, welding, etc.

The following are the most known commercial software tools for computer-aided technologies:

• CATIA by Dassault Systemes, Creo by PTC, NX by Siemens, PowerShape/ PowerMill by
Delcam etc., in the field of CAD/CAM

• Materialise Magics and Netfabb Studio, in the field of 3D-printing/ additive manufacturing

• RapidForm and Geomagic in the field of computer-aided reverse engineering

• Ansys, Abaqus, COMSOL Multiphysics, Adams, LMS Virtual.Lab are focused on CAE

The computer-aided technology tools used in the engineering field are presented in Tables 1
and 2.

Computer-aided Technologies - Applications in Engineering and Medicine6
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Computer-aided

technologies

Remarks

CAx in engineering

field

X=design, analysis, process planning, manufacturing, quality, innovation, etc.

CAD Computer-aided design [6, 9–12].

CAM Computer-aided manufacturing [6, 9–12]. Software to control machine tools and related machinery

in the manufacturing of workpieces.

CAPP Computer-aided process planning [9–12] system is the bridge between CAD and CAM.

CAE Computer-aided engineering. Software to aid the simulation of mechanical, strength, temperature,

pressure, etc.

FEA Finite element analysis is the practical application of the finite element method (FEM), which

involves the use of numerical methods in structure analysis, dynamics, thermal analysis, etc.

CFD Computational fluid dynamics uses numerical analysis and algorithms to analyze problems that

involve fluid flows.

MBDS Multibody dynamics simulations.

CAQ Computer-aided quality.

CAQA Computer-aided quality assurance.

CAInsp Computer-aided inspection.

CAI Computer-aided innovation [13] is an emerging domain in the array of computer-aided.

CARE Computer-aided reverse engineering [14] has the aim to capture the geometry of an existing

physical model, through digitization, and to create a 3D virtual model that is used then in different

applications.

CATAM Computer-aided technologies for additive manufacturing. Supporting the design, simulation

and process planning for additive manufacturing.

RapidX RapidX [15, 16] is a generic term for rapid technologies, e.g., rapid prototyping (RP), rapid tooling

(RT), and rapid manufacturing (RM) [17].

CADComposite Computer-aided design in composite material technology.

CAMComposite Computer-assisted manufactured composite [18].

CAMT Computer-aided manufacturing technologies.

CAPE Computer-aided production engineering [19].

CAMaintenance Computer-aided maintenance.

CAMSE Computer-aided manufacturing system Engineering [20]. CAMSE is defined as the use of

computerized tools in the application of scientific and engineering methods to the problem of the design

and implementation of manufacturing systems.

CAT Computer-aided techniques for tolerance analysis

computer-aided tolerancing [21].

CAAD Computer-aided architectural design

Introductory Chapter: Integration of Computer-Aided Technologies in Product Lifecycle...
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Computer-aided

technologies

Remarks

CAID Computer-aided industrial design [22].

CAW Computer-aided welding.

CAWFD Computer-aided welding fixture design.

CAFD Computer-aided fixture design [23].

CAMAP Computer-aided mechanical assembly planning.

Table 1. Computer-aided technologies in engineering – terminology 1.

Integrated Cax in

engineering field

Remarks

CADM Computer-aided design and manufacture.

CAD/CAM/CAQ Integrated CAD/CAM/CAQ system.

CIM Computer integrated manufacturing [9–12] has the purpose to tying “the separate islands of

automation” together, including the computer-aided design, computer-aided planning, computer-

aided manufacturing, and computer-aided quality assurance into an efficient system.

Table 2. Computer-aided technologies in engineering – terminology 2.

The most known standards used in the product data exchange between computer-aided
technologies systems are presented in Table 3.

CAD geometry translator

standards

The neutral file format allows to exchange files containing 2D/3D product data

models between different CAx software:

STEP (standard for the exchange of product model data) is an ISO 10303-21

standard

IGES (initial graphics exchange specification)

DXF (drawing exchange format)

STL (stereolithography, standard triangle language, or standard tessellation

language)

VRML (virtual reality modeling language)

AMF (additive manufacturing file format) is an ISO/ASTM52915 standard [24]

Table 3. Standard exchange of product data used in computer-aided technologies.

Computer-aided Technologies - Applications in Engineering and Medicine8
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Some terms, connected to computer-aided technologies, are shown in the Table 4.

Concepts  Remarks

PLM Product lifecycle management [2, 3].

PDM Product data management [2, 3].

PPLM Product and process lifecycle management.

ERP Enterprise resource planning.

DM Digital manufacturing.

DF Digital factory is the foundation of the factory of the future, consisting in a digital mock-up of the factory.

MPM Manufacturing process management.

CPD Collaborative product development.

DMU Digital mock-up is a concept that allows the description of a product, usually in 3D, for its entire life cycle.

ICT Information and communication technologies.

Table 4. Processes of managing and terms connected to computer-aided technologies.

3. Computer-aided technologies in health management across the human
life cycle (human lifecycle management)

Medical technology is the type of technology which is used to extend and improve human life.
Medical technology is used to diagnose infections, treat diseases, and to make research on
diseases affecting humans. Computer-aided technologies play an important role in health
management across the human life cycle. The main applications of computer-aided technolo-
gies in the medical field are the following:

• Computer-aided design (CAD)

• Computer-aided detection and diagnosis

• Computer-aided medical interventions or computer-aided surgery

• Computer-aided clinical decision

• Computer-aided simulation

CAD systems play an important role in medical applications, allowing to simulate and
analysis, prosthesis design, surgical implant design, blood flow analysis, preoperative
planning for surgical operations, and computer-assisted surgery [25].

Virtual reality (VR) enables physicians and surgeons to interact, manipulate, and simulate the
geometric 3D CAD models of anatomical structures directly in a virtual environment, with 3D
displays and haptic devices.

Introductory Chapter: Integration of Computer-Aided Technologies in Product Lifecycle...
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Rapid prototyping (RP), 3D printing (3DP), and additive manufacturing (AM) technologies
allow us to obtain a real copy of anatomical structures, before a medical implant is inserted or
a surgical procedure is performed.

The computer-aided technology tools used in the medical field are shown in Table 5.

Computer-aided
technologies

Remarks

CAx in medical field X=design, diagnosis, detection, surgery, manufacturing (RP, 3D printing), etc.

CADMF Computer-aided design in medical field [25–27].

CAMD Computer-aided manufactured devices [26–28].

CAL Computer-aided learning [29].

CADiagnosis Computer-aided diagnosis [30].

CADetection Computer-aided detection is a technology designed to decrease observational oversights of
physicians interpreting medical images [31].

CAMS Computer-aided modeling and simulation.

CAClinical DSS Computer-aided clinical decision support systems [32].

DSS Decision support systems.

CAMI Computer-aided medical interventions.

CASurgery Computer-aided surgery [33] is focused on surgical planning and simulation, and for guiding or
performing surgical interventions.

CAOSurgery Computer-aided orthopedic surgery [29].

CATSurgicalG Computer-aided technology of surgical guide.

CATE Computer-aided tissue engineering or computer-aided technologies in tissue engineering
applies many CAx techniques including computer-aided design, medical image processing, reverse
engineering, finite element analysis, computer-aided manufacturing, and additive manufacturing
for multiscale biological modeling, biophysical analysis and simulation, and design and
manufacturing of tissue and organ substitutes [34].

CAO Computer-aided orthodontics.

CAR Computer-aided reconstruction.

AM Additive manufacturing [15].

RP Rapid prototyping [11, 15, 17].

CARE Computer-aided reverse engineering.

CT Computed tomography.

MRI Magnetic resonance imaging.

PET Positron emission tomography.

SPECT Single photon emission computed tomography.

CAT Computerized axial tomography.

Table 5. Computer-aided technologies in medicine – terminology.
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Table 6 shows some computer-aided technology tools used in other fields.

Computer-aided technologiesRemarks

CAx in other fields

CAS Computer-aided technology in sport training [35] is such a scientific training method that

will improve athlete’s training level when it is applied in athletics training.

CAT3DAnim Computer-aided technology applied in 3D animation.

CATDecorD Computer-aided technology applied in decoration design.

CATArt Computer-aided technology in art.

Table 6. Computer-aided technologies in other fields – terminology.

4. Conclusion and new trends

Nowadays, some computer-aided technology systems have reached the maturity, especially
in engineering, and other CAx systems in medicine field are areas of research. The future of
computer-aided technologies is focused on their integration in the smart factory, which is part
of the fourth industrial revolution, Industry 4.0 [36] (Figure 3). The fourth industrial revolution
supposes the introduction of the Internet of Things and Services into the manufacturing
environment [37]. A sketch of Internet of Things is shown in Figure 4. The new concepts related
to Industry 4.0 are presented in Table 7.

Figure 3. A generic Industry 4.0 [37].
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Figure 4. Internet of Things.

New concepts

Virtual reality (VR) Virtual reality [39] refers to computer technologies that use interactive software and hardware to

generate a realistic and immersive simulation of a three-dimensional environment controlled by

movement of the body.

Virtual enterprise (VE) Virtual enterprise consists in “a group of people who work together on a project, communicating

mainly by phone, e-mail, and the internet, rather than regularly going to a central office to work

providing operations as competitive as those in a traditional enterprise” [40].
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Smart factory Factory of the future.
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cooperate with each other and with humans in real time, via the Internet of Everything and Services.
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by using a network of remote servers hosted on the Internet.

CMfg (Cloud
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New concepts

Cyber-physical

production systems

Cyber-physical production systems “comprise smart machines, warehousing systems, and

production facilities that have been developed digitally and feature end-to-end ICT-based integration,

from inbound logistics to production, marketing, outbound logistics, and service” [37].

IoT (Internet of Things) Internet of Things comprises an intelligent interactivity, via Internet, sensors and actuators, etc.,

between human and things to exchange information and knowledge.

IoTS (Internet of Things

and Services)

Internet of Things and Services [38] comprises the infrastructure, technologies, and applications that

connect the real world and the virtual world. IoTS interconnects via the Internet, human, things, and

services.

IoE (Internet of

Everything)

Internet of Everything joins people, process, data, and things.

Industrial Internet Industrial Internet “is the integration and linking of big data, analytical tools, and wireless networks

with physical and industrial equipment, or otherwise applying metalevel networking functions to

distributed systems” [42].

Table 7. New concepts.
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Abstract

Mining  machines  (roadheaders,  long‐wall  shearers,  continuous  miners,  milling
machines  and others)  are  the  key mechanised systems used in  mining works—in
underground and surface mining and in civil engineering (tunnelling). Rock cutting is
carried out with working units fitted with cutting tools (most frequently picks mounted
in pickboxes welded to side surfaces). It is important to appropriately arrange and
position such tools in order to adapt them to the operating conditions (rock workability).
This will guarantee very high efficiency of the cutting process. For this reason, such parts
are designed with dedicated software. Designing is based on the simulation of the
cutting process according to which the solution established is accepted. A prerequisite
ensuring that the working process is performed highly efficiently by mining machines
is to guarantee the high manufacturing quality of working units, especially with regard
to the placement of cutting tools on the working unit side surface according to technical
documentation.  Robotised technologies  are  helpful  here.  Due to a  large variety of
solutions, utility programmes for robotised production sockets are developed with
software for designing and simulating the operation of robotised stations.

Keywords: mining cutting machines, working unit, computer‐aided design, comput‐
er‐aided manufacturing, quality control, reverse engineering

1. Introduction

Mining machines create a broad group of heavy‐working machines designed for mining
natural materials such as soils and rocks with different petrography, and composite materials
—concrete or bituminous masses. Although the mining industry is the key area of application
for such machines, they are also employed extensively in civil engineering—for the construc‐

© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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tion of transportation tunnels using trenchless methods (road, railway, metro tunnels), sewage
collectors, underground tunnels and networks (microtunnelling), or underground engineer‐
ing structures (water channels in hydropower plants, garages, etc.). Cutting machines with
their construction and working principle similar as in the mining sector are utilised in road
engineering—for cutting (milling) concrete and asphalt surfaces during construction and for
road surface renovation.

Mining cutting machines (roadheaders/shearers) are multifunctional machines enabling the
full mechanisation of the basic activities in mechanised technologies for drilling dog headings
and tunnels and excavation of minerals in underground and surface mining. Among the many
other activities, rock cutting or cutting other materials such as concrete, asphalt, and so on is
the most important activity performed by such machines. A mechanical cutting process may
be carried out in various ways depending on the properties of the medium being handled—
by cutting, using static pressure or a stroke. Mining by way of cutting is the most popular
method of those mentioned. In such case, cutting machines are equipped with working units
most often in the form of rotating bodies, on which pickboxes are positioned. Picks acting as
cutting tools are attached on the pickboxes. A cutting process of the medium being cut is carried
out when the picks are travelling along a trajectory which can be either a straight line or a
curved flat or spatial line.

Machines that are mined by way of cutting are used in underground mining for hard coal, salt
and other materials. They are used in opening and preparation works (for drilling of dog
headings—roadheaders—Figure 1) and for excavation of minerals (including, among others,
shearers and coal ploughs). They are used in surface mining for extracting deposits of certain

Figure 1. Boom‐type FR 160 roadheader designed for drilling dog headings in underground mines and tunnels in civil
engineering [6].
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rock resources, coal, salt, lime, bauxite, iron ore, phosphorus, bituminous shale and kimberlite.
They are even used in subaqueous mining—for extracting the deposits of mineral resources
from the bottom of inland water reservoirs and sea areas and oceans (e.g. polymetallic
sulphides of copper and gold) [1].

Mining practice and the results of theoretical and experimental studies conducted for decades
in many research institutions acting in the field of mechanical rock cutting show that the system
of picks (the number and method of arranging and setting the pickboxes spatially on the side
surface of the working unit of the mining machine) has a substantial effect on the performance
and efficiency of the cutting process carried out. It is essential from the user’s viewpoint because
it translates into drilling progress (in case of drilling dog headings and tunnels), the output
(for operating works), energy consumption and the wear of picks per worked material unit,
which is conditioning the economic profitability of conducting such type of mining works. It
is therefore not possible to develop a universal system of picks for the working units of cutting
machines ensuring the efficient cutting of rock and other materials with varied mechanical
properties.

The aspect of computer aid should be approached—in relation to the elements considered here
—in an area encompassing: design – production – quality control. It covers a number of
activities based on the use of a graphical environment and simulation models (virtual reality).
The computer tools used for this purpose represent a so‐called virtual‐manufacturing system
[2–4]. Such a system, already at the stage of process preparation, delivers information about
the product itself (at the stage of product design and optimisation), as well as about the
progress of the manufacturing process. A virtual‐manufacturing system is centred on product
design (aided design), production (optimisation of production process implementation) and
control (utility programmes are created for real production lines) [4, 5].

A manufacturing process of the working units of mining cutting machines consists of a number
of successive stages. The sequence of such events can be considered in terms of the project
lifecycle. In a classical approach, the cycle consists of the four basic phases: initiation, planning,
execution and completion (implementation). Those phases encompass a whole spectrum of
activities associated with organisation and management, economic analysis and analysis of
technical activities, which are aimed at achieving the set objective according to the adopted
time, cost and efficiency criteria [7–9]. Technical requirements are defined by the user at the
stage of project initiating by focussing on the technical aspect of the process considered in this
paper (Figure 2). In terms of the implementation of cutting process, the basic information for
a designer of the considered working units is to identify technical conditions for mining
machine operation, for which working units are to be designed and produced, including
mechanical properties of the worked rocks. As pick systems on working units of mining
machines lack universality, they are designed using state‐of‐the‐art computer techniques for
specific applicational conditions. Apart from standard computer‐aided design (CAD) software
for preparing the components of technical documentation, dedicated programmes are utilised
enabling the optimisation of pick systems and their verification based on a computer‐simulated
working process [10–14]. Computer aid at the stage of designing a pick system for the complex
operating conditions of a cutting machine is meant to deliver information to the designer
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allowing to assess the suitability of the created solution being a basis for its acceptance or
rejection (modification). The number and method of arranging and setting the picks spatially
on the side surface of the working unit of the cutting machine is selected (optimised) according
to a number of criteria (objective functions) ensuring the achievability of the expected func‐
tional and operating features, while satisfying the condition of a given solution’s technical
feasibility.

Figure 2. Manufacturing process of the working units of mining cutting machines—project lifecycle.

Technical documentation becomes a starting point in developing a manufacturing technology
of the working units of mining machines. The efficient work of the working units considered
in the paper is not possible without ensuring their high manufacturing quality and repeata‐
bility. This applies especially to the accurate representation of the position of pickboxes in
compliance with the established technical documentation. A solution guaranteeing the
fulfilment of such requirements is the use of robotised technologies, especially at the stage of
the preliminary installation (attaching) of pickboxes to a working unit’s side surface. As
particular pickboxes are set differently and considering their, often, large number, a robotised
station‐programming process should be aided with computer tools intended for offline
programming. When such operations are robotised, utility programmes are generated at the
stage of technology development, controlling the work of the automated production sockets.

Quality control is an inherent part of each manufacturing process—even this, utilising
robotised techniques. Quality control for working units of cutting machines consists of, in
particular, establishing whether the actual location of pickboxes is compliant with the technical
documentation. The stereometry of working units in mining machines should be measured
after the completion of two stages, during which pickboxes are mounted—after the completion
of pickbox placement, and after final welding. As large‐size welds have to be made, which
guarantee the high strength of welds between pickboxes with the working unit side surface,
there is a risk that post‐welding deformation will occur. Such deformations may be a reason
for the displacement of pickboxes, as a result of which deviations may occur in the actual values
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documentation. The stereometry of working units in mining machines should be measured
after the completion of two stages, during which pickboxes are mounted—after the completion
of pickbox placement, and after final welding. As large‐size welds have to be made, which
guarantee the high strength of welds between pickboxes with the working unit side surface,
there is a risk that post‐welding deformation will occur. Such deformations may be a reason
for the displacement of pickboxes, as a result of which deviations may occur in the actual values
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of stereometric parameters describing the spatial arrangement and position of individual
pickboxes in relation to the values defined in the design. Product compliance confirmation is
fundamental for transferring a product to the user for utilisation. If inadmissible dimensional
deviations are identified, a working unit is again transferred to the production department to
make the necessary modifications.

Computer‐aided design of working units of mining cutting machines is based on the use of
various software and computer modules, which form an integrated system CAD/CAM/CAQ
(computer‐aided design/computer‐aided manufacturing/computer‐aided quality). These
modules are grouped according to the tasks they have to fulfil in successive stages of the
process (Figure 3). The (uni‐ and bidirectional) exchange of information between the
individual modules of the software enables the efficient creation of the components of
technical documentation (at the stage of design), the development of technology (at the stage
of manufacturing preparation) and the control of the progress of the manufacturing process
of cutting machines working units having optimally designed parameters. An example of
such system is presented in the following chapter.

Figure 3. The integrated system of the computer‐aided design of mining machines working units.
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2. Computer‐aided design of the working units of mining machines

The underlying functional requirement of the software intended for the computer‐aided
design of pick systems in working units of cutting machines is the possibility of generating
rapidly alternative solutions creating a field of possible solutions for an optimisation task. The
solution can be selected manually or with automatic optimisation methods and tools. A
computer‐simulated cutting process is the basis for seeking an optimum solution in both cases.
It is executed using experimentally verified mathematical models.

The theoretical and experimental investigations of roadheaders and shearers were fundamen‐
tal for determining evaluation criteria (objective function) for the suitability of solutions of
mining machines working units in complex mining and geological conditions. These include
[15, 16]:

• the minimum criterion of the average cutting picks load;

• the minimum criterion of dynamic load in the cutting system;

• the anti‐resonance criterion;

• the criterion of maximum cutting efficiency and

• the minimum criterion of cutting energy consumption.

The computer‐aided design of mining machines working units mostly consists of specifying
the advantageous (optimum) picks’ arrangement on their side surface ensuring the achieve‐
ment of a feasible technical objective [16]:

• high rock cutting efficiency;

• reduced energy consumption of cutting and wear of picks;

• reduced dynamic loads in the cutting heads drive;

• limitation of excessive output crushing in the cutting process and

• reduced risks related to mining machine operation, such as dusting, sparking, and so on.

The term of a system of picks is understood as the number and method of spatial arrangement
and positioning of a working unit at the side surface.

The mining machine (type, size, power, etc.) is selected in the first place when designing a
mechanisation system for the performance of mining works during which mechanical rock
cutting is carried out for the defined parameter values characterising the mining and geological
conditions—Figure 4. The following working units are designed for the selected mining
machine. This usually consists of generating a pool of solutions for the systems of picks with
varied configuration. The particular variants are then evaluated based on the adopted criteria
(objective functions). Solutions were compared based on the evaluation with scores and
weight. A general evaluation of a given solution is in this case a weighted average of partial
scores corresponding to particular criteria. The solution with the highest score is considered
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to be adopted for implementation. Further design works are carried out for such a design, the
outcome of which is the established detailed documentation.

Figure 4. Designing of mechanisation system—stage of selecting a mining machine for the set operating conditions and
designing of working units for the machine.

The best configuration of picks on the side surface of the mining machine working unit for the
specific operating conditions is searched with a set of solutions which are technically feasible,
differing in the number and method of picks arrangement and positioning. For such a
procedure, different pick systems have to be generated rapidly to be evaluated technically. This
is possible by using dedicated computer software for the aided designed process of such type
of elements. Such a computer tool is exemplified by KREON software developed by the
Institute of Mining Mechanisation, Faculty of Mining and Geology, Silesian University of
Technology in Gliwice, Poland, for the computer‐aided design of boom‐type roadheader
cutting heads. The software is employed by internationally recognised Polish manufacturers
of mining machinery (Famur S.A. and Kopex Machinery S.A.) for computer‐aided design,
selection and approval of boom‐type roadheader cutting heads. The software provides
multiple functionalities to the designer, in particular [14]:

• a system of picks is generated manually or automatically on a cutting head;

• the generated solution is exported to CAD software;

• the cutting process is simulated and the so‐produced results are visualised;
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• scripts are generated automatically in Python programming language for the purpose of
offline programming of a robotised station for mounting pickboxes on the cutting head side
surface.

Figure 5. Algorithms for procedure of computer‐aided design of cutting heads of boom‐type roadheader in KREON
software.

Cutting heads designing in the KREON environment begins by entering input data identifying
the mining machine for which working units are designed (cutting heads here) and cutting
process implementation conditions (Figure 5). The type of the designed cutting head is being
determined at this stage (transverse/longitudinal) and information is entered about its
dimensions and number of picks it is to be equipped with (basic data). A system of picks is
generated after entering all the necessary data. This can be done manually (which is useful
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especially for analysing the operation of existing heads) or automatically. In the second of the
listed methods, the shape of the picks tips envelopes is designed, the way of arranging picks
on helixes is chosen (the number of helixes, twisting angle, etc.) and the method of setting picks
in the space is defined along with the corresponding pickboxes. The shape of the picks tips
envelopes may be modelled here either manually, automatically or drawn using the available
drawing tools (Figure 6). The output‐generated pick system is visualised graphically and the
values of parameters describing it are listed in a table (Figure 7). A pick system, further in the
design process, after the solution established has been accepted, can be exported to Auto‐
desk Inventor® software to create detailed documentation of the designed cutting head.
Corrections to the pick system can be made by analysing the technical feasibility of the given
solution by editing the table of parameters for picks.

Figure 6. Generation of pick system on the side surface of boom‐type roadheader cutting head in KREON environ‐
ment.

Figure 7. Visualisation of the generated pick system for the newly designed cutting head of boom‐type roadheader in
KREON software.
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In order to establish the most advantageous configuration of picks for the set roadheader
operating conditions, the designer generates a certain number of solutions differing in the
number of picks and their arrangement and the method of positioning on the cutting head side
surface with assumed dimensions. A certain shape of the cutting head side surface is usually
assumed at the design stage for different systems of picks, with such a shape being adapted
to the roadheader cutting system design (the way a cutting head is mounted to an output shaft
of the gear in the cutting system, the gearbox shape in cutting heads or the way the water
inflow to the spraying system is solved). The shape can be further modified depending on the
final setting of pickboxes in the aspect of welding technology optimisation for such holders to
the side surface of the cutting head (KREON software delivers data on the location of charac‐
teristic base points of pickboxes based on which a beneficial shape of the cutting head side
surface can be determined—Figure 7).

At the decision‐making stage, a system of picks is chosen from the created group of potential
solutions according to the evaluation criteria adopted. A computer‐simulated cutting process
is a tool that can provide information allowing to select and accept a specific system of tools
(Figure 8). The tool enables to establish characteristics for the cutting process of the heading
face surface with a cutting head, including, in particular, projections of cuts and a load curve
of the cutting heads drive and boom‐deflection mechanisms. A dog‐heading outline is also
generated for the defined cutting system geometry (boom length, turntable dimensions and
ranges of boom‐deflection angles in the plane parallel and perpendicular to the floor), which
can be performed from one roadheader setting with the designed cutting heads. With the
dimensions and shape of the outline, the size of the heading cross section can be judged to be
tunnelled with a specific type of a roadheader equipped with the designed cutting heads. This
information, especially the size of the heading cross section, is given in technical specifications
of each roadheader designed for drilling dog headings and tunnels.

Figure 8. Simulation of cutting process with the designed cutting head in KREON environment.
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3. The use of offline programming for the purpose of robotisation of the
manufacturing process of the working units of mining machines

In a manufacturing process of the working units of mining machines, the individual pickboxes
are basically fitted to their side surface in a way resulting from the technical documentation
prepared at the design stage (activities for constructing the side surface itself are omitted here).
The process covers basically two stages: pickboxes are arranged on the cutting head side
surface and are finally welded to such surface. In the first of the mentioned stages, an appro‐
priately positioned pickbox is initially mounted with a joint weld to the side surface of the
mining machine working unit. This is a very time‐ and work‐intensive process. It requires
considerable attention and concentration from the operator. The same operations have to be
repeated in the pickbox installation process (the number of repetitions results from the number
of pickboxes the mining machine working unit is to be equipped with). Each of the pickboxes
is set, however, differently, according to the way of arranging and positioning the related picks.
For this reason, the robotisation of the pickbox installation process is the right direction.

Utility programmes controlling the work of industrial robots executing main assembly
operations are prepared at the stage of developing a manufacturing technology of mining
machines working units, and in such assembly operations: the individual pickboxes are
collected from the magazine, they are transferred to the set position and attached to the side
surface of the mining machine working unit. Software dedicated to the configuration and
simulation of operation of robotised stations supplied by manufacturers of industrial robots
is used to generate programmes for controlling the work of robots. Robots are programmed
here outside the working environment of robots (offline) based on the data generated in the
design‐aided software of the working units considered in this work (Figure 9a). The so‐created
utility programme has to be recorded in a form acceptable by the robot’s operating system into
which it is entered (in the implemented programming language). An important part of offline
programming is a possibility of testing the so‐created control programmes and to introduce
modifications. Figure 9b shows an interface of an example of a programme created in RAD
Studio environment for testing the operation of a programme controlling the work of the
IRp‐60 robot on an experimental station at the laboratory of the Institute of Mining Mechani‐
sation of the Silesian University of Technology for testing potential automatisation of the
discussed assembly process. Free GLScene graphical libraries created in OpenGL technology
were used for visualising the operation of this station [17]. Professional offline software
delivered by a manufacturer of industrial robots has to be used for the automated assembly
of pickboxes on the side surface of the mining machines working units at an industrial scale.
An example of such a solution is KUKA.Sim Pro software dedicated to offline programming of
KUKA Roboter GmbH robots. The software was used for programming KUKA KR 16‐2 and
KR 5arc robots installed on a test station created in a laboratory of the Institute of Mining
Mechanisation of the Silesian University of Technology. Pickboxes can be installed at this
station on the side surface of the roadheader and longwall shearer working units in the actual
size (at the geometric scale of 1:1). The KR 16‐2 robot is designed for positioning pickboxes on
the working unit side surface, and the KR 5arc robot is equipped with a welding machine pipe
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and simulates the installation of such pickboxes with a positional weld (Figure 10). As the
range of both robots is limited, the side surface of the mining machine working unit is placed
on a rotating positioner table with the vertical axis PEV‐1‐2500 (by ZAP Robotyka).

Figure 9. Development of a utility programme for a robotised station for mounting pickboxes to the side surface of the
working unit of a mining machine: (a) procedure algorithm [18], (b) simulated work of utility programme [19].

The first phase of generating utility programmes for the positioning and welding robot is
performed in the KREON environment. It is based on the data set (stereometric parameters)
obtained when designing a system of picks of the working unit of a mining machine. A string
of instructions controlling the work of robots is generated based on such data in the form of
scripts in Python language (an interpreter of this language was implemented in KUKA.SimPro
software).

For example, a utility programme for the positioning robot, KR 16‐2, comprises instructions
executing successive operations for a positioning sequence of a single pickbox, namely [14]:

• pickbox is collected,

• a request is sent to a positioner to position the side surface of the working unit of a mining
machine in the set position (rotation angle of the positioner disc is an argument of this
instruction);

• a given pickbox is brought to a given position on the side surface of the working unit;

• waiting until a positional weld is executed by the KR 5arc‐welding robot and

• a gripping device is released and withdrawn to the home position.

Positioning instructions (movement instructions) are the most essential element of a pro‐
gramme controlling the work of a robot distributing pickboxes on the working unit side
surface. A set of values is created in KREON software for each pickbox for parameters
describing the position and spatial orientation of the robot gripping device (being the argu‐
ments of robot tool positioning instructions). The parameters’ values are determined based on
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the values of stereometric parameters assigned to individual pickboxes. This is executed
according to homogeneous transformations discussed in the work [14]. The scripts, generated
as text files, are then read into a script editor implemented in KUKA.SimPro environment
(Figure 10). The Python language interpreter translates the successive utility programme
instructions as a code in the form of a string of pictograms symbolising particular instructions.
The pictograms are displayed in Teach tab of KUKA.SimPro (they are surrounded with an
ellipsis in Figure 10).

Figure 10. Virtual assembly station and progress of the utility programme generation process for robotised station for
mounting pickboxes to the side surface of the working unit of a mining machine with KREON and KUKA.SimPro soft‐
ware.

Collision analysis is carried out when the generated utility programmes are tested in
KUKA.SimPro environment. When robot movements are simulated on a virtual stage, the
software analyses the distance between the elements indicated by the programmer. The
elements for analysis are selected and the minimum permitted distance between them is
established in the Collision Detector Editor dialogue window (Figure 11). If any collision is
detected, the programme executes an action chosen by the programmer (collision occurrence
is indicated, the tested utility programme is deactivated) [20]. A utility programme in such
case is manually modified to eliminate the risk of collision.
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Figure 11. Collision detection module in KUKA.SimPro environment.

Figure 12. ‘Cutting_head_R1’ utility programme for the robot positioning the pickboxes generated in KUKA.SimPro
environment transferred to the virtual operating system of KUKA.OfficeLite robot.

A positive result of robotised station software test enables to transfer real robots into the
operating system via a communication interface. For KUKA robots, this is done via a virtual‐
operating system, KUKA.OfficeLite. It is an image of the actual KUKA robot operating system,
installed in VMware Player virtual machine [21]. A virtual operating system can communicate
with any virtual robot model in KUKA. SimPro environment (Connect feature). The connec‐
tion status is highlighted in Properties → Status (Figure 12—rounded with an ellipsis). Such
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communication enables to transfer utility programmes between KUKA. SimPro and KU‐
KA.OfficeLite virtual‐operating system. When communication is initiated in KRC tab of
KUKA.SimPro software with a virtual operating system of the robot (‘Status: VRC ready’) and
when Download RSL function is called, the utility programme is transferred and translated
into KRL (Kuka Robot Language) language supported by KUKA robots operating system.
The utility programme can then be transferred into the actual robot control system with
portable USB disc storage.

4. Automation of production quality control

Production quality control is critical for product acceptance and for putting the product into
use. Due to the complicated stereometry of the working units considered in this work, this
issue can be effectively solved by applying reverse engineering with three‐dimensional (3D)
scanning. Due to a complex shape of the working units of cutting machines, manual scanning
methods already at the stage of measuring data acquisition are not effective and very working
intensive. Robotic techniques are useful here again such as automatic scanning using robo‐
tised‐measuring stations. A utility programme for a robot must be prepared for an automatic
scanning process, which can be created using offline programming. The geometric character‐
istics of a working unit can be identified, in accordance with the way of recording the dimen‐
sioning of a pick system in technical documentation, by parsing out information from the data
acquired by scanning, based on which a measurement model is built. The process of processing
measurement data (scans) to parameter values characterising the arrangement and setting of
individual pickboxes is performed with advanced computer techniques—software for
processing and analysing 3D mesh. An important aspect for this type of measurement tasks is
a possibility of measurement data automatisation to shorten, as much as possible, the time for
producing measurement results.

The stereometry of working units in mining machines is measured in two stages. In the first
stage, measurement itself is performed with a 3D scanner mounted to a robot arm. The next
positions of the scanner—in relation to the scanned object—are set by an industrial robot
manipulator executing successive positioning instructions. Measuring data is also initially
prepared at this stage for further processing in scanner software. Another stage of measure‐
ment is performed with computer software for processing meshes representing the scanned
object surface. GOM Inspect is an example of such software.

A robotised‐measuring station was constructed for the stereometry measurement of mining
machines working units in a laboratory of the Institute of Mining Mechanisation, Faculty of
Mining and Geology, Silesian University of Technology. It incorporates the KUKA KR 16‐2
robot with smartSCAN 3D‐HE scanner (by Breuckmann Aicon 3D Systems) attached to its arm
and PEV‐1‐2500 positioner. Figure 13 shows a virtual 3D model of a robotised‐measuring
station created in KUKA.SimPro software. The measuring station is controlled with a utility
programme created for this purpose. Two layers can be distinguished in the software hierarchy.
A subordinate layer with a subprogramme is executing the entire scanning sequence for the
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given setting of the scanned object on the positioner disc (Figure 14). It comprises a number
of successive instructions for robot arm positioning. A scanning procedure is called after each
of them during which the control process scanning system (Optocat programme in this case)
acquires measuring data. The robot control system communicates with Optocat software via a
TCP/IP link in client (robot controller)—server (Optocat software) architecture using XIRP
protocol [22]. A loop is executed in the control programme master layer of the robotised‐
measuring station, in which the positioner disc setting is changed (its rotation angle φT)
between zero and 360°, with the defined step ΔφT [1].

Figure 13. Virtual model of a robotised‐measuring station in KUKA.SimPro environment.

Figure 14. The algorithm of procedure of automated measurement of stereometry of mining machines working units
by means of a structured light scanner mounted to the robot arm.

A control programme scanning sequence is generated in KUKA.SimPro software. The partic‐
ular positions of the scanner are set manually, after which they are memorised as positioning
instructions. Due to the complicated shape of the mining machine working unit surface, a large
number of scanner positions have to be programmed to execute the measuring task considered
here. This results from a generally high density of pickboxes. For example, even 68‐scanner
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positions had to be programmed to measure the cutting heads of a boom‐type roadheader with
the diameter of ∼750 mm and the length of ∼500 mm. This is derived from the fact that the
scanned surface had many areas with hard access by the scanner; however, with fewer scans,
the mesh representing the scanned surface had many discontinuities (holes). By assuming the
positioner disc rotation step of ΔφT = 10°, the number of scans used to build the model of a
cutting head surface was more than 2400. Such massive amounts of data require high compu‐
tational capacity of a computer used for processing and analysing measurement results.

In order to position the scanner correctly in relation to the scanned object, a scanner measuring
field position is displayed on a virtual stage of the measuring station with the corresponding
aperture value (Figure 13—green cuboid).

Figure 15. Simulation of the scanning process of boom‐type roadheader cutting heads in KUKA.SimPro environment.
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Three selected scanner positions are shown in Figure 15, resulting from the execution of the
positioning instructions P1, P8 and P41. The whole sequence of the programmed instructions
for positioning the successive scanner positions relative to the cutting head is shown in the
left top corner, for which measurement is executed (the pictograms of the shown examples
of positioning instructions are marked orange). After testing the created utility programme,
it is converted into KRL language during transmission into a virtual control system of KUKA.
OfficeLite environment (this is discussed in item 3 of this work). Using a virtual robot
programming panel, scanning procedure calls are added after each positioning sequence to
a subprogramme executing the scanning sequence. It is then transferred to a memory of the
actual robot’s control system using portable USB disc storage.

In the second stage of the stereometry measurement of the working units of mining machines
in line with the discussed method, the measuring data obtained as a result of automatic
scanning are processed in order to produce a measurement result. It is done using special
computer tools—metrological programmes for, among others, analysing meshes representing
the scanned object surface. The GOM environment of GOM mbH is an example of such
software. It is worth noting that the basic version of the software is free. It also features a full
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The software used for measuring data analysis allows to follow two measurement strategies
of the working units of mining machines [1]. The shape of the scanned surface is compared
with the nominal surface (CAD model) in the first of them. It is possible to make a quick
inspection this way, the result of which is the determination of dimensional deviations in the
actual surface area from the reference surface area. The measurement result in this case has
the form of a colourful map with a distribution chart of values of such deviations (Figure 16).
It is also possible to analyse deviations in the shape of section lines in the needed cross sections
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of the scanned object and to determine the values of deviations in the defined control points
[23]. A mathematical measurement model has to be built in the second measurement strategy
for each pickbox. The values of parameters describing the arrangement and spatial positioning
of particular pickboxes and related picks are established on the basis of such a model according
to characteristic geometrical features measured in a metrological programme. The consistency
of the so‐established measured values is determined in relation to the nominal values provided
in technical documentation in order to assess whether or not the mining machine working unit
has been executed correctly in this case. In particular, the work [1] describes the construction
of a stereometry measurement model of the working units of mining machines.

In the example shown in Figure 16, the actual arrangement of some of the pickboxes clearly
differs from that set in the design of the cutting head. In the map generated in GOM Inspect
program, the areas of the minimal deviations of the actual surface from the nominal surface
are marked green. The more red or blue the area is, the greater are the deviations (with respect
to the absolute value). The degree of variation of the surface adaption of the individual
pickboxes varies. The greatest deviations of the actual surface from the nominal surface were
reported in case of the pickboxes arranged the closest to the face surface of the cutting head
(in the upper part of the model). The surfaces of these pickboxes are marked red (the corre‐
sponding deviations are even greater than +18 mm). This proves that the arrangement of the
pickboxes does not comply with the technical documentation. A similar effect is visible also
in case of some of the pickboxes arranged near the base of the cutting head (in the lower part
of the model). The production errors, which occurred at the stage of manufacturing of the
measured head, result largely from the fact that the installation (attaching) of pickboxes to its
side surface has been carried out at a manual assembly station. In such case, the quality of
workmanship depends largely on the skills and conscientiousness of the operator.

5. Conclusion

This work discusses comprehensively the issue of manufacturing the working units of mining
machines and the potential use of computer aid in particular phases of executing this process.
Considering the efficient and effective work of mining machines, it is fundamental to optimise
the construction of this type of working units, especially with regard to the way of arranging
working tools and compliance of the final product with technical documentation. This is
confirmed by practical experience and scientific investigations. They indicate that working
units designed improperly for service conditions or constructed not in accordance with
documentation may cause low‐working capacity, considerable dynamic overloads of working
machine’s drives and its load‐bearing system. This results in low‐operating efficiency and low
durability and reliability of such machines, especially when operated in difficult mining and
geological conditions. This risk can be mitigated by using modern manufacturing techniques
of the working units of mining machines based on computer‐aided design and optimisation,
computer‐aided design of their manufacturing technology and production quality monitoring.
A broad array of computer tools should be utilised in the successive steps of such a design,
namely, standard CAD programmes, dedicated software aiding the design of mining machines
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working units and a computer simulation of the working process they execute, tool software
for aiding the technology design and for simulating the manufacturing process, or metrological
software allowing fast, automated inspection for quality control at the key stages of such units’
production. The way how this issue can be solved practically has been presented with the
example of boom‐type roadheader working units. The usefulness of the computer tools
presented in this work has been confirmed practically. Software for the aided design of pick
systems is widely used by the manufacturers of mining machines for designing and selecting
working units for particular service conditions. The capabilities of offline programming of
robotised stations for the assembly of pickboxes and for measuring the stereometry of
roadheader cutting heads were tested at a semi‐industrial scale on a robotised assembly station
and a robotised‐measuring station created in the laboratory of the Institute of Mining Mech‐
anisation, Faculty of Mining and Geology, Silesian University of Technology.

The use of computer aid is contributing to a significantly improved manufacturing quality of
such important elements—considering the efficient operation of cutting machines—whilst
reducing the time and work input of their production. Different configurations of picks are
achievable by optimising the construction of working units and by applying robotised
manufacturing technologies and this contributes to their enhanced service life. This, in turn,
leads to the improved utilisation of technical potential of working machines, having a
beneficial effect on the economical aspects of mining works carried out with such machines.
A necessary condition critical to pursue this direction effectively is to minimise the design
implementation time—starting with the formulation of technical assumptions to producing a
final product. Such requirements can be successfully satisfied by using computer tools at each
stage of such a process.
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Abstract

Geometrical variation is closely related to fulfillment of both functional and esthetical
requirements on the final product. To investigate the fulfillment of those requirements,
Monte Carlo (MC)-based variation simulations can be executed in order to predict the
levels of geometrical variation on subassembly and/or product level. If the variation
simulations are accurate enough, physical tests and try-outs can be replaced, which
reduce cost and lead-time. To ensure high accuracy, the joining process is important to
include in the variation simulation. In this chapter, an overview of nonrigid variation
simulation is given and aspects such as the type and number of joining points, the
joining sequence and joining forces are discussed.

Keywords: variation simulation, joining, spot welding, clip fastener, welding,
sequence, holding forces, assembly forces

1. Introduction

Computer-aided tolerancing (CAT) is a research area within computer-aided technologies.
Tolerances are a way to describe the allowed variation in a specific dimension or feature.
Variation on part level will, together with a number of other influencing factors, control the
variation on product level of an assembled product. To fulfill assembly requirements as well as
functional and esthetical requirements of the final product, the allowed tolerances play an
important role. Figure 1 illustrates a product not fulfilling the esthetical requirement of paral-
lelism of a split line. These kinds of problems can be caused by geometrical variation. How-
ever, tight tolerances are costly and tolerancing is therefore a balancing between cost and
quality [1]. There are also other methods, such as stability analysis [2], to decrease the sensitiv-
ity to geometrical variation on part level. In that way, the geometrical quality of the assembly
can be improved without tightening tolerances with increased cost as a consequence.
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Generally, methods to minimize the effects of geometrical variation are gathered under the
term “geometry assurance” [3].

Within CAT, variation simulation is used to support the choice of design concepts and toler-
ances. Variation simulation is used to predict the geometrical result of a final assembly, given
part variation as inspection data or tolerances and information about the joining and assembly
process. By the use of variation simulation, different design concepts can be compared early on
in the product development cycle and the predicted variation on assembly level can be com-
pared to geometrical assembly requirements. In this way, the product development time and
cost can be reduced and the geometrical quality of the final assembly or product can be
increased. There are several different software tools for variation simulation, such as 3DCS
[4], VSA [5] and RD&T [6].

In this chapter, both the terms variation and deviation are used. On individual basis, a part or
an assembly can deviate from their nominal value in a critical dimension. The reason for this

Figure 1. A nonparallel split line, caused by variation due to the stamping, joining and assembly processes.

Figure 2. Factors affecting geometrical deviations of a subassembly.
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is usually a large number of underlying factors. The effects from these factors can lead to a
mean shift, where all individual parts in a population deviate from nominal values in a
similar way, or to a variation affecting the deviations of the individual parts in a population
independently. Usually, a deviation is caused by a combination of the two phenomena. If a
sample of parts or subassemblies is considered, there will be a mean shift and a variation
within the sample.

The accuracy of the simulations is a critical issue—if the simulations shall be trustworthy and
simulation results shall replace physical tests and prototypes, the difference between simu-
lated result and real result must be minimized. To reach a good agreement, it is important to
include in the simulation as many as possible factors that influence the result in reality. In
Figure 2, different factors affecting the geometrical result of an automated joining process in
the body shop are outlined.

The main factors affecting the geometrical variation and mean shift of a subassembly are:

• Part variation, i.e., how a sample of parts differs from nominal geometry. This variation is
due to variation in material properties and variation in previous manufacturing processes.
A good estimate of part variation is necessary to include in the variation simulation. This
can be done by using part tolerances or inspection data. How to include inspection data in
the simulation is treated in [7, 8].

• Fixturing, i.e., how the parts are positioned in the assembly fixtures during joining. This is
usually referred to as the locating scheme [9, 10]. The positions of locating points (also
referred to as locators) and additional clamps are important since they control the robust-
ness (i.e., sensitivity to part variation). A rigid part has six degrees of freedom which are
locked by the master locating points, while a nonrigid part can be overconstrained and
additional clamps are added to the master locating points.

Also deviations in the fixture caused by lack of repeatability [11, 12] and the clamping
sequence [13] affect the result. The forces applied in the clamps constitute another important
factor. A too low clamping force can result in a locator not be able to force the part to nominal
position and a too high clamping force may lead to unwanted steering due to high friction
between the part and the clamp. Friction and steering directions are also related to the size and
shape of the clamp [14]. Fixtures are compared to the parts to be joined very stiff and are
therefore modeled as rigid bodies in this chapter.

• The joining process, including the number, position and sequence of joining points. For
some joining processes, such as spot welding, the result might also be influenced by
variations in the welding gun, leading to that the welding gun forces the assembly to a
non-nominal position. Furthermore, the heat generated by the spot welding process can
lead to local deformations, usually considered to be of minor importance [15]. If there is a
large gap between the parts to be joined, due to part or fixture variation, and the force
applied by the joining tool is too low to close the gap, this will lead to failing joints, which of
course affect the geometrical outcome and also the strength of the assembly. Spot welding is
a frequently used joining method in automotive industry, but also methods such as riveting,
clinching, clip fastening and adhesive joining occur.
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• Gravity can affect part positions and lead to parts being assembled in erroneous positions.

• Material properties such as stiffness and density. The part deviations are usually assumed
to be small compared to the part dimensions in order to speed up the calculations in
nonrigid variation simulation. The material models are linear, and it is assumed that the
changes in the stiffness matrix due to part and positioning variation can be neglected. Only
elastic behavior is taken into consideration.

• Collisions between parts lead to forces making the parts deform. In the simulation model
this can be taken care of using contact modeling [16, 17].

In this chapter, the main focus is on the joining process and on how to include that in variation
simulation. The joining methods considered are mainly spot welding, riveting, bolts, clip
fasteners and continuous welding. Some attention is also paid to how to minimize the geomet-
rical variation caused by the joining process, especially by finding good joining sequences.

2. Nonrigid variation simulation

In nonrigid variation simulation, the parts are allowed to bend, i.e., there is no assumption that
the parts are rigid. To perform a nonrigid simulation, finite element analysis (FEA) is inte-
grated in the simulation. The benefits of nonrigid variation simulation, compared to the rigid
one, are in many cases an increased accuracy and also the ability to overconstrain parts and
assemblies, calculate forces and how the parts are bent, to see the effects from gravity, include
effects from heat, etc.

FEA in nonrigid modeling is used to discretize the geometry using a set of finite elements
gathered in a mesh. All the elements in the mesh are joined by shared nodes. In nonrigid
analysis, the displacements in the nodes are studied. The magnitudes of the displacements
depend on what forces that are applied to the geometry. The forces can be caused by, for
example, variation in single parts, assembly fixtures and the joining process.

To calculate the forces, the stiffness of the material must be known. The stiffness information is
gathered in the so-called stiffness matrix and describes how resistant each node is to deflection
when exposed to an applied force.

The sum of the forces must be in balance and FEA is used to solve the equilibrium equations
describing this. Assembly deviations can be predicted through the use of this method.

The direct Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, combined with FEA, is a standard technique for the
variation simulation of nonrigid parts. However, since a large number of runs are required to
achieve satisfactory accuracy in a direct Monte Carlo simulation, the simulation time will be
very long since a new FEA calculation must be executed in each run. Liu and Hu [18]
presented a technique called method of influence coefficients (MICs) to solve this problem.
The main idea of the proposed method is to find linear relationships between part deviations
and assembly spring-back deviations. A set of sensitivity matrices, constructed using FEA,
describes that linear relationship. These sensitivity matrices can then be used in the
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simulations, and in this way the number of FEA calculations can be reduced. Camelio et al. [19]
applied the method to a multistation system. Dahlström and Lindkvist [20] combined MIC
with contact modeling. Contact modeling is a method to avoid that parts virtually penetrate
each other during assembly. Contact modeling was also treated in [16, 17].

2.1. Simulation methodology

To include joining sequence in a nonrigid variation simulation methodology, the steps
described below are generally necessary to include in the calculations to be able to predict
variation and mean shift in critical dimensions of a subassembly:

Step 1: The parts are positioned in their assembly fixtures, and overconstrained locating
systems (i.e., clamps) are applied. To clamp non-nominal parts, forces are applied.

Step 2: The parts are joined together according to a defined joining sequence. The gaps in the
joining points are closed one by one using the defined sequence.

Step 3: When the last joint is set, the assembly is released from the clamps and is allowed to
springback.

These steps can be included in a Monte Carlo (MC)-based variation simulation [17]. The
assembly forces and the geometrical variation of the final assembly are calculated in each MC
replication. For a node-node based balanced joining method, such as spot welding using a
balanced gun, an overview of the modeling of Steps 1–3 is given below.

Modeling of step 1: Positioning/clamping the parts in the assembly fixture.

The parts a and b are positioned in their assembly fixtures. Overconstrained locating systems,
i.e., clamps are applied. The magnitude of the gaps to be closed in the clamping points are

collected in the vectors ua
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relations between the required forces and the gaps are described in Eqs. (1) and (2):

Fap
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(1)

Fbp
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¼ Kb
p
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p

n o
(2)

Modeling of step 2: Welding the parts, weld point (wp) i = 1, …, N

To close the gap in weld point (wp) i, a force FiA
� �

, where the index A stands for assembly, is
applied and the relation becomes:

FiA
� � ¼ Ki�1

A

� �
ui�1
A

� �
(3)

After setting wp i, the assembly is released from its fixture and will then springback (the
release step is executed since it gives clearer and easier calculations compared to accumulating
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the resulting forces for each wp). To calculate the springback, the stiffness matrix Ki
A

� �
, is used.

This matrix describes the stiffness of the assembly after wp i is set and is determined using
Eq. (4).

After the springback calculation, the assembly is brought back to its clamped position again,
and the forces FiA

� �
required to do this are registered. Both clamping forces and forces due to

contact modeling are taken into consideration.

The stiffness matrix Ki
A is updated for every new wp by adding a matrix Ki

wp ia;ibð Þ
h i

to the

stiffness matrix from the previous step. The added matrix describes how the new wp locks
three translations and three rotations. This is described in Eq. (4):

KA
i� � ¼ KA

i�1� �þ Kwp ia;ibð Þ
� �

(4)

For the very first wp, the matrix K0
A

� �
refers to the original part stiffness matrices, i.e., one for

each part. The deviation used for the first welding point, u0
A

� �
, corresponds to the part

deviations.

Modeling of step 3: Final springback

When all welding points are set and the assembly is unclamped it will springback due to
previously applied forces. To simulate this springback, a force{Fa} corresponding to the force
FNA

� �
, but in the opposite direction, is applied. Using the relation

Faf g ¼ KN
a

� �
uaf g (5)

the final assembly deviation {ua} can be calculated:

uaf g ¼ KN
a

� ��1
Faf g (6)

The above description was intentionally kept simple in order to provide a first rough picture of
the modeling. It is in fact much more complicated. Still much simplified, the following sum-
marizes what information that needs to be calculated in order to predict the final springback of
an assembly.

Step 1: The parts are positioned/clamped in their fixtures. Forces are applied to clamp the non-
nominal parts. Overconstrained locating systems are often applied, locking the part in more
than six degrees of freedom. Simplified, the following are established in this first step:

a) Position and orientation of the parts (or subassemblies) to be assembled, by locking each
part in six degrees of freedom.

b) Deformation of the parts due to possible overconstrained clamping of the parts to be
assembled.

c) The resulting penetrations or gaps arising between the mating surfaces. In the following
this is referred to as the penetration state.
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Step 2: The parts are welded together in a predefined welding sequence. The gaps in the weld
points are closed one by one. The force needed to close a gap interplay with the forces arising
in the mating surfaces, which in turn affects the penetration state. Solving the resulting force
pairs can be done using contact modeling, using iterative [17] or more advanced optimization
methods, e.g., quadratic programming [16]. The following is calculated for each welding point
in this step:

a) Force pair needed to close the gap in the welding point and the resulting force pairs
necessary to hinder penetration of the parts.

b) The resulting deformation of the parts due to introduced weld and contact forces.

c) The resulting changes of clamping forces.

Step 3: After the spot welds are set, the assembly is unclamped and is allowed to springback.
The following is then calculated, constraining the assembly in only six degrees of freedom:

a) Changes in stiffness of the parts due to the added welds.

b) Changes of the part geometries and the springback of the assembly, due to the release of
contact and clamp forces.

Step 1b, Step 1c, Step 2 and Step 3 are iterated until all the spot welds are set.

Step 4: After the last spot weld is set, the assembly is unclamped and is allowed to springback.
The resulting springback is established positioning the assembly in a targeting fixture. This
fixture can be either constrained to evaluate the total springback or overconstrained to match
the locating system used in the tolerancing of the assembly. A bit simplified, the following
steps are repeated taking into account the new locating system:

a) Step 1, to calculate the final penetration state.

b) Steps 2a and 2b, to calculate the final shape of the assembly.

As previously mentioned, the above steps can be included in a Monte Carlo (MC)-based varia-
tion simulation [21]. The joining forces and the geometrical deviation of the final assembly are
calculated in each MC replication. The method described in this section is implemented in the
variation simulation tool RD&T [6], which is used for the case studies presented in this chapter.

For large assemblies with dense meshes and many weld points, the model size and the
simulation time has been an issue, although the MIC is used. However, there has recently been
some work done in this area to reduce the simulation models by Lindau et al. [22].

2.2. Case study

In Figure 3, a case study of an A-pillar can be seen. This assembly consists of two parts which
are joined with nine spot welds. The joining sequence used in industrial production is seen in
the figure. For this case study, there exist inspection data for both part A and part B. This data
can, together with information about the locating schemes, be used as input to a variation
simulation. The result from the simulation, based on the method described above, is then
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compared to inspection data on assembly level in a number of inspection points, see Figure 4.
The data is originating from industrial settings, but it should be pointed out that this subas-
sembly was chosen for analysis since there have been a lot of difficulties associated with it. The
level of variation in the subassembly has been unacceptably high and the behavior of particu-
larly part A has been hard to predict.

The case study is used to illustrate the difference between rigid and nonrigid modeling and
also how the inclusion of contact modeling and joining sequence can affect the simulation
result.

The inspection data on assembly level is blue in Figure 4. As can be seen, the rigid prediction
(black line) is quite far from the inspection data. Nonrigid modeling but without contact
modeling (pink line) gives approximately the same result as the rigid modeling. When adding
contact modeling (red line) a much better agreement with inspection data is achieved and
when also welding sequence is added to the simulation model (green line), additional
improvements can be reached.

The inspection points 51–59 are all positioned on part A. This part is 0.97 mm thick com-
pared to 1.6 mm for part B. During inspection, the locating scheme from part B is used. These

Figure 3. An A-pillar assembly. The two parts are joined by nine spot welds.
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factors simply that it is more difficult to predict the springback for part B than for part A, and
from Figure 4 it can be seen that there is a bigger difference between the different simulation
results for the points on part A. Correlation values, which measure the linear relationship
between simulated data and inspection data, for inspection points on part A can be seen in
Table 1. As can be seen, the correlation increases when more influencing factors are taken
into account in the simulation model. However, for this case study there is no difference
between the correlation values with and without welding sequence. The deviations between
simulated and inspected values are though slightly less for the model where welding
sequence is included.

For the full simulation model the correlation is 0.87 which is a very high value. This
indicates that the trends are captured very well by the simulation model. However, there
is still a gap between simulated and real values for some of the inspection points. This
needs to be closed by refinement of the simulation methodology and/or better input data.
The input data for this case study consist of inspection data on part level. The parts should
ideally be measured unclamped, i.e., not forced to a specific shape. In this case, additional
clamps were applied, leading to an overconstrained condition and information loss on the
actual springback shapes of the parts [23].

Figure 4. A comparison between simulated data and inspection data.

Model Rigid No contact Contact Contact and wp seq.

Correlation 0.26 0.02 0.87 0.87

Table 1. Correlation between simulated data and inspection data for different modeling alternatives.
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3. The type and number of joining points

In this section, different joining methods will be discussed as well as how to choose geometry
points. Geometry points are the set of joining points that are assumed to lock the geometry of a
subassembly. These points are set first in a joining sequence.

There are many different joining methods and as mentioned in the Introduction, the ones
considered here are joining by:

• Bolts, rivets, clinches and spot welds: These are treated together, since they all are assumed
to lock two parts together in all degrees of freedom. Therefore, they can be modeled in the
same way. The heat induced by the spot welding, and possible local deformation caused by
this, is not considered here. Neither are local deformations caused by clinching.

• Clip fasteners: clip fasteners are often used to join dissimilar material, such as plastic parts
to more rigid, structural parts. The clip fasteners can lock the parts in varying degrees of
freedom depending on their configuration. Clip fasteners are discussed in Section 6.

• Continuous welding: continuous welding is used to join two structural parts. The main
challenge in modeling continuous welding with respect to geometrical deviation is that the
heat generated by the welding process leads to deformations of the parts. Continuous
welding is discussed in Section 7.

In FEA-based variation simulation the joining is modeled by constraining the allowed dis-
placement of one or several nodes from one part to corresponding nodes on the other part.
These corresponding nodes are in previous work [16, 17] referred to as node-pairs. The
constraints set on the nodes in a node-pair depend on the type of joint to be modeled.
Depending on the type, the relative displacement of the corresponding nodes are locked in
one to six degrees of freedom (dof), where three dofs prevent possible translation in orthogo-
nal directions and three dofs prevent the rotations.

3.1. Geometry points

The geometrical outcome of the assembly is of course affected by the number and position of
the joining points. Generally, the choice of joining points is based on requirements of strength
of the assembly and also the accessibility for the joining tools.

The geometry of an assembly is mostly affected by the first joining points when the joining is
done in a sequence. To set all joining points might be a time-consuming task, and for spot
welding in automotive industry, the set of spot welds is often divided into two. The first set of
points, the geometry points, is supposed to lock the geometry of the assembly. After the
geometry points are welded, the assembly can be released from its fixtures and the remaining
points, the respot points, or simply the respots, can be welded in any of the following stations
with minimal effects on the geometry. Which respot that should be set in which station is a
question about balancing the capacity between stations and robots to minimize cycle time [24].
By this procedure the cycle time can be kept down and the welding sequence for the respots is
chosen mainly with respect to cycle time. To maintain a high geometrical quality and a low
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cycle time, the division of a set of welding points into geometry points and respots is an
important task. Generally, the three criteria below should be taken into consideration when
choosing the set of geometry points.

Criterion 1: assure geometry robustness and product functions. The assembly should be
geometrically robust, i.e., insensitive to variation, and the key features of the product should
be assured. This criterion is evaluated after all joining points are set, but since the joining
sequence affects the outcome, this is necessary to keep in mind when choosing the geometry
points.

Criterion 2: assure rigidity of parts to withstand forces. The assembly should, after setting the
geometry points, be stiff enough to withstand the applied forces from the subsequent pro-
cesses, such as forces from the robot’s gripper, welding guns and handling operations between
stations.

Criterion 3: minimizing the influence of respots.Aminimal influence from the respots on the
geometry of the assembly is sought.

In industry, the choice of geometry points is often based on experience. A small interview
study, based on 14 engineers from two different companies in the automotive industry, has
been performed in a master thesis [25]. The study focused on spot welding and shows that
choosing geometry points is a complex task and a lot of different considerations need to be
taken. In Figure 5, an overview of factors affecting the choice is given. The factors are catego-
rized using the criteria 1–3. As can be seen, factors such as design concept, locating schemes
and material properties affect the choice.

Based on the interviews, some best practice guidelines to select a set of geometry points were
established:

• Choose geometry points close to the locators and clamps.

Figure 5. Factors affecting the choice of geometry points. The results are based on interviews with engineers in automo-
tive industry.
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• Spread the geometry points over the surfaces to be joined.

• Make sure that there are geometry points to lock the main axis of the assembly, i.e., choose
geometry points on surfaces with different normal directions.

This complex process of choosing geometry points can be supported by the use of variation
simulation. Different sets of geometry points can be compared and for each set, the criteria
listed above can be evaluated in software for variation simulation.

A case study, consisting of five parts, is used to illustrate the idea, see Figure 6. Here, a color
coding of the difference between geometrical deviations from nominal values before and after
the respots are set is shown for four different sets of geometry points. Blue colors correspond to
a very small difference and red values indicate bigger values. Therefore, from this aspect, the
second set of geometry points is preferable.

4. Joining sequences in variation simulation

The joining sequence is well known to affect the geometrical outcome of an assembly. In
Figure 7, a subassembly of a reinforcement and a torsional stiffness bracket is shown. The
upper part and the lower part are joined using seven spot welds, seen in the left part of the
figure. The result is evaluated using the locating scheme for the lower part, why most of the
variation in the assembly is seen on the upper part. Red color indicates high level of variation
and blue colors indicate no, or low, variation.

Figure 6. The differences between geometrical deviation before and after the respots are set for four different sets of
geometry points.
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The color-coded pictures in the middle and to the right show the simulated result for two
different spot welding sequences. The major difference between the two different sequences is
that the good sequence (picture to the right) starts with the spot weld set in z-direction (wp 6 in
the figure), while that spot weld is set last in the picture in the middle.

This example shows the importance of choosing a good joining sequence. The joining sequence
is usually set early on in the product development phase and by finding a good sequence the
geometrical variation can be reduced without additional costs.

The sequence should be chosen in such a way that requirements on both geometrical quality
and cycle time can be fulfilled. As mentioned in the previous section, the sequence of the
geometry points is often chosen with respect to geometrical quality and the sequence of the
respots with respect to cycle time.

The joining sequence is often discussed in terms of spot welding sequence, but the problem of
finding a suitable joining sequence is of course not less important for joining with rivets, bolts
or clip fasteners.

There are two main problems with finding a suitable joining sequence. The first is that this is a
fast growing problem. The number of possible sequences for n joining points is n! If there are,
for example, 10 different joining points the number of possible joining sequences is 3,628,800.
Even with a fast simulation tool where each sequence can be evaluated in minutes it will take
many years to test all sequences. The second problem is that in most cases there is no analytical
function relating the sequence to the geometrical variation of the assembly. The relation
between input and output is also highly nonlinear since for some input, the parts collide with
each other and the assembly is deformed.

There is some research done on optimization of spot welding sequences. Shiu et al. [26]
investigate the relationship between stress build-up due to different spot welding sequences
and the resulting dimensional variation. General guidelines for welding sequences are also

Figure 7. The importance of joining sequence for geometrical variation in an assembly. Left: the different spot welds.
Middle: geometrical variation in the assembly for a bad joining sequence. Right: geometrical variation in the assembly for
a good joining sequence.
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established. A method for quality and throughput optimization based on a systematic search
algorithm was suggested in [27].

Liu and Hu [28] present two principles for minimizing the dimensional variance, namely to
weld from weak to strong and to weld simultaneously if possible. This work was used as a
starting point in [29] where different general strategies for finding optimal spot welding
sequences were evaluated on eight different industrial case studies. The most promising
strategy was to investigate how a disturbance in each weld point wi affects the gap in the
unwelded joining points and in each step choose the welding points wi that affected the other
points the most. The strategy worked out quite well for the case studies, but the results were
not completely convincing.

The major part of the work done in joining sequence optimization has however been based on
genetic algorithms. Liao [30] is using genetic algorithms to find the optimal number and
position of spot welds. The objective function to be minimized is the weighted sum of the
deviations and/or variations in a number of predefined inspection points. Xie and Hsieh [31]
minimize the deformation in a number of user-defined points by using genetic algorithms.
They also take cycle time into consideration. The developed algorithm is implemented in the
software EAVS (elastic assembly variation simulation). Only deformation, no variation, is
considered in their work. Genetic algorithms are also used by Segeborn et al. [32, 33] to
minimize geometrical variation and cycle time.

A drawback of GA is that even though not all possible sequences need to be tested, there is still
a need to run a non-negligible portion of all sequences, which might be time consuming.
Furthermore, it is difficult to interpret the result and understand the reasons for a certain
sequence being the best one.

An interview study, presented below, has been made to clarify how experienced engineers in
industry find good spot welding sequences. Even though the choice of sequence is highly case-
dependent and based on craftsmanship, some guidelines have been reached.

4.1. Geometry-dependent guidelines for choosing spot welding sequence

This study is a continuation of the study described in Section 3 about how to choose geometry
points. According to the engineers participating in the study, the task of choosing geometry
points and finding a suitable sequence can be done independently and the set of geometry
points should of course be established before the sequence is set. This reduces the problem of
finding good sequences significantly.

Two special cases where the welding sequence has a significant influence on the geometrical
quality of the subassembly were pointed out. These are illustrated using basic sketches in Figure 8.

The first case is described in Figure 8(a), where one thinner and one thicker part is joined with
weld points in different directions.

By looking at the requirements and shape of the assembly, it can be realized that an important
requirement is that the bottom surfaces meet. Thus, the best option is to start with wp1 and
close the biggest gap to secure this requirement. Since the inner flanges are thinner than the
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outer ones, they will have the ability to bend after welding the middle point. If wp2 and wp3
should have been set first, this would result in a stiffer assembly and forcing the parts together
in wp1 would then probably have caused a distortion of the assembly. By closing the gap in
wp1 first, no new gaps in wp2 or wp3 will be introduced and thereby no distortion will be
added when welding these points.

In Figure 8(b), part variation leads to a gap between the parts to be joined. Here, the welding
sequence should be chosen in such a way that the material flow is controlled. The adjustable
locator is assumed to only steer in the normal direction of the surface, i.e., the material is
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5. Simulation of distribution of joining forces
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Figure 8. Two typical cases when a spot welding sequence should be chosen. The green circles with numbers indicate
different welding points.
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pressed against each other in order to allow the current to pass through both parts and melt
them together. If a clip joint is used, a force is needed to apply the clip fastener, and so on. The
quality and strength of the achieved joint are usually affected by the magnitude of the applied
force.

Part variation and variation in assembly fixtures may lead to gaps between the parts in the
locations of the joining points. These gaps need to be closed, and some of the predefined
joining forces are then consumed for closing the gaps. Therefore, the variation in initial gaps
needs to be taken into consideration when defining suitable joining forces. This variation can
be predicted using the methods described in the earlier sections. The term joining force refers
to the total force applied to join the parts and the term assembly force is used for the force
needed to close the initial gap. The assembly force is by that a subset of the total welding force.
The total joining force is usually constant, and therefore it is important to minimize the
variation in assembly forces in order to achieve joints of good quality.

A too low force will obviously lead to a joint of low quality, and also a too high force
might lead to a joint that will decrease in strength. For spot welding, a too high electrode
force will increase the welding contact zone and thereby decrease the electric resistance,
leading to a too small nugget size. In this work the variation in assembly forces is consid-
ered. This should generally be more interesting than looking at the mean value of the
forces, since the total force applied from the welding gun can be adjusted to fit a certain
level of assembly forces. A large variation in the assembly forces is more difficult to
compensate.

Murakawa and Ueda [34] investigated the force needed to close an initial gap by applying
parametric curves and approximation curves to two simple structures. Due to the variation in
magnitude of the initial gap, the force required to close it will of course also vary.

Wärmefjord et al. [35] described a method for predicting variation in assembly forces due to
part variation. In [36] the effect of variation in spot weld position on assembly forces was
investigated.

To calculate the distribution of assembly forces, Eq. (3) is used. This is done for a case study
shown in the left part of Figure 9. This is a D-pillar consisting of two parts joined by four spot
welds. The four spot welds lead to 4! = 24 different possible spot welding sequences. The
predicted values of the level of variation for the different spot welding sequences are illus-
trated together with the predicted maximum assembly force in any of the four spot welds. The
maximum force equals the range in this case, since the minimum force is 0 N for every
sequence.

The bars represent a value of the geometrical variation given by 6sRMS. The total root mean
square (RMS) value for standard deviation is a general measure of the variation in all nodes of
the assembly. For each node j, j = 1,…, k, the magnitude of the variation in x-, y- and z-direction
is calculated as the sum of the variations in the three directions:

s2j ¼ s2jx þ s2jy þ s2jz (7)

The RMS value is then calculated:
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s21 þ…þ s2k

k

s
(8)

The worst value (sequence 21) is 35% larger than the best value (sequence 3).

The maximum assembly force needed to close the gap, i.e.,

Fmax
A ¼ max

i
FiA

� �
; i ¼ 1,…, 4 (9)

for the four different spot welds in every sequence is illustrated by the black line in Figure 9.
The maximum assembly force for welding sequence 23 is 0.46 kN. This is a value similar to the
sequence demanding the least assembly force, sequence number 9. It can be noted that these
two sequences have similar levels of geometrical variation. Therefore, by choosing sequence 9
instead of sequence 23, the range of the assembly forces can be reduced without changing any
tolerances or affecting the level of geometrical variation.

The maximum assembly force for a certain sequence does not, of course, occur in every Monte
Carlo replication. The joining process should, however, be designed with those extreme values
taken into consideration.

6. Clip fasteners

Another kind of joining method is the use of clip fasteners. Clip fasteners are often used to join
parts of dissimilar materials, such as plastic parts and more rigid, structural parts. From a
modeling perspective, the major differences between clip fasteners and spot welds are that:

Figure 9. Simulation results for a D-pillar assembly.
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1) Spot welds are usually assumed to lock all degrees of freedom of a node. A clip fastener is
often allowed to slide in one or two directions.

2) Spot welds are modeled using a node-node contact. Clip fastener is usually covering an
area, see Figure 10. Therefore, for non-nominal parts, levering effects affecting the whole
subassembly will rise and this must of course be included in the model.

For clip fasteners, an area for the clip should be defined and also what degrees of freedom that
are locked by the clip. Also play should be possible to model. Both those issues are, in the
approach presented here, solved using contact modeling. This is included in the theory
described in Section 2.

Normally, the purpose of a contact pair is to draw two parts apart to avoid penetration. The
same method can however be used to push two nodes together in a certain direction. By
defining double contact pairs with opposite directions, the parts are joined together, but still
no penetration is allowed. Assuming a rectangular clip fastener, as the gray rectangle in
Figure 11, a double contact pair is defined in each corner (red circles in Figure 11). In this
way the area of a clip fastener can be taken into account. Circular contact areas between the
fastener and the part can be modeled by using additional contact points. Using the contact
modeling approach, contact pairs can be defined for several directions, so the clip fastener can
be modeled to lock movement in X, Y and/or Z direction in the coordinate system.

It is however quite common that a clip fastener is locking a part completely in one or two
direction and that a play is allowed in one direction. In this section, a case study consisting of a
wheel arch extension joined to a rear fender with five clip fasteners, see Figure 12. For the case
study, circular clip fasteners in a slot hole, with 5 mm play in one direction are used, see
Figure 13. The play can easily be modeled using the contact modeling approach. Instead of
pushing two contact points together, a nominal allowed distance is defined where the points
can move. If a point is outside this distance, the contact modeling is used to push the point
back to an allowed position.

In the case study, the fender is made of sheet metal and the extension of the polymer acryloni-
trile butadiene styrene (ABS). The clip fastener encircled in Figure 12 is investigated more in
detail.

Both the level of geometrical variation and the joining forces are of interest to predict. The
joining sequence will affect the result, but in the case study here, a simplified model is used
where all clip fasteners are assumed to be set simultaneously. Then the joining force equals the

Figure 10. Illustration of clip fasteners.
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holding force, which is the force the clip fastener must withstand after the parts are joined.
There exist a number of different clip fastener alternatives and the expected holding forces
affect the choice of fastener.

Figure 11. The clip fastener modeling approach.

Figure 12. Awheel arch extension joined to a rear fender using five clip fasteners.
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Since the two parts are of different material, they will respond differently to changes in
temperature. The effect from this on the holding forces will be investigated in future work.

The bars in Figure 13 show how the result for holding forces and the RMS value of geometrical
variation (see Eq. (8)) differs depending on modeling strategy. Two different modeling alterna-
tives are compared:

• A node/node based approach where two nodes, one from each part, are locked together.
This is the traditional modeling approach for clip fasteners.

• A newmodeling approach, as suggested in this section, where the area of the clip fastener is
taken into account. This modeling alternative is more realistic compared to the node/node
based alternative.

For each model, a scenario with and without play is tested. 3000 Monte Carlo iterations are run
and the results are illustrated in Figure 14. The results presented in the upper part of Figure 14
are the maximum value of the holding forces (see Eq. (9)), taken over all iterations, in the clip
fastener encircled in Figure 12. As seen from Figure 12, the node-node based joint with no area
is differing from the other values. This is due to the lack of levering effects and this shows the

Figure 13. A clip fastener where play is allowed in one direction (indicated by red lines).
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importance of inclusion of the joint area. For both modeling alternatives, the versions without
play result in higher forces. This is expected due to the extra constraints.

In the lower part of Figure 14, the RMS value, measuring geometrical variation on assembly
level, is shown. The variation is reduced with more constraints, i.e., without play. Variation is
not as sensitive as holding forces to changes in the area of the clip fastener and the difference
between the node-node based model and the clip fastener model is not as large as when the
holding forces were predicted. However, there is still a difference and to improve the accuracy
of the variation simulation it can be concluded that the area of clip fasteners should be
included in the simulation model, and this is extra important when simulating holding forces.
It is also necessary to be able to include plays in the modeling.

Figure 14. Forces and geometrical variation for the different modeling alternatives.
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7. Continuous welding and the effect from heat

To include the effects from continuous welding in variation simulation is a difficult challenge.
The heat induced by the welding gives rise to deformations of the parts and also changes the
material properties. Welding simulations are today done on nominal parts and each simulation
is very time consuming. Simulation times of many hours are not uncommon. To include this in
a Monte Carlo based variation simulation where thousands of iterations are run is not possible.
However, it has been shown that the distortion introduced by welding is dependent on part
variation and assembly fixture variation [37, 38], so in order to obtain an accurate result, a new
welding simulation need to be run for each Monte Carlo iteration, i.e., there is a need for
methods for predicting the effects of non-nominal welding.

Also for welding simulation based on nominal conditions the long simulation time and the
large memory consumption has been a problem. Therefore methods have been proposed
aiming at reducing computation time and memory consumption. These methods are usually
based on the assumption that the main driving force causing distortion in the welding
process is the shrinkage of the material that has been melted by the weld gun, and then
cooled down to solidify and recover its stiffness. These methods are based on applying a
strain to the structure, see for example [39] for inherent strain, [40] for models based on
different strains in the longitudinal and the transverse direction and [41, 42] for volumetric
shrinkage.

Test has been done to use the methods based on volumetric shrinkage for approximating non-
nominal welding, see [43]. This method comprises three steps: the first step involves calculat-
ing the temperature during welding to approximate the section of the material that is melted.
This can be done by simulating the heat transfer as the weld gun traverses the weld joint.
However, although the heat transfer simulation is generally faster than the mechanical part of
welding simulation, this is generally too slow. Instead, since the temperature surrounding the
weld gun during welding in many cases can be considered to be constant it is possible to use a
steady state heat calculation using an Eulerian frame. This requires the simulation of only one
time step. The second step involves the approximation of the melted section of the structure.
Using the result from the steady state heat simulation from step one, where the weld gun is
positioned somewhere along the weld joint with the temperature distribution applied to the
mesh, a surface is traveling through the weld path. This surface has a local coordinate system
with the origin at the weld joint for a discrete set of succeeding points; it has further one axis
pointing at the direction of the tangent of the weld path which is also the normal to this
surface, and another axis pointing in the surface of the welded pieces. The third axis is pointing
in the outward normal direction to this surface. As this surface is traveling through the weld
path, it records the position, in this plane, for all nodes above the melting temperature. Hence,
a 2-dimensional projection of the melted volume surrounding the weld gun is achieved. The
smallest 2-dimensional convex hull is calculated from these projections.

In the third and final step, we are again traveling through the weld path with this surface. This
time all nodes that are encapsulated in the tube that is the result of the 2-dimensional convex
hull moving through the weld path are collected.
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These nodes are assigned a temperature that corresponds to the temperature difference
between melting temperature and room temperature. An elastic structural calculation gives
us the final distortion after welding. An illustration of the different steps is given in Figure 15.

The method explained above only involved one thermal FEA and one elastic structural FEA.
Therefore, it is much less time consuming compared to transient welding simulation. There-
fore, it can be used for iterative use in, for example, variation simulation or optimization.
However, since it is an approximate method it is suggested that transient welding simulation
is used in later development stages to ensure that right design decisions have been made.

The method described above is called the steady-state, convex hull, volumetric-shrinkage
method, or the SCV-method. The method was first proposed in [43] where it was compared
to transient simulation, and developed to account for variation of the convex hull along the
weld joint in [44] and the use of a temperature distribution in the melted zone for better
approximation of the shrinkage in [45].

8. Summary and outlook

In this chapter nonrigid variation simulation has been described. This method is used to
predict geometrical variation and mean shifts in critical dimensions of a subassembly or a final
assembled product. For nonrigid parts, the inclusion of their nonrigid behavior is necessary in
order to achieve good accuracy in the simulations. Moreover, a number of other factors
affecting the geometrical outcome of an assembly need to be taken into account. In this
chapter, how to model different joining processes in nonrigid variation simulation has been in
focus. Among the joining processes that can be modeled are point-based methods locking two
parts together in all degrees of freedom in a node-pair. In this class of joining, spot welding is

Figure 15. The steps in the SCV method.
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one of the most commonly used, but there are also clinching, riveting and bolting. How to
model clips fastener has also been discussed. The clip fasteners are often used to join dissimilar
materials, such as plastic and more structural parts. They often lock the part in less than six
degrees of freedom and they also often cover an area, which can lead to levering effects and
this must of course be included in the variation simulation. Furthermore, continuous welding
has been discussed. The major difference compared to the other joining methods is that the
geometrical distortion induced by the heat source must be included.

Topics such as the joining sequence, which strongly affect the geometrical variation on assem-
bly level, and the number of geometry points have also been discussed. It is shown that how
inclusion of the joining sequence leads to increased correlation between simulated and real
result for an industrial case study.

Nonrigid variation simulation is for most cases where the parts are not completely rigid more
accurate than the rigid simulation. Drawbacks can be lack of input data, support from varia-
tion simulation tools and more computer expensive calculations. The method described here is
implemented in a commercial tool for variation simulation and there is ongoing work to
reduce simulation time and model sizes. However, this is a critical issue for nonrigid variation
simulation and there is still work need to be done in this area. Furthermore, the simulation
tools need to be refined even more to be able to handle, for example, different materials and
their material models and large deformations (outside the linear regime).

Moreover, with an increased access to inspection data in the footsteps of Industry 4.0, fast
algorithms for quick adjustments of the assembly process with respect to, for example, joining
sequences and position of locators, based on individual part deviations need to be developed.
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Abstract

Geometry assurance can be described as a number of activities, all  contributing to
minimize the effect  of  geometrical  variation in a final  product.  This work aims to
introduce a new type of comparison between a computer-aided technique for geometry
assurance and some models proposed by the literature. In particular, the aim of this
work is to solve, through a computer-aided technique, some case studies that were
already solved by different methods of the literature. The different case studies that have
been introduced and solved in this paper aim to highlight the potentialities and the
limits in using a computer-aided technique for geometry assurance. Because this type
of comparison is not present in the literature yet, this work wants to place the emphasis
on the fact that till now there is not a unique approach to solve problems of geometry
assurance and no approach can be defined as better than another, in terms of results.

Keywords: geometry assurance, tolerance analysis, computer-aided tolerancing, as-
sembly, Monte Carlo simulation

1. Introduction

Manufacturing  often  involves  geometrical  variation  that  propagates  and  accumulates  in
assembly processes, thus giving products that do not satisfy functional, esthetical or assembly
conditions. Quality problems due to the geometrical variation are often discovered late, thus
involving huge cost  for  changes  and delays  in  delivery time.  To simulate  the  geometry
problems allows to discover them early and, therefore, to optimize the applied tolerances and
the assembly sequence.

Geometry assurance consists of all the activities that minimize the effect of geometrical varia-
tion in the final product [1]. Activities are in all the different steps of the product development.
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In the concept phase, the effect of manufacturing variation is tested virtually by means of the
available production data in order to analyze different alternative concepts. The robustness of
the product concept and the appearance of the product are optimized, and then, they are veri-
fied by means of statistical tolerance analysis assuming a given production system. The prod-
uct tolerances are allocated down to the components of the product. In the verification phase,
the product and the production system are physically tested and verified. Adjustments are
made to both product and production system to correct errors and prepare full production. In
this phase, computer-aided inspection planning of coordinate measurement machines and
scanning equipment takes place to decide inspection strategies and sensor path. In the produc-
tion step, all needed adjustments are carried out on production processes. Inspection data are
collected to control the production. Ebro et al. [2] states that unclear concepts or tolerances
typically cause 60% of all late changes in the development of a new product. Late changes
involve high costs for a company; therefore, it has a great potential to anticipate the changes in
order to prevent failure, by using more robust concepts.

In this context, tolerance analysis is a key tool for product and process developers to predict
the effects of inevitable part deviations on functional key characteristics (KCs) of mechanical
assemblies and to assess the consequences of variation on product quality [3, 4]. Tolerance
analysis is widely used in engineering design to verify the functionality, the manufacturability,
and the perceived quality of a product. Assembly requirements depend on individual
geometric tolerances, and it means that assembly requirements and performance vary with
the constituent tolerances. The individual tolerances have their own distributions for mass
production; their random assembly gives the distribution of the assembly requirement.
Tolerance analysis aims to estimate the resultant variation of the assembly requirement, once
defined the tolerances of the individual parts and the functional relationship between the
individual tolerances and the assembly requirement [5]. If the range of the assembly require-
ment is set, the fraction of random assemblies that falls inside the limits refer to the total number
of sampled assemblies may be estimated as a necessary step in any design evaluation. When
working with tolerance analysis, the main aim is to find out the functional relationship between
independent and dependent variables:

( )1 2, ,...,= ny f x x x (1)

where y is the dependent variable aimed to evaluate, while xi with i = 1,…, n is the list of
assigned deviations (independent variables). Function f takes into account all phenomena,
which may occur during the assembly process, such as assembly constraints, assembly
sequence, flexibility of parts being assembled, variability of fixturing and tooling systems, and
nonlinear stack-up conditions.

In the literature, various approaches for computer-aided tolerance analysis were proposed
with specific advantages and disadvantages. Most of these approaches are not completely
conformed to international standards for the geometric product specification (GPS) and
verification, as deeply discussed in the following.
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This contribution presents the quantitative assessment of a computer-aided tolerance analysis
tool in comparison with established tolerance analysis methods, where the focus is laid upon
rigid mechanical assemblies. This comparison is performed employing some tolerance analysis
case studies of the literature.

2. State of the art

Tolerancing limits geometric deviations of parts, which inevitably are due to the manufactur-
ing [6], to ensure the product to assemble and to function rightly [3, 7]. Tolerance analysis
predicts the effects of geometric part deviations on assembly requirements, that is, “the
objective of tolerance analysis is to check the extent and the nature of the variation of an
analyzed dimension or geometric feature of interest for a given Geometric Dimensioning and
Tolerancing (GD&T) scheme” [8] (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Scheme of tolerance analysis for mechanical assemblies.

In the literature, the three main issues on tolerance analysis are to represent geometric
deviations, geometric specifications, and geometric requirements by means of mathematical
relationships, to model the effects of these geometric deviations on the assembly and the
product working, and to solve these models by means of worst-case or statistical techniques
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[9]. The worst-case model was first introduced by Fortini [10]. It considers all tolerances of the
chain to assume simultaneously the extreme values, and therefore, it describes the worst
assembly. The worst-case model has a mathematical nature, so it may be applied for low
production volume and for short tolerance chain. Fortini [10] also introduced statistical models
to perform tolerance stack-up functions. The most simple of the statistical models is the root
sum square (RSS): it is a linear variation approach and it assumes Gaussian probability density
function for each tolerance of the assembly. The RSS model is very optimistic: it is applied to
high volume production and to long tolerance chains. Another statistical model is the Monte
Carlo simulation: it is a nonlinear variation approach that was applied to tolerance analysis
for the first time by Knappe [11]. Shan et al. [12] use a Monte Carlo approach to perform 3D
statistical tolerance analysis. In the last decades, various models have been proposed for
tolerance analysis, which can be divided into deviation accumulation methods that express
the functional requirements in terms of geometric part deviations, and tolerance accumulation
approaches that express the tolerance zones to analyze as subsets of multidimensional spaces
[3]. For these two categories, several models exist in the literature: parametric tolerance
analysis [13], simple tolerance stacks [8], solid offsets [14], vector loops [15], direct linearization
method [16], small displacement torsor [17, 18], tolerance-maps® [19], deviation domains [20],
and polytopes [21].

Furthermore, a considerable number of review papers highlighting the similarities and
differences of the aforementioned approaches exist, such as [8, 13, 19, 22–25]. Most of the
proposed tolerance analysis methods of the literature are not completely conformed to
geometric product specification (GPS) standards and are not able to take into account the
combination of 3D tolerance zones, the envelope and the independence principles, the material
condition modifiers, and the datum precedence. Moreover, these methods are not able to
handle point cloud representation of the variant parts. Computer-aided technologies (CAT)
for tolerance analysis based on point cloud representation is highly desirable, since assembly
and measurement tasks give point clouds as output. Therefore, to deal with point clouds allows
to connect design, manufacturing, and inspection in a unique way. Recently, a new model for
tolerance analysis, based on the representation of nonideal workpieces employing point
clouds, has been presented, which is known as skin model [26, 27].

3. Computer-aided techniques for geometry assurance

Many are the computer-aided techniques (CATs) for tolerance analysis that allows to assure
the geometry of the assembly product by analyzing the geometrical interferences. These
tolerance analysis software packages are based on the approaches cited in the previous
paragraph [8, 28], such as MECAMaster®, which is based on the SDT, 3DCS®, VSA®, and
CeTol®, which use parametric approaches (CeTol® used vector loops in former versions), and
PolitoCAT®, which employs polytopes. They efficiently deal with simple geometrical feature
of mechanical assemblies, such as plane and hole-pin, while they hardly treat of sculptured
surfaces to connect. Moreover, they are not completely true to the GPS standards. To use these
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tools, the user should understand the packages’ theoretical base of modeling to build a valid
model and to have accurate results.

Requirements Computer-aided techniques for tolerance analysis

CeTol® VSA® 3DCS®

Tolerancing scheme

Dimensional tolerances Yes Yes Yes

Geometric product specification (GPS) Yes Yes Yes

Automatic utilization of CAD model, once defined GPS data No No No

Tolerance analysis

Worst-case approach Yes Yes Yes

Statistical approach Yes Yes Yes

Sensitivity analysis Yes Yes Yes

Uncertainty qualification methods

Monte Carlo Yes Yes Yes

Simplifying assumptions

Rigid body Yes Yes Partial

Limit on variation size No No No

Further considerations

Compatible CAD tools SolidWorks,

Pro/E

CATIA, NX

I-deas, Pro/E,

NX

CATIA,

Unigraphics,

STEP, IGES

Distributed/parallel computing No No No

Integration with external CAE modeling tools No No No

Accommodation of assembly loads No No Limited

Table 1. Comparison among computer-aided techniques for tolerance analysis.

A number of comparative review and survey works of computer-aided techniques for
tolerance analysis were presented in the literature. Initial works focused on the limitations of
the two-dimensional geometry capabilities of the contemporary systems [29]. Other review
works focused on CATs for tolerance analysis developed from a research perspective [23]. A
number of recent reviews offer a more detailed overview of the nature of contemporary
commercial CATs for tolerance analysis [13, 28]. A particularly comprehensive review of some
of the most popular CATs for tolerance analysis has noted a number of common capabilities
as well as shortcomings [28]. Additional investigation carried out in association with this
dissertation has identified changes in the CAT capabilities, since the previously published
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reviews. Furthermore, current limits associated with uncertainty quantification method
capabilities and accommodations of assemblies under loading have been identified. Table 1
summarizes the results of three CATs for tolerance analysis. Table 1 shows how the CATs for
tolerance analysis may adopt a “tolerance scheme” that models only dimensional tolerances,
GPS, but they do not automatically extract tolerance information by model, even if it has been
specified in Computer Aided Design (CAD) environment. Moreover, CATs for tolerance
analysis may use different approaches for “tolerance analysis”: worst-case and/or statistical
one. They may carry out a sensitivity analysis to identify the tolerances mainly affecting
assembly requirements. They may use Monte Carlo simulation, they are based on rigid body
assumption, and they do not have any limits about size variation.

Despite the extensive capabilities of commercial CATs for tolerance analysis, some notable
limits remain (see the last three lines of Table 1):

1. GPS data defined in the CAD model may not be automatically imported into the CAT due
to the limits of the CAD geometry translator standards, such as Standard for The Exchange of
Product model data (STEP) or Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES);

2. none of the currently available tools offer distributed/parallel computing capabilities, which
can offer reduced analysis times by distributing simulations over multiple computers;

3. lack of ability to accommodate general tolerance analysis and synthesis problems involving
assemblies under loading. CAT tools have been identified that accommodate a limited subset
of physical phenomena, such as deformation of sheet assemblies. However, in general, the
abstracted geometric model employed in current CAT systems becomes incompatible when
dealing with tolerance analysis and synthesis involving a general class of problem requiring
the numeric simulation of assemblies under loading conducted on Computer Aided Engi-
neering (CAE) models (such as FEA, CFD, or multi-body dynamics simulations).

This paper considers a typical CAT for tolerance analysis, called VSA® of Siemens; it involves
a set of nine steps (see Figure 2):

1. Define CAD models for each part of the product assembly.

2. Import CAD model into CAT environment and interactively create tolerance modeling
geometry superimposed on the original CAD data.

3. Specify tolerance types for features of interest on each part in the assembly.

4. Define part relationships that constitute the assembly, such as assembly sequence and mating
conditions.

5. Specify Key Product Characteristics (KPC), e.g., assembly clearances, which must be satisfied
in order to fulfill design requirements.

6. Simulate the effect of part tolerances on Key Product Characteristics using a stochastic or
worst-case tolerance analysis approach.

7. Record outcomes such as yield and associated tolerance cost.
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8. Possible sensitivity analysis to determine the most influential part tolerances contributing
to variation in assembly Key Product Characteristic.

9. Subsequently, based on analysis outcomes and CAT tool capabilities, reallocate part feature
tolerances to target the total allowable variation in Key Product Characteristics. The allocation
may be achieved manually, or automated through tolerance synthesis aimed at maximizing
yield and/or minimizing tolerance cost.

Figure 2. Flow chart of a computer-aided technique for tolerance analysis.

The present work gives the application of the VSA® software to four case studies from the
literature. The four case studies have been chosen since they were used in the literature to
apply five important approaches for tolerance analysis: the tolerance charting, the Jacobian
model, the vector loop model, the proprietary software, and the skin model. The results due
to the application of the VSA® software have been compared with those of the literature for
each case study, as deeply described in the following.

4. Case study 1: R-A assembly

The first case study is the R-A assembly (see Figure 3); it consists of two nominally parallel
shafts (Item 3) mounted into a housing (Item 1). During assembly, the bushings (Item 2) have
a slight interference fit with the holes of the housing and a small amount of clearance with the
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shafts in order to allow the shafts to rotate. Retaining rings (Item 4) do not slide the shaft out
of the housing along the axial direction. This assembly is simple, but it represents many
common products in industry, such as blowers, gear boxes, and pumps.

Figure 3. First case study: R-A assembly.

Figure 4. R-A assembly: shaft drawing.
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Drawings for the shaft, bushing, and housing are shown in Figures 4–6. These parts are
dimensioned and toleranced using GPS, and the GPS scheme reflects the functional require-
ments of the parts and the assembly. Three tolerance stack-ups are included in the following
material: two radial tolerance stack-ups and one axial tolerance stack-up.

Figure 5. R-A assembly: bushing drawing.

Figure 6. R-A assembly: housing drawing.

It is assumed that the inside diameter (ID) of the bushing does not deform when its outside
diameter (OD) is pressed into the housing. The ID of the bushings continues to satisfy the
dimension and the tolerance specifications shown in Figure 5. This is possible by machining
the ID of the bushings to their stated diameter and tolerance after installation. The functional
requirements to check are shown in Figure 3.

The tolerance charting approach has been applied to this case study in Ref. [30] by using a root
sum squared method without or with a multiplier factor. The VSA® software of Siemens has
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been used in this work. The results are shown in Table 2. It can be observed that the results
due to VSA software stay always between those due to the two tolerance charting methods.

Approach [mm] Requirement 1 Requirement 2 Requirement 3

Tolerance charting [30] RSS μ 1.00 5.00 0.96

σ 0.07 0.30 0.19

RSSx multiplier μ 1.00 5.00 0.96

σ 0.10 0.45 0.28

VSA® software μ 1.01 5.02 1.09

σ 0.07 0.41 0.23

Differences (VSA®-tolerance

charting)/tolerance

charting

Δμ +1.14% +0.41% +13.72%

Δσ +7.64

 ÷ −28.25%

+37.90

 ÷ −8.07%

+18.82

 ÷ −20.78%

Table 2. Results of the first case study.

5. Case study 2: an assembly of three blocks

The second case study is an assembly that contains three parts. The functional requirement is
the gap shown on the leftmost side of the assembly (see Figure 7). Two analytical approaches
that are the Jacobian and the vector loop have been applied to this case study in Ref. [31], and
the obtained results are given in the first two lines of Table 3.

Figure 7. Second case study.

The application of the VSA® software to the case study is required to calculate five measure-
ment operations, as shown in Figure 8, to obtain the functional requirement that is the distance
between Blocks 1 and 2, once assembled. The results about the mean and the standard deviation
of the five measurements are shown in Table 4; then, the mean values of the means and the
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between Blocks 1 and 2, once assembled. The results about the mean and the standard deviation
of the five measurements are shown in Table 4; then, the mean values of the means and the
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standard deviations have been calculated and reported in the last line of Table 4 and in the
third line of Table 3. It can be observed that the values due to VSA® software are lower than
those due to the two analytical models. However, some interesting considerations may be
made by comparing the values due to the dimensional tolerances only with those due to the
dimensional and the geometrical tolerances together. The two analytical approaches give a
value of the standard deviation that increases when the geometrical tolerances are applied
together with the dimensional ones, whereas it should decrease, since some further constraints
are added to the part. This is probably due to the fact that the two analytical approaches add
the contribution of geometrical tolerances to that of dimensional tolerances. VSA® software
instead gives the same result with and without the geometrical tolerance, and this is probably
due to the fact that it is not able to deal with the form tolerances applied to the planes of the
components.

Approaches [mm] Dimensional

tolerances

Dimensional and geometric

tolerances

Jacobian [31] μ 1 1

σ 0.069 0.073

Vector loop [31] μ 1 1

σ 0.069 0.075

VSA® software μ 0.891 0.956

σ 0.066 0.060

(VSA®-Jacobian)/Jacobian Δμ −10.85% −4.45%

Δσ −4.13% −16.83%

(VSA®-vector loop)/vector loop Δμ −10.85% −4.45%

Δσ −4.13% −18.94%

Table 3. Results of the second case study.

Figure 8. Measurements required by VSA® software.
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Measurements Dimensional tolerances Dimensional and geometric tolerances
μ [mm] σ [mm] μ [mm] σ [mm]

A 0.891 0.050 0.956 0.053

B 0.886 0.066 0.953 0.061

C 0.898 0.073 0.958 0.064

D 0.898 0.074 0.958 0.064

E 0.885 0.067 0.953 0.062

Mean value 0.891 0.066 0.956 0.060

Table 4. Results of measurements of VSA software.

6. Case study 3: three-part assembly

The third case study is a three-part assembly, as shown in Figures 9 and 10. The aim is to
analyze the minimum distance “Df” and the angle “Af”, between the pin of the part C and the
hole of the part A. Mate conditions have been established between part A and part B (“mate1,”
“mate2,” and “mate3”). The pin/hole joint has been modeled through a contact constraint
(“contact1”)—no penetration allowed. Moreover, a “minimum distance” contact constraint
(“contact2”) has also been defined to assure part C and part B was close as much as possible
to each other. Tolerances were defined for each part according to Figure 9. Each tolerance has
been modeled with a statistical normal distribution (natural tolerance range = 6). Monte Carlo
method has been used to generate random variational features (number of simulation = 1000).
The following assembly sequence has been assigned: mate1 + mate2 + mate3 + mate4 + con-
tact1 + contact2. The Monte Carlo simulation has been carried out by means of a proprietary

Figure 9. Tolerance specification of the third case study.
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software presented in Ref. [32] in the literature, and the obtained results are reported in the
first two lines of Table 5, respectively, for the two functional requirements. As expected, the
minimum value of the functional requirement is right zero (see Table 5), since assembly
features cannot penetrate each other. Moreover, the maximum value is about 0.7 mm, which
is lower than the maximum radial gap (1.3 mm) between pin and hole features.

Figure 10. Assembly features of the components belonging to the third case study.

Approaches Values A f [°] D f [mm]
Proprietary software [32] μ 179.36 0.35

σ 0.41 0.16

Max 179.99 0.77

Min 177.91 0.00

VSA® software μ 179.99 0.41

σ 0.32 0.13

Max 180.94 1.06

Min 179.04 0.06

(VSA®-proprietary software)/proprietary software Δμ +0.35% +17.14%

Δσ −21.95% −18.75%

Table 5. Results of the third case study.
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The VSA® software has been applied to the case study by using the same assembly sequence
and the same normal distribution of the applied tolerances. The obtained results are shown in
the last two lines of Table 5. The proprietary and the commercial software packages give
different results for the two functional requirements. This is probably due to the different ways
the two software packages simulate the assembly constraints.

7. Case study 4: two flat plates and a cube

The fourth case study is an assembly comprising two flat plates and a cube, as shown in
Figure 11. It has been used to illustrate the skin model shapes approach in Ref. [27]. It is needed
to evaluate the seven distances between the top and the bottom plates and the tilt angles
between the point pairs AC-A′C′ (α) and AE-A′E′ (β). These are the key characteristics (KCs).
The skin model shape of the cube is generated by a Gaussian probability density function with
μ = 0.00 mm, σ = 0.01 mm, correlation length: ρ = 5.00 mm.

Figure 11. Fourth case study.

The KCs results of the example for 1000 skin model shapes are given in the first two lines of
Table 6.
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Approach [mm] AA′ BB′ CC′ GG′ FF′ EE′ DD′ α β

Skin model [27] μ 0.21 0.13 0.15 0.10 0.21 0.14 0.15 2.4 1.7

σ 0.046 0.032 0.035 0.030 0.048 0.033 0.035 0.60 0.40

VSA® software μ 0.25 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.23 0.16 3.5 2.9

σ 0.041 0.031 0.030 0.032 0.030 0.039 0.027 0.50 0.40

(VSA®-skin model)/skin model Δμ +17% +42% +19% +90% −13% +67% +9% +45% +68%

Δσ −11% −4% −15% +5% −37% +18% −22% −23% +9%

Table 6. Results of the fourth case study.

Figure 12. Deviation standard of the KPC refers to the number of simulation runs.
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The case study has been solved by the VSA® software of Siemens, and the results obtained by
a Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 runs are reported in the second two lines of Table 6. To
evaluate the stability of the results further Monte Carlo simulations have been performed by
varying the number of runs up to 100,000 runs, and the results are shown in Figure 12. It is
evident that the standard deviation remains the same with the increase in the number of the
simulation runs.

The results due to VSA® software are very different from those due to the skin model. The
difference between the two approaches is the largest among all the four case studies. This
difference is due to the simulation of the form tolerances. VSA® considers only the roto-
translation of the nominal feature to which a form tolerance is applied, while the skin model
considers each feature as a set of control points whose movement depends on the applied form
tolerance. Moreover, the point of a plane is considered geometrically correlated. It is evident
that the skin model represents the form deviations in agreement with reality.

8. Results discussion and conclusions

Many are the computer-aided techniques for tolerance analysis. These software packages allow
to assure the geometry of the assembly product by analyzing the geometrical interferences.
They efficiently deal with simple geometrical feature of mechanical assemblies, such as plane
and hole-pin, while they hardly treat of sculptured surfaces to connect. Moreover, they are not
completely true to the GPS standards. To use these tools, the user should understand the
packages’ theoretical base of modeling to build a valid model and to have accurate results.

This work underlines that GPS data, defined in the CAD model, may not be automatically
imported into the CATs due to the limits of the CAD geometry translator standards, such as
STEP or IGES. None of the currently available CATs offer distributed/parallel computing
capabilities, and they lack of ability to accommodate general tolerance analysis and synthesis
problems involving assemblies under loading.

The present work shows the application of one of these computer-aided technique for tolerance
analysis, knows as VSA® by Siemens, to four case studies from the literature. The four case
studies have been chosen since they were used in the literature to apply five important
approaches for tolerance analysis: the tolerance charting, the Jacobian model, the vector loop
model, the proprietary software, and the skin model. The results due to the application of
the VSA® software are different from those due to all of the five methods of the literature for
many reasons. The CATs for tolerance analysis have a 3D nature, and they are not able to
consider 1D or 2D case studies. They are not able to simulate a form tolerance according to
international standard for GPS, or more tolerances applied to the same surface, or assembly
constraints refer to actual assembly operations. This paper demonstrates how computer-aided
technologies for tolerance analysis need further knowledge of the assembly problems and
further development. More efforts are needed to clarify the limits and the potentialities of the
computer-aided technologies for tolerance analysis in order to better define their domain of
applicability.
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Abstract

Clinical decision support systems (clinical DSSs) are widely used today for various clini‐
cal applications such as diagnosis, treatment, and recovery. Clinical DSS aims to enhance 
the end‐to‐end therapy management for the doctors, and also helps to provide improved 
experience for patients during each phase of the therapy. The goal of this chapter is to 
provide an insight into the clinical DSS associated with the highly prevalent heart rhythm 
disorder, atrial fibrillation (AF). The use of clinical DSS in AF management is ubiqui‐
tous, starting from detection of AF through sophisticated electrophysiology treatment 
procedures, all the way to monitoring the patient's health during follow‐ups. Most of the 
software associated with AF DSS are developed based on signal processing, image pro‐
cessing, and artificial intelligence techniques. The chapter begins with a brief description 
of DSS in general and then introduces DSS that are used for various clinical applica‐
tions. The chapter continues with a background on AF and some relevant mechanisms. 
Finally, a couple of clinical DSS used today in regard with AF are discussed, along with 
some proposed methods for potential implementation of clinical DSS for detection of 
AF, prediction of an AF treatment outcome, and localization of AF targets during a 
 treatment procedure.

Keywords: clinical decision support systems, atrial fibrillation, cardiac signal 
processing, machine learning, Bayesian filtering

1. Introduction

Decision support systems (DSSs) are computer systems that assist in making logically and 
strategically appropriate decisions for complex tasks [1]. DSSs are used in a variety of appli‐
cations such as making a financial decision, an administrative decision, a scientific, or even 
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in making engineering‐based decisions (e.g., process control in manufacturing and clinical 
diagnosis) [2–6]. Highly sophisticated DSSs that are being built today not only play the role of 
offering opinions to the users for them to make a decision, but they also learn from previous 
instances and from manually corrected mistakes aiming to offer better decisions in future. 
Research on DSS today is focused on improving their reliability so that they can perform 
major decision making without a human in the loop. Although DSS can solve very elemen‐
tary problems, they are specifically used to solve complex semistructured and unstructured 
problems in a fully automated or a semiautomated fashion [7, 8].

Studies on the development of DSS gained attention in the 1960s and the first experimental 
study was reported by Ferguson and Jones in 1969 [7, 9]. There were many simultaneous 
advancements in the field of engineering, data analytics, and artificial intelligence (AI), which 
supported the enhancement of DSS. Several applications of DSS were developed during that 
period. A DSS was designed for business intelligence that used a business analytic model to 
provide advice to administrative authorities on critical planning decisions for the company 
[10]. A DSS was built for implementing a digital library to automatically search and fetch 
books and documents electronically from the library database based on manually entered 
query tags [11]. An engineering‐based DSS would be any expert system used for solving com‐
plex mathematical problems, for example, symbolic automatic integrator commonly called 
SAINT was such an expert system that was developed in the beginning of the era of practical 
AIs. It was used to perform symbolic mathematical integrations using heuristic methods [12]. 
A DSS called Brandaid was developed in 1975 to solve problems in the field of marketing, 
which includes decisions on advertising and promotion [13]. Later, different innovative meth‐
odologies were put to use to develop the DSS; this led to different categories of them based on 
the methods/tasks that the DSS performs [14].

The modern‐day DSS employ complex algorithms with highly interactive graphical user 
interfaces, thus increasing the flexibility of use. Today, for major industrial applications, a 
combination of all the types of DSS is also incorporated. The technology to help improve 
DSS is highly evolving, such as better communication protocols, wireless and mobile devices, 
improved operating systems for smart phones that supports powerful software applications, 
efficient and fast signal and image processing algorithms, improved machine learning, and 
artificial intelligence techniques. More improvements are underway in the future with more 
reliable algorithms in order to increase the robustness of the DSS with the aim of getting their 
abilities as close to human‐made decisions [15].

1.1. Clinical decision support systems

A DSS that supports decision‐making tasks related to medical and healthcare benefits is a 
clinical decision support system (clinical DSS) [16–18]. A considerable part of clinical DSS is 
a knowledge‐driven DSS [8] that has the ability to understand clinical problems and provide 
reliable suggestions and directions to physicians and patients. The medical tasks requiring 
the assistance of a clinical DSS can be a simple patient database management using a data‐
driven DSS [8], to as complex as, making real‐time decisions while performing a surgery 
using a knowledge‐driven DSS. Clinical DSS is primarily employed only to enhance decision 
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making in the clinical routine, and not to give the machine the authority of a clinician. A com‐
mon clinical DSS widely used today is a computer‐aided diagnosis system, which assists the 
doctors in making the diagnosis for a patient [19, 20]. Physicians and other medical practitio‐
ners make critical decisions generally based on their knowledge and medical expertise, but 
with the implementation of clinical DSS they get suggestions that are more logical, which can 
thus be considered as an additional opinion to their personal ones. Some important advan‐
tages of clinical DSS are that it provides increase in quality of service to the patients, it helps in 
avoiding human errors during the process of diagnosis or treatment, and it improves efficacy 
of treatment procedures. It is believed that clinical DSS has the potential to improve health 
care although evaluation of clinical DSS has shown only equivocal results. A review of the 
clinical DSS in the context of evaluation can be found in the article by Kaplan and group [21].

A well‐known project of clinical DSS was developed in the early 1970s at Stanford University 
called the MYCIN [4]. It was an expert system developed mainly to support the treatment 
of blood diseases and bacterial infections. It is a rule‐based AI meaning that it was designed 
to work based on a set of rules that is defined in a grammar, and there is an action output 
defined for every input in the grammar. This way the system outputs the diagnosis of an 
infection, based on the given input set of patient symptoms. It also tries to perform additional 
diagnosis by suggesting relevant laboratory tests before arriving at a conclusion on the treat‐
ment procedure. In addition to diagnosis, MYCIN was designed to provide recommendations 
of antibiotics and other medications with the right dosage suitable for the patient. This clinical 
DSS used about 500 rules in order to process its decision, which is said to be most of the times 
acceptable compared to the decisions made by medical experts.

A number of clinical DSSs exist in the field of medical imaging [22, 23]. Medical imaging is a 
key tool to diagnosis of most of the diseases today. The method of imaging may be of a wide 
variety, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computerized axial tomography (CAT), 
and ultrasound imaging. Each of these image output has distinct characteristics, and hence its 
respective purpose of diagnosis. For example, the characteristic of a CAT technique is that it 
enhances the soft tissues and is hence used to examine diseases related to soft organs such as 
a liver tumor. Most of the imaging tools and concomitant software available fall under com‐
puter‐aided diagnosis. A computer‐aided diagnosis system can still be considered as a clinical 
DSS since they assist in decision making for the radiologists and other clinicians. A fully auto‐
mated computer‐aided diagnosis can be created but cannot be completely relied upon unless 
they have high accuracy (i.e., high sensitivity and specificity). The computer systems used in 
acquisition of these images itself are a component of a clinical DSS. An image diagnosis system 
that performs automatic analysis of a medical image or a series of images to detect abnormali‐
ties specific to a disease through image processing techniques is an automated computer‐aided 
diagnosis; developing algorithms for this operation is a critical area of research. There are sev‐
eral systems today for automatic detection of lesion sites in a CAT image for mammary cancer 
and lung cancer [24]. Apart from the above‐mentioned systems, there are various clinical DSS 
algorithms that are being developed today for different purposes and applications [24–27].

This chapter is devoted to introducing clinical DSS specific to the systems used in the field of 
cardiac electrophysiology (EP) to treat a condition called atrial fibrillation (AF). AF is a highly 
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prevalent heart rhythm disorder affecting over 2.7 million people in USA annually [28] and 
over 30 million people worldwide [29]. It also increases the risk of stroke [28], and hence is a 
serious health concern leading to frequent hospitalizations and deaths. AF is basically caused 
due to disorganization of the electrical signals in the atria. There are several mechanisms asso‐
ciated with AF, and based on one or more of these mechanisms there are various treatment 
methods to control AF. Some of these treatment methods are discussed later in this chapter.

Intelligent computer systems are used throughout the process of assisting AF patients. In gen‐
eral, there are three major tasks involved in AF therapy: diagnosis of AF, treatment of AF, and 
monitoring/follow‐up. Each of these tasks is assisted by sophisticated clinical DSS in order to 
ease the respective process and also to prevent overlooking of any important issues. Most of 
the algorithms used for EP procedures are mostly signal processing based, i.e., the electrical 
signals from the heart (see Section 2.1) are analyzed to extract information and derive infer‐
ences. These algorithms are designed to address the challenges in the management of AF 
therapy such as detection of AF episodes, prediction of a treatment outcome, and localization 
of AF targets during catheter ablation procedure. This chapter hence focuses on the clinical 
decision support technologies that are available today for AF management and some pro‐
posed algorithms for potential clinical DSS implementations. A background on atrial fibrilla‐
tion and some relevant concepts are discussed in Section 2, followed by a discussion of some 
of the developed algorithms.

2. Background

The heart forms the major part of the circulatory system in the human body. It is essentially 
a blood pump that regulates oxygenated and deoxygenated blood. The upper chambers of 
the heart, the atria, and the lower chambers, the ventricles, both contract following a par‐
ticular rhythm of synchrony. Such a healthy contraction rhythm is called a normal sinus 
rhythm (NSR). Any anomaly in this rhythm leads to a cardiac arrhythmia and AF is one of the 
common types. This section presents an introduction to the mechanisms behind the heart's 
function, an introduction to cardiac arrhythmia and AF, and finally some treatment options 
available for AF.

2.1. Electrical system of the heart

The contraction of the heart chambers are essentially triggered by electrical signals propagat‐
ing along the myocardium [30]. As shown in Figure 1, a location called the sinoatrial node 
(SA node) is present in the right atrium and it produces the necessary stimulus for the cardiac 
cells to get activated. The cardiac cells possess the characteristic of producing action poten‐
tials (APs, special type of voltage signals) due to ion exchange mechanisms, when sufficient 
external stimulus is applied to it. A phase of this AP where the transmembrane potential 
(TMP) reaches its peak due to intracellular mechanisms in turn causes the cell to contract; this 
produces the myocardial contraction. The signals from the SA node propagate following the 
distinct NSR pathway to create the rhythmic contraction synchrony between the atria and the 
ventricles. The signals from the right atrium propagate to left atrium (LA) through intraatrial 
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pathways called Bachmann's bundle. The signals exiting the atria are then delayed by the 
atrioventricular node (AV node) before passing into the ventricles. AV node is the only electri‐
cal junction of the atria and ventricles. The signals are then distributed across the ventricles 
through the Purkinje fibers. Hence, during an NSR, the signals take this specific pathway in 
an organized fashion, indicating a healthy cardiac rhythm. The TMP in a part of tissue col‐
lectively results in an electrogram (EGM) signal when measured using a voltage sensing elec‐
trode. The effect of the TMPs when measured using electrodes placed on the chest surface as 
opposed to those on the tissue itself produces surface electrocardiogram (ECG). More about 
these signals are discussed further.

2.1.1. Characteristics of ECG

A human ECG signal has a unique characteristic of what is called as PQRST complex that 
refers to the morphology of any ECG. The activations during NSR phase creates the PQRST 
complex shown in Figure 2. P, Q, R, S, T, are the labels given to specific activation peaks in 
ECG which are the P‐wave, QRS complex, T‐wave, and the less common U‐wave [31]. The 
P‐wave corresponds to the depolarization of the cells in the atria. The next part is the QRS 
complex and it represents the activations that cause the ventricles to contract. This is the most 
important part of the PQRST complex since it corresponds to systolic interval and is used for 
determining heart rate. Finally, the T‐wave is said to occur due to the repolarization of the 
ventricles. Some theories suggest that the U‐wave could also be due to repolarization of the 

Figure 1. Electrical conduction system of the heart: The figure illustrates the different electrical nodes and muscle fibers 
that play a role in the electrical conduction system. It also represents the NSR pathway.
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ventricles [32]. During NSR, the deflections of each wave starting from P‐wave all the way to 
T‐wave occur with the exact same signal polarities. As seen from Figure 2, the QRS complex 
has larger amplitude of deflection from the isoelectric line because of the larger mass of the 
ventricle cells that is getting depolarized.

Professionals trained in ECG interpretation would be able to detect even minor variations in 
the ECG signals. The idea of a clinical DSS here would be to assist such professionals by auto‐
matically interpreting the ECG. Any abnormality such as an arrhythmia or coronary heart 
disease can be detected using the ECG morphology. In case of AF, then the ECG demonstrates 
high heart rate along with absence of P‐waves.

2.1.2. Intracardiac electrograms

Intracardiac electrograms (EGMs) are the signal obtained from locations of the myocardium. 
In general, they are recorded from the following regions using cardiac catheters: the high 
right atrium, coronary sinus, bundle of His, and the apex. The leads are placed at these loca‐
tions and the outputs are arranged in such a way that a sequential activation is seen during 
NSR. This way the clinicians could easily confirm the pathway starting from SA node all the 
way to apex. EGMs, just like the ECGs, have its characteristic properties and can be used to 
determine abnormalities.

In general, there are two measurement configurations by which the EGMs can be represented, 
namely, the unipolar and the bipolar (refer Figure 3) [33]. Unipolar EGMs are those that are 
recorded using a single electrode catheter or the EGMs obtained from each electrode separately 

Figure 2. PQRST complex of surface ECG: This figure shows the general representation of the different complexes in a 
surface ECG. P‐wave is due to atrial depolarization, QRS is due to ventricle depolarization and T‐wave is associated with 
ventricular repolarization [34].
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from a multipole catheter. Bipolar EGMs are those that are obtained with respect to a nearby 
reference. The two types of EGMs have its own benefits and limitations [30]. Unipolar EGMs 
are very helpful in determining the wave direction using Einthoven's convention of positive 
and negative deflections [35], since it preserves the properties of the raw activation signals. It 
is also useful in determining conduction velocity and the signal amplitude. Bipolar EGMs do 
not preserve any of the information such as the wave direction because it is calculated with a 
reference and hence the signals might cancel out giving rise to a peak at an activation time dif‐
ferent from unipolar and also might result in different deflection polarities. However, bipolar 
EGMs are an excellent means of removing noise and far‐field effects which, in often case, are 
the most challenging criteria that hides the local activations present in an EGM. For example, 
the bipoles calculated in the LA will cancel out any activation that has occurred due to ven‐
tricular depolarization resulting in successful capture of the local atrial activations in the LA.

2.2. Cardiac arrhythmia and introduction to AF

Cardiac arrhythmia is a condition occurring when there is a perturbation in the NSR activity. 
The NSR pathway could go wrong in several ways resulting in several types of arrhythmias 
that are defined based on the abnormality mechanism [36]. Broadly speaking, the general 
types of arrhythmias are tachycardia and bradycardia. Tachycardia is the condition where 
the heart rate is higher than the normal, and bradycardia is its counterpart (lower heart rate). 

Figure 3. Relationship between different types of electrograms: The top‐most plot is the surface lead which illustrates 
the QRS complex. The next two signals are two closely spaced unipoles; the far‐field ventricular activations can be 
clearly seen in them. The last signal is the resultant bipole of the two unipoles in the figure. It can be clearly seen that the 
ventricular activations gets canceled giving rise to atrial activations alone. Also, the baseline noise present in unipoles is 
removed in the bipole signal.
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Atrial tachycardia is a common arrhythmia which is caused by a rapidly periodically firing 
focus that could be located anywhere in the atrial myocardium. It is mostly treated by catheter 
ablation (see Section 2.3.4) and has a relatively high success rate of 90% after repeated proce‐
dures [37]. Another well‐known atrial tachyarrhythmia and that that is also closely related to 
AF, is atrial flutter. Similar to AF, it results in a rapidly beating atria but it has its own mecha‐
nism causing it. The mechanism is said to be a single reentrant circuit mostly originating in 
the right atrium. With respect to the atrial arrhythmias, AF could be grouped as a tachyar‐
rhythmia but the difference between AF and atrial tachycardia is that the rapid beating is 
not as regular as the tachycardia, in fact there is no beating at all–the atria during AF simply 
randomly quivers due to chaotic signals as shown in Figure 4.

Symptoms of AF include palpitations, unconformable flip‐flopping in the chest, physical 
weakness, dizziness, shortness of breath, chest pain, and syncope. Some risks involved in 
AF in addition to stroke are, heart failure, high blood pressure, and lung disease. There are 
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2.3. Methods of AF treatment

The results of several scientific and clinical studies on AF have led to the development of 
many mechanistic and nonmechanistic approaches for treating AF. Every treatment proce‐
dure has its own benefits and limitations. So, the treatment method that gives the maximum 
patient outcome is what is followed widely. Each treatment also has its specific endpoint, 
however, the ultimate goal of any treatment is to successfully terminate AF and restore sinus 
rhythm. Some common treatment methods are discussed below.

2.3.1. Pharmocological therapy

The studies on different ionic mechanisms of the cardiac cells and how they are related to the 
arrhythmia (e.g., formation of AP alternans), have led to the development and synthesis of 
various rate‐control and rhythm‐control drugs. They directly interact with the ion channels, 
and control and regulate the exchanges in order to maintain a normal AP thus maintain‐
ing NSR. The antiarrhythmic drugs are categorized into various classes based on the behav‐
ior of the drug on different ion channels. Class‐I drugs are related to sodium channels, e.g., 
quinidine. Class‐II are effective beta blockers, e.g., propranolol. Class‐III type interacts with 
potassium channels and prolongs the action potentials, e.g., sotalol, and Class‐IV helps in 
regulating the calcium channels, e.g., diltiazem. Class‐III is a commonly prescribed antiar‐
rhythmic for the fact that it prolongs the AP, increases the refractory period, and so the AP 
cannot be fired instantly, thus preventing reentries. Some popular Class‐III drugs are amioda‐
rone and dofetilide. Unfortunately, the drugs may not be much effective as a standalone AF 
treatment especially for patients showing poor response [38], and it might also produce some 
side effects for the patients.

2.3.2. Direct current electrical cardioversion

Direct current electrical (DCE) cardioversion or simply cardioversion, is the procedure by 
which an electric voltage is applied to the chest at particular instants of the heart beat in 
order to reset the rhythm back to NSR [39]. The electric shock at a specific power is applied 
to the chest using electrode patches to the patient under anesthesia. The power is decided 
according to the intensity of AF. The shock is provided in such a way that it synchronizes 
with the R‐wave of the PQRS complex, mainly because the atria would have passed the refrac‐
tory period during R‐wave, and the application of the current will excite the cells and start 
a fresh cardiac cycle. This treatment, most of the time terminates AF immediately, however, 
some patients experience AF episodes return after cardioversion. Hence, it is important for 
the clinician to make a reliable decision on whether or not the patient would benefit from DCE 
cardioversion therapy.

2.3.3. Open‐heart maze procedure

The maze procedure is a surgical treatment by which lesions are created using incisions to 
various regions of the myocardium after opening up the chest. The treatment technique was 
introduced by James Cox in 1991 [40]. The lesion set resembles the structure of a maze, which 
gives it the name. The lesions basically are designed in such a way that the signals in the 
atrium do not form a reentry. The maze procedure has proved to be effective in terminating 
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AF; however, it is highly invasive and is normally provided for patients who undergo an 
open‐heart surgery as part of their treatment for other types of heart complications.

2.3.4. Catheter ablation therapy

Catheter ablation therapy is a method by which ablation lesions are formed using radio fre‐
quency (RF) energy delivered via a catheter. The conventional catheter ablation procedure for 
AF today is the pulmonary vein isolation (PVI). In PVI, the lesions are formed around the PV 
ostia with the aim of electrically isolating the PVs from the rest of the left atrium. The PVI came 
into existence because of the pioneering discovery by Haissaguerre et al. that some ectopic trig‐
gers from the PVs enter the atrium and maintains AF [41] (illustrated in Figure 5). Some studies 
also suggest that these focal triggers could initiate non‐PV AF drivers as shown in Figure 5. More 
about these non‐PV drivers are discussed in Section 3. PVI showed remarkable increase in suc‐
cess rate of AF treatment and hence was adopted as the standard procedure by clinicians across 
the globe. There was also improvement over the traditional PVI that proposed only lesions 
around PV ostia. A strategy called the circumferential ablation was introduced which defined 
the lesions around the antrum of the PVs as opposed to the ostia [42]. In addition to circumfer‐
ential ablation, a linear lesion set was proposed, which appeared to produce better outcome in 
clinical studies. Some of these non‐PV lesions consisted of roof line, lines at mitral isthmus, and 
lines in between the PV pairs. PVI is mostly the primary strategy, and linear lesions are mostly 
preferred as a strategy in addition to PVI. However, what ablation to perform on top of PVI is 
disputable and is decided mostly based on the patient's individual atrial and AF properties.

Catheter ablation treatment combined with antiarrhythmic drug therapy is followed widely 
today. However, the treatment is not completely successful. Many patients experience 
recurrence of AF after the first procedure. Multiple repetitions of the procedure have to be 
performed especially for persistent AF patients, to control the recurrence. After a single pro‐

Figure 5. PV triggers initiating AF (posterior view): Figure illustrates the ectopic focal triggers originating from the PVs 
eventually initiating spiral waves in the LA wall, thus initiating and sustaining AF. LSPV: left superior pulmonary vein; 
RSPV: right superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein.
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cedure, late recurrence of AF occurs between 11 and 29%, and after repeated procedures, it 
occurs between 7 and 24% [37]. A widely accepted reason for the recurrence is the reconnec‐
tion of the PVs, however, there are also theories suggesting that the recurrence could be due 
to the arrhythmogenic sources (especially functional sources) existing outside the PVs, which 
are not addressed by the current catheter ablation procedure.

3. Computer‐aided technologies for atrial fibrillation

The clinical DSS is largely used during an AF ablation procedure. In order to ablate different 
regions of the LA, it is necessary to have a visualization of both the atrium and the catheter's 
location. The fluoroscopy technique which produces a real‐time image of the catheter and 
the atrial structures was used initially for visualization. However, fluoroscopy uses X‐rays, 
and prolonged exposure is harmful for the patient as well as for the clinicians performing the 
procedure. In order to reduce the fluoroscopy time, a novel technology called the electroana‐
tomic mapping was introduced. Electroanatomic mapping is a technique where the clinician 
maneuvers a mapping catheter across the LA endocardium and the computer produces a 
three‐dimensional virtual map of the LA endocardium. This mesh structure displays the LA 
anatomic structures along with the PVs (the atrial structure shown in Figure 5 is a mesh pro‐
duced by such a mapping system). In addition, the electroanatomic mapping systems have 
the function to display the real‐time catheter position on the mesh. This makes it possible for 
the clinician to ablate anywhere using the 3D mesh as the reference. Some electroanatomic 
mapping systems available in the market are “CARTO” by Biosense Webster Inc., “EnSite 
NaVx” by St. Jude Medical, and “Rhythmia” by Boston Scientific. Electroanatomic mapping 
systems not only produce the mesh structure, but also are capable of performing several other 
interesting functions that help clinicians to make ablation decisions. One such feature is the 
activation map. As the name “electroanatomic mapping” suggests, the map shows anatomy 
as well as the electrical activations in the form of a voltage map with color codes. This largely 
helps in treating atrial tachycardia, the clinician can see in the electroanatomic map and visu‐
alize where the earliest activation occurred, and then perform ablation accordingly. Further, 
the system displays the ablation lesions on the mesh with a unique color code that is varied 
based on the power delivered by the RF catheter. This helps the clinician to ensure that the 
tissue was sufficiently cauterized to stop the conduction at that location.

The mapping catheters that are used to construct the electroanatomic mesh are special‐
ized diagnostic catheters known as a multipole diagnostic catheter (MPDC) (some types of 
MPDCs are shown in Figure 6). It consists of multiple nodes with voltage sensitive electrodes. 
These electrodes are arranged in a particular geometric shape which differs between differ‐
ent MPDC types. Some common MPDCs are Lasso and Pentaray both by Biosense Webster, 
FirMap (Abbott EP), Constellation (Boston scientific), Achieve (Medtronic), and Advisor (St. 
Jude Medical). A major feature of the MPDCs is that the electrodes can record the EGMs when 
they are placed in contact with the tissue. Hence, the MPDC is placed in different endocardial 
locations to build the mesh structure and also to obtain the EGMs. These EGMs can further be 
used to perform non‐PV ablation. As stated earlier, PVI is not completely successful, and in 
order to improve the success, non‐PV targets should be determined and ablated. For  example, 
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some studies showed the presence of slow conduction regions in the myocardium, which 
when ablated, terminated AF in their studies [43]. These sites can be identified by recording 
the EGMs, which, based on a specific definition, could be characterized as what is called as 
complex fractionated atrial electrograms (CFAEs). CFAE ablation was the first EGM‐based 
(mechanistic) non‐PV ablation, while all other strategies are anatomy based (nonmechanistic), 
in the sense that they do not require any functional quantities such as the EGMs to determine 
whether or not to ablate that site. Based on the above concept, some mapping systems were 
installed with a feature to automatically compute CFAE sites, and indicate them on the mesh, 
for the clinicians to make the ablation decision about CFAE. However, in current clinical 
practice, CFAE ablation is not very common, possibly because of some controversial results 
reported by some studies [37, 44]. This demonstrates the need for determining the “real” non‐
PV targets which play a role in AF maintenance. Traditionally, in AF studies performed in 
the past using physical experiments and computer simulations, several studies have demon‐
strated circular and spiral patterns of electrical waves propagating along the tissue during AF 
[45–48]. The AF spiral waves were termed as rotors which later gained more attention among 
researchers in the field. Rotors consist of a wavefront and a wavetail, and they may rotate 
about a functional center (Figure 7). The gap between the front and the tail is the wavelength 
of the rotor. A rotor propagates with a conduction velocity, and rotates following a peri‐
odic cycle length (the velocity vectors at the wavefront of a rotor are illustrated in Figure 7). 
Rotors can also form wave breaks that eventually lead to multiple chaotic spiral waves. Rotors 
were initially encountered only in animal studies. For the first time, they were claimed to be 
observed in human clinical studies by Narayan et al. [49]. In addition to finding rotors, their 
study also reports observation of some ectopic foci outside the PVs, and that they act as AF 
drivers. The technique that revealed the presence of rotors using the EGM in humans is called 
phase  mapping [49]. According to this technique, the EGMs are collected simultaneously at 

Figure 6. Different types of MPDCs: Figure shows the various types of MPDCs, which are used for generating 
electroanatomic maps and for recording information from the endocardium. The top one is a 20 unipole Lasso catheter, 
the bottom‐left is a Basket catheter and the bottom‐right one is a Pentaray catheter. Image reproduced from Ref. [33].
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different LA  locations using a basket type MPDC (shown in Figure 6), and the signals are 
processed using Hilbert transform in order to obtain a map of the spatiotemporal variation 
of the signal phase. This phase map showed progressive change of phase in a circular pattern 
around a core called as the phase singular, thus demonstrating the characteristic of a rotor. 
The method of Hilbert transform that is used to obtain the phase map has also been used in 
different contexts of fibrillation in earlier studies [51, 52]. The algorithm/ablation procedure 
used by Narayan et al. was called focal impulse and rotor modulation (FIRM). Based on the 
outcome of the clinical studies on FIRM‐guided ablation and several other follow‐up studies, 
the FIRM algorithm was found to be effective, especially when combined with PVI [53]. The 
FIRM technology was later commercialized as a clinical diagnosis system for AF, now owned 
by Abbott Electrophysiology.

While whether or not the rotors are the primary AF drivers, is a topic still under investigation, 
developing novel algorithms for identifying and localizing rotors have been a critical area of 
research in the community. Several methods were introduced to help map rotors using engi‐
neering techniques in both time and frequency domain [54–58]. Some of these methods are 
specifically designed to use conventional MPDCs such as a Lasso catheter, aiming to outper‐
form the limitations of the current EP systems available for identifying rotors.

As opposed to the time domain approach of phase mapping, there were also some fre‐
quency domain approaches, one of which is called the dominant frequency (DF) mapping. 
According to the DF mapping technique, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the signals at 
various locations is computed, and the highest frequency from the FFT plot at each location 
is considered as the DF for the respective location. When the DFs at various regions of the 
atrium were investigated, the frequency distribution showed organization and was said to 

Figure 7. Propagation of a rotor wave: The different components of a rotor wave are illustrated in the figure. The arrows 
points in the direction of the wavefront propagation. Image recreated based on the work in reference [50].
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have high values in the left atrium [50]. However, there are some studies suggesting that DF 
is not an effective method to analyze AF [37].

The workstations available today in the EP labs consists of all the components required to 
assist the clinicians during an ablation procedure, such as the electroanatomic mapping soft‐
ware, mapping and ablation catheters, imaging devices such as fluoroscopy and ultrasound, 
and other associated software such as the FIRM mapping, DF mapping, and CFAE mapping. 
Therefore, EP workstation is the best example of a clinical DSS, without which the ablation 
procedures is nearly impossible to perform today. This demonstrates the significance of clini‐
cal DSS not only in AF, but also in general clinical cardiac electrophysiology.

3.1. Developed methods of clinical decision making for AF

As discussed earlier, clinical DSSs play an important role in AF ablation treatment. This sec‐
tion presents a detailed discussion of some techniques and algorithms developed by our 
group that could be potentially implemented in a clinical DSS to assist a clinician for manag‐
ing AF patients. A schematic diagram of the various EP systems along with the integration of 
one of the developed clinical DSS system is illustrated in Figure 8.

The role of clinical DSS in AF could be categorized into three important tasks:

• Detection of AF from the surface ECG for AF therapy management.

• Prediction of successful postcardioversion patients with persistent AF.

• Identification of successful ablation targets from EGM signals.

The above three tasks quite covers the necessary tasks required for AF management today. 
All the algorithms mentioned below were implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., 
Natick, MA, USA).

3.1.1. Detection of AF from surface ECG for AF therapy management

Rate control and rhythm control are two strategies for treatment of AF. The goal of rhythm 
control is to convert an arrhythmic condition to NSR, and that of rate control is to slow down 
the heart rate when it increases due to AF. Catheter ablation therapy is an example of rhythm 
control method. Although catheter ablation is a commonly preferred treatment, at an initial 
stage of AF, doctors recommend rate control therapy. It could be performed using rate control 
drugs or cardiac pacemakers.

Detection of AF is a crucial operation for providing timely and appropriate treatment for the 
patient. AF detection techniques mostly involve application of signal processing algorithms 
to ECG signals [59]. There are two major types of methods for detecting AF, first, by calculat‐
ing the R‐R interval (RRI), which represents the heart rate. Majority of the methods in the lit‐
erature are based on RRI [60–68]. Another approach is by using RRI in combination with atrial 
activity (AA) analysis, which uses heart rate along with atrial ECG pattern. However, in rate 
controlled patients, the heart rate is externally controlled, in which case, the algorithms that 
are based on rate will fail to detect AF [69, 70]. Currently available methods working based 
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on AA exclusively, do not perform well [71]. AA analysis is more complicated in rate‐con‐
trolled patients and could result in false diagnosis mainly because of the low voltage nature 
of the AA signals compared to the ventricle activities. The idea that the absence of P‐waves 
is a major indicator of AF is used in most of the AF detection algorithms. However, ECG is a 
nonstationary signal and P‐waves have relatively less amplitude, so the algorithms using P‐
wave detection encounter many challenges. In this section, we discuss a robust algorithm that 
we developed for automatic AF detection. The algorithm is independent of heart rate, and is 
suitable for rate‐controlled patients with paroxysmal AF. The algorithm is capable of fast and 
reliable detection of AF by using minimum cardiac cycles (heart beats).

The algorithm essentially uses short ECG signals, and applies a feature extraction and 
machine learning approach to detect whether or not an abnormality exists in the signal. 
A block  diagram of the developed system is shown in Figure 9.

The input signal is first subjected to preprocessing. The preprocessing step consists of a third‐
order Butterworth bandpass filter in order to reduce noise. The poles are designed to be at 
0.5 and 50 Hz. For each heartbeat, nine features are extracted out of which three are  statistical 
features and the rest are morphological features. The statistical features include variance, 
 skewness, and kurtosis. The morphological features are calculated as the average amplitude 

Figure 8. Schematic of a clinical DSS for AF: The figure shows a schematic of the different components of a typical EP 
laboratory, integrated with the developed clinical DSS algorithm. The computer screen of the developed DSS illustrates 
an example of ablation target localization, where the asterisk indicates the estimated rotor location as would be produced 
by the algorithm described in Section 3.1.3.
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of the P‐wave at different intervals (i.e., first 20 ms or last 10, 20, 20, or 30 ms). A statistical 
model using a multivariate Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is created using the distribution 
of the NSR P‐wave features. To generate the training model, the expectation‐maximization 
(EM) algorithm is iteratively applied [72]. For the testing phase, the same preprocessing is 
performed and the same features are extracted, but now a majority vote of seven heart beats 
is employed in order to classify whether the test signal represents An NSR or AF. The algo‐
rithm is evaluated on the MIT‐BIH AF Database from Physiobank [73]. The dataset includes 
25 long‐term (10 h) ECG recordings with AF (23 paroxysmal and 2 persistent) and contains 
299 AF episodes (about 93.4 h). The proposed algorithm demonstrated that it is capable of 
classifying AF with a very high sensitivity of 98.08%. The sensitivity was highest among the 
compared algorithms (see Table 1). The specificity was 91.66% which had the second lowest 
classification error comparatively, which is a significant performance considering that the 
other methods are RRI‐based approaches.

3.1.2. Prediction of successful postcardioversion patients with persistent AF

As discussed earlier, DCE cardioversion is one of the treatment options available, in which 
an electric shock is applied to the chest at certain intervals in order to restore NSR. This treat‐
ment however does not have a high long‐term success rate, although it has more than 90% 
 procedure success. A more well‐defined method to evaluate the effectiveness, and hence 

Figure 9. AF detection method: Figure shows the block diagram of the developed method of AF detection. PWA = P‐
wave absence, M‐distance = Mahalanobis distance. A, Feature extraction and training; B, classification; C, majority voter 
post‐processing.
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As discussed earlier, DCE cardioversion is one of the treatment options available, in which 
an electric shock is applied to the chest at certain intervals in order to restore NSR. This treat‐
ment however does not have a high long‐term success rate, although it has more than 90% 
 procedure success. A more well‐defined method to evaluate the effectiveness, and hence 

Figure 9. AF detection method: Figure shows the block diagram of the developed method of AF detection. PWA = P‐
wave absence, M‐distance = Mahalanobis distance. A, Feature extraction and training; B, classification; C, majority voter 
post‐processing.
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predict the likelihood of maintaining NSR after cardioversion for patients who are about 
to undergo cardioversion, is important, so that the risks involved in cardioversion can be 
assessed [75]. If such a prediction can be performed, then the doctor could make a decision 
accordingly on whether to give the patient a cardioversion or not.

This section presents a novel computational method to perform signal analysis of AF patient 
ECG recorded before cardioversion and predict what the success of the treatment would be. 
A block diagram of the developed system is shown in Figure 10.

The method comprises preprocessing, extraction of features, classification, and then valida‐
tion. The preprocessing is to remove the noise and the isoelectric line perturbations, for which 
a bandpass filter with cut off frequencies of 0.01 and 50Hz were applied. Following this, 
AA is extracted from the QRST complex using an average beat subtraction technique. There 
are a total of seven features extracted from the AA signals. The extracted features are calcu‐
lated from the matching pursuit (MP) time‐frequency representation of the AA signals [76]. 
A classifier based on quadratic discriminative analysis (QDA) is trained using the extracted 
features from the training data. The trained classifier was evaluated on an ECG data [77] 

Algorithm Year Method WL (seconds) Se (%) Sp (%) PPV (%) Err (%)

Moody et al.* 1983 RRI 60 93.58 – 85.92 –

87.54 95.14 92.29 7.88

Cerutti et al.* 1997 RRI 90 93.3 – 94.4 –

96.10 81.55 75.76 16.62

Tatento et al.* 2001 RRI 50 94.4 97.2 96.1 –

91.20 96.08 90.32 5.32

Logan et al.* 2005 RRI 120 96 89 – –

87.30 90.31 85.72 10.89

Lake et al. 2011 RRI 12 91 94 – –

Couceiro et al.* 2008 RRI + PWA 60 93.80 96.09 – –

96.58 82.66 78.76 11.77

Babaezaideh  
et al.*

2009 RRIRRI/PWA >60 91 96 86 –

89 96 88 –

Dash et al.† 2009 RRI 128 beats 94.4 95.1 – –

Huang et al.† 2011 RRI 101 beats 96.1 98.1 – –

Proposed  
algorithm

2014 PWA 1 beat 89.37 89.54 72.40 11.34

7 beats 98.09 91.66 79.17 6.88

Unreported performance measures are displayed as a dash. Se = Sensitivity, Sp = Specificity, PPV = Positive predictive 
value, Err = Error rate.

*Additional algorithm evaluation completed by Larburu et al. is shown on the second row. Optimal window length (WL) 
was determined by Larburu et al.

†Results include additional processing for the purpose of ectopic beat filtering.

Table 1. Comparison of AF detection algorithms including additional evaluation performed by Larburu et al. [74].
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with 40 persistent AF patients who had a successful external DCE cardioversion therapy, 
but after 2‐week follow‐up, 20 patients had maintained NSR (AF‐free) and 20 had a relapse 
of AF (AF‐relapse). A leave‐one‐out cross‐validation classification produced an outcome of 
100% sensitivity and 95% specificity. Compared to the relevant methods in the literature (see 
Table 2), the proposed method resulted in the highest sensitivity and specificity values in 
predicting the success of DCE cardioversion in AF patients.

3.1.3. Identification of successful ablation targets from EGM signals

Catheter ablation is the most commonly preferred treatment for AF. However, the success rate of 
the procedure is only suboptimal due to recurrence of AF especially with persistent type patients. 
The arrhythmogenic rotors existing outside the PVs could be a potential target for  ablation. 
However, in today's clinical practice there is no well‐defined method to find the location of these 
rotors. Hence, a system that could estimate the rotor location and hence guide the clinician to the 
targets would be a significant clinical DSS for AF ablation in today's clinical scenario.

Figure 10. Prediction of cardioversion outcome: Figure shows the block diagram of the developed prediction method.

Method Study size Significance Sensitivity Specificity

P‐wave duration, 1997 [78] 35 0.001 73% 71%

Heart rate variability, 2001 [79] 93 – 76% 90%

Fibrillatory rate, 2003 [80] 44 0.021 – –

Clustering of RR intervals, 2004 [81] 66 0.034 – –

P‐wave duration, 2005 [82] 118 0.0001 72% 77%

P‐wave duration, 2006 [83] 122,493 0.02 90% 21%

Fibrillatory rate, 2006 [84] 175 0.0001 79% 80%

Fibrillatory rate, 2006 [85] 54 0.002 – –

Harmonic decay, 2006 [85] 54 0.0004 92% 47%

Sample entropy, 2006 [86] 66 0.02 – –

Wavelet transform, 2007 [87] 30 – 100% 89%

P‐wave dispersion, 2011 [88] 26 0.001 86% 95%

Wavelet sample entropy, 2008 [89] 40 – 95% 93%

Proposed MP‐based method, 2014 40 0.005 100% 95%

Table 2. Comparison of signal processing methods.
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The developed method is a novel probabilistic approach to localize rotors [90]. The relevant 
methods available in the literature for locating rotors involve deterministic, noniterative 
solutions using time‐domain and frequency‐domain characteristics [54–58]. The developed 
method uses a Bayesian filtering approach to search for the rotors by iteratively guiding an 
MPDC toward the center of a rotor. The algorithm was evaluated using a 2D realistic atrial tis‐
sue simulation. We developed a numerical simulation of a 10 cm × 10 cm 2D atrial tissue with 
a spatial resolution of 0.025 cm and sampling frequency of 500 Hz, using the Nygren human 
atrial cell model [91]. The numerical simulation was written using FORTRAN programming, 
and the visualization of the output was implemented in MATLAB. A single stable rotor was 
initiated and a standard 20 pole Lasso catheter (Biosense Webster, Diamond Bar, CA, USA) 
was simulated, from which the bipolar EGMs were obtained.

As shown in Figure 11, the method uses the discrete search space and some EGM characteris‐
tics as input, and gives the probability distribution of the presence of rotor in the search space, 
from which the rotor location can be estimated as the output. The 2D tissue is the bounded 
search space and it is discretized to form a grid, the coordinates of which is the first input 
to the algorithm. The center of the Lasso can be placed anywhere on this grid space. When 
a catheter is placed at a location, the following EGM characteristics are computed, which is 
the second input: the first activated bipole (FAB) and the rotor propagation ratio (RPR). FAB 
denotes the label number of the bipolar electrode of the Lasso that gets activated earliest by 
the rotor's wavefront. It is mathematically represented by Φ. RPR, represented by Φ, is the 
ratio of the two following characteristics: total conduction delay and cycle length, the defini‐
tion of which can be found in the publication of our preliminary studies using both simulation 
and real clinical data [54].

The overall proposed idea is that the clinician places the catheter at any arbitrary endocar‐
dium location and records the EGMs. Then the system calculates FAB and RPR from these 
EGMs. The search space is discretized and now, both the inputs to the Bayesian algorithm 
are kept ready. The system first checks if the current catheter location is already a rotor cen‐
ter or not. This is performed using the EGM characteristics and the mathematical criterion, 
τ≃1, that is established for rotor convergence in our previous work [54]. If it is already a 

Figure 11. Overview of the guidance algorithm—The inputs are the search space and the two EGM characteristics, 
RPR (τ) and FAB (Φ) and the output is the estimated location of rotor.
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rotor center, then, the clinician is advised to perform ablation, however, if it is not a rotor, 
i.e., if the convergence condition is not satisfied, then the inputs are provided to the devel‐
oped algorithm to estimate a high probability location. The clinician then moves the catheter 
to this new location. This completes one iteration of the catheter‐guidance algorithm. The 
EGMs are recorded again at the new location, and the convergence condition is checked 
again. If a rotor center is still not found, the new EGMs are processed by the algorithm to 
output a new estimate, and the catheter is moved by the clinician to this location. This pro‐
cess is repeated until a rotor is located, i.e., until the convergence condition is satisfied. The 
results of the developed algorithm demonstrate that the time taken to reach convergence is 
minimized during every iteration. This is mainly because of the updating steps of the recur‐
sive Bayesian filter, which tends to decrease the variance of the posterior distribution with 
increasing iterations.

The Bayesian algorithm uses the traditional Bayes theorem formulation which states that the 
posterior is proportional to the product of the prior and the likelihood. The posterior prob‐
ability is nothing but the probability distribution of the presence of rotor in the search space. 
Here, the task is to determine the likelihood, and for that the EGM characteristics are used. 
The likelihood in our algorithm is defined as a function of two separate likelihood functions 
which are each a function of the features calculated from the local EGM recording. The prior 
is considered to be uniform distribution, meaning that the rotor could be present anywhere 
on the search space initially. However, in future, the prior could be tuned to any particu‐
lar distribution according to clinicians’ expertise and the information from cardiac anatomy. 
Finally, the algorithm uses the maximum a posteriori technique on the posterior distribution 
to determine the estimated location of a rotor center. This is the procedure during the first 
iteration; during the second one, the posterior from the previous step becomes the new prior 
in the Bayesian formulation, and the estimation is carried out again. This process continues 
until we converge.

Such an iterative framework makes the guidance to be adaptive, which could be much  useful 
to tackle the dynamic nature of rotors. The results of our algorithm are highly promising. The 
algorithm was tested by placing the catheter in all the possible grid locations on the 2D simu‐
lated tissue. The algorithm achieved 100% convergence, and it took 3.37 ± 1.05 (mean ± sd) 
number of steps to find a rotor center. In order to assess the usefulness of the developed 
method, we compared it to a possible method for searching for rotors that could be used in 
current clinical practice using a Lasso MPDC. It is an unguided approach carried out by ran‐
domly placing the catheter at different locations of the atrium, and checking for convergence 
at each location. After a couple of placements, if the rotor is not found, the clinician might 
simply abort the manual search. We implemented this strategy on the simulation, with 20 
iterations as the threshold. The convergence in the unguided case was only 34% and the num‐
ber of steps, mean ± sd was 6.58 ± 3.72. This demonstrates the significance of the developed 
guidance strategy for implementation in a clinical setting.

Some examples of the catheter guidance implemented in MATLAB, is shown in Figure 12. 
The initial arbitrary location of the catheter is s1, and the catheter is advanced (as “dictated” 
by the algorithm) through s2, and finally converges at s3, which happen to be the rotor center. 
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The algorithm's robustness can be clearly seen in the figure, with two major observations: 
First, the adaptive nature from the distance of the jump; the jump from s1 to s2 is always 
 longer than the subsequent jumps, which means that the method tries to take shorter steps 
when it “feels” that it is getting close to a rotor center. The second observation is the adaptiv‐
ity with respect to the direction; the direction of the path diverts toward the center of the rotor 
with increasing iterations. Additionally, it is also seen that the convergence points (red dots 
in the figure) are very close to the center (according to the developed simulation). The devel‐
oped algorithm however is only a preliminary design and has to be improvised in future to 
tackle practical scenarios such as heterogeneous wave propagation, rotors with different cycle 
lengths, rotors with meandering center, etc.

4. Conclusion

This chapter reviewed some of the clinical decision support systems that have been developed 
and used in the therapy management of AF patient. Specifically, we discussed methods for 
detection of AF episodes from surface ECG signals, prediction of the success of DCE cardio‐
version from ECG signals, and identification of ablation targets for AF catheter ablation. The 
clinical DSS development is taking place in the right pace, the research field is witnessing 
promising methods that could turn into reliable clinical DSS technologies to assist the clini‐
cians in the process of AF treatment and management in order to enhance the health of mil‐
lions of patients afflicted by this debilitating rhythm disorder so that they can live longer and 
more fulfilling lives.

Figure 12. Some examples of the catheter‐guidance paths using the proposed algorithm on the simulation—Each path is 
indicated from the first step, s1, to the rotor‐convergence location in s3.
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Abstract

Amperometric biosensors are widely used in point-of-care medical devices that help
patients control blood glucose and cholesterol levels in an effective and convenient way.
On the other hand, computer-aided technologies for biosensor design remain an actively
developing field. In this chapter, we present a computational model for biosensor design
that uses a reaction-diffusion equation. We have successfully applied this model to
simulate cholesterol analysis based on a multienzyme system. Furthermore, we show
that this computer-aided approach can be used to optimize biosensor performance. This
model  can be applied to industry-grade biosensor development and can be easily
extended to model multiple types of biosensors for a wide array of clinical applications.

Keywords: biosensor, multienzyme system, reaction-diffusion equation, computer-
aided modeling and simulation

1. Introduction

High blood cholesterol is a major risk factor of cardiovascular disease including hypertension,
hyperthyroidism, anemia, and coronary artery disease. Many prevention strategies including
lifestyle modification,  diet,  and cholesterol-lowering drugs have been indicated for early
prevention and management of the diseases. For adults, the normal cholesterol level is less
than 200 mg/dL, and greater than 200 mg/dL is associated with increased risk of disease [1].
For  detecting  whole  blood  cholesterol  levels  and  diagnosing  cardiovascular  disease,  a
biosensor is a convenient way to monitor cholesterol levels because the device is compact and
easy to carry, and the diagnostic results can be obtained in seconds. A biosensor is defined
as an analytical device that incorporates a transducer and biologically active material within
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it [2, 3]. A biosensor obtains a signal that is proportional to the concentration of the analyte
measurement.  There are many types of biosensors including potentiometric,  optical,  and
amperometric types [4–6].  The most common type is the amperometric biosensor, which
measures the concentration of the analytes based on current. To use a biosensor for choles-
terol-level determination, the patient uses a lancet to prick a small nick on the fingertip and
apply a small drop of blood (around 10–25 μl) on the reactive area of the test strip. The test
strip is coated with immobilized enzymes, which initiate the enzymatic reaction necessary
for signal production.

2. Biosensor design

Although enzyme composition is optimized for bulk reagent laboratory testing, the composi-
tion does not apply to biosensors used for point-of-care applications. As a result, the enzyme
composition needs to be reformulated and optimized for a specific biosensor platform. The
enzyme formulation step is often labor intensive and time-consuming and requires tremen-
dous amount of manual testing and calibration to achieve optimal performance. The construc-
tion of a mathematical model that can model biosensor kinetics and extract important system
parameters to improve the biosensor performance will facilitate a more cost-effective biosensor
design. The three most important criteria in biosensor characterization are sensitivity, meas-
urement time, and measurement range [7]. Sensitivity measures the ability of the biosensor to
differentiate close analytical values with minimal error and can be quantified based on the
slope of the current density versus substrate calibration curve. The measurement time
measures how fast the biosensor signal reaches steady state and is able to establish a linear
relationship between substrate concentration and current magnitude. The measurement range
is the range of the substrate concentration in the linear region of the calibration curve and will
often include both the normal and pathological values.

To design a biosensor, a mathematical model can be constructed based on the design specifi-
cation including input (type of analyte and its concentration), signal output (current density),
and system parameters (enzyme compositions). The model can be then validated by comparing
its signal output with the real-time biosensor data to test its accuracy. Meanwhile, several
assumptions of the model including boundary conditions and initial values can be adjusted
based on the specification. Once the model is validated, system parameters such as enzyme
compositions and reaction area can be further adjusted to optimize biosensor signal.

2.1. Modeling enzymatic reactions

The chemical reaction of the amperometric biosensor is known as a heterogeneous reaction
that occurs at the interface between the membrane and sensing electrode through the
immobilized enzymes (Figure 1) [8].

As a result, the transient response of the amperometric biosensor can be modeled using a
reaction-diffusion equation with the reaction term corresponding to the Michaelis-Menten
kinetics of the enzyme reactions [9]:
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2.1. Modeling enzymatic reactions

The chemical reaction of the amperometric biosensor is known as a heterogeneous reaction
that occurs at the interface between the membrane and sensing electrode through the
immobilized enzymes (Figure 1) [8].

As a result, the transient response of the amperometric biosensor can be modeled using a
reaction-diffusion equation with the reaction term corresponding to the Michaelis-Menten
kinetics of the enzyme reactions [9]:
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Here, Vmax is the maximal rate of the enzymatic reaction, which is proportional to the total
amount of enzyme loaded on the membrane.

max cat[ ]V k Et= (3)

The current density of the biosensor can also be calculated based on the flux of the electro-
active species at the sensing membrane:

0

[ ]( )
x

Pi t zFDp
x =

¶
=

¶
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z is the number of electrons transferred per species, D is the diffusion constant for the electro-
active species, and F is the Faraday constant (F = 96485 C/mole).

Figure 1. Layout of a biosensor test strip. The test strip consists of three layers: diffusion layer, membrane, and sensing
electrode. The serum analytes go from the top layer through the diffusion layer and reach the membrane where enzy-
matic reactions take place. The sensing electrode converts electrons from the electron-donating species in the reaction
to a current signal that can be used to quantify the amount of serum analytes.
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2.2. One-enzyme reactions

The physical significance of a diffusion layer accounts for the serum diffusion. Different blood
volumes can produce significant variance in the biosensor signal. As a result, volume control
becomes an important issue in biosensor design. The reactions that occur at the membrane
region are

S E ES E P+ Û ® + (5)

'P P e® ± - (6)

In the first reaction, S represents the applied analyte, and E represents the catalytic enzyme.
The enzyme first converts the analyte into an electro-active species P. The second reaction is
the electron-donating step in which the electro-active species donate electrons at the membrane
electrode. Since the electro-reaction is very fast, the electro-reaction term is ignored in the
model. The reactions can be captured using the system reaction-diffusion equation in non-
dimensionalized form:
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where  = lm ,  = 𝀵𝀵𝀵𝀵lm , and lm is the membrane thickness. The behavior of the system equation

is dictated by the parameter called the Thiele modulus (ϕ):

maxlm V
Dks

f = (9)

The Thiele modulus represents the ratio of the diffusion time (1/ 𝀵𝀵) over reaction time (1/ 𝀵𝀵𝀵𝀵
and is often the reaction characteristic of a particular enzyme in the reaction [10]. For an
amperometric biosensor, the Thiele modulus is also directly proportional to the square roots
of the enzyme concentration as well as the length of the membrane layer (lm), which is
important for reaction control. Another important parameter to characterize an enzymatic
diffusion equation is the Biot number:
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lm / Dm
le / DeiB = (10)

The Biot number measures the ratio of internal diffusion and external diffusion and can be
approximated by the ratio of the thickness between the inner membrane (lm) and outer
diffusion layer (le) for a constant diffusion constant D. Previous studies indicate that the
biosensor achieves the best sensitivity at high Thiele modulus and high Biot number, that is,
under the conditions where the reaction is in internal diffusion control with minimal external
diffusion. To minimize external serum diffusion, the pipette blood volume can be controlled
based on the geometric design of the reaction region.

3. Application

3.1. Enzymatic determination of serum cholesterol

Methods for determining serum cholesterol levels have been developed for prepared aqueous
reagents (Figure 2) [11]. In the first step, the cholesterol ester is converted to free cholesterol
and fatty acids using the cholesterol esterase (CE) enzyme. The free cholesterol is then
converted to electro-active species hydrogen peroxide and cholest-4-en-3-one using the
cholesterol oxidase (CO) enzyme. Hydroxide is an electron-donating species that can be used
to generate an electrical current to quantify the amount of cholesterol in the blood serum. The
determination scheme is shown below.

Figure 2. Enzymatic reaction for the quantification of cholesterol. In the first step, cholesterol ester is converted to free
cholesterol and fatty acid through hydrolysis by the cholesterol esterase (CE) enzyme. In the second step, free choles-
terol is converted to cholest-4-en-3-one and the electron-donating species hydrogen peroxide by the cholesterol oxidase
(CO) enzyme.

3.2. Modeling multienzyme systems

To model the biosensor kinetics for cholesterol determination, a multienzyme model is
constructed based on the one-enzyme model. Assume the biosensor is operated under internal
diffusion control, that is, Biot number is infinite, and the serum diffusion layer thickness is
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small compared with the membrane thickness. The biosensor kinetics is simulated only in the
membrane region.

3.2.1. Multienzyme reaction-diffusion equation

The conversion of cholesterol ester to hydroxide is a two-step enzymatic reaction and thus can
be captured using a multienzyme reaction-diffusion equation. In non-dimensionalized form
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[S1] = cholesterol ester, [S2] = cholesterol, and [P] = hydrogen peroxide

ϕ1 = cholesterol esterase Thiele modulus

ϕ2 = cholesterol oxidase Thiele modulus

ks1 (cholesterol esterase catalytic constant) = 1.9 × 10−5 [M]

ks2 (cholesterol oxidase catalytic constant) = 3.5 × 10−4 [M]

V max = 30 u*mg for both enzymes

3.2.2. Boundary and initial conditions

The multienzyme reaction-diffusion equation for cholesterol analysis is a system partial
differential equation, and to solve the equation, six boundary conditions and six initial
conditions are required.

3.2.2.1. Boundary conditions 1 and 2

Since the cholesterol ester and free cholesterol are nonreactive at the electrode surface, their
flux is zero:
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1 2
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¶ ¶
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3.2.2.2. Boundary condition 3

Since hydrogen peroxide is consumed very fast, thus there is zero concentration at the electrode
surface:

0
0

=
=

x
P (15)

3.2.2.3. Boundary conditions 4–6

Assume the concentration of cholesterol ester at the top of the membrane maintains constant
concentration and the concentration of cholesterol and hydrogen peroxide are zero:

1 lm Ox
S S

=
= (16)

2 lm
0

x
S

=
= (17)

lm
0

x
P

=
= (18)

3.2.3. Initial condition

At the initial time point, there is only cholesterol ester S1 on top of the sensing membrane with
a concentration S0. As the reaction has yet to start, there is no cholesterol S2 or hydrogen
peroxide P presented in the membrane:

At 0 S1 S0 1t X= = ³ (19)

S2 0 0 1  X= £ < (20)

P 0   X= " (21)

3.3. MATLAB simulation

The biosensor performance for multienzyme reaction cholesterol determination is simulated
by solving a system of partial differential equations using MATLAB. The system of partial
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differential equations is casted into matrix form and solved using the MATLAB function
PDEPE by assuming slab geometry. All units are non-dimensionalized. Note that X = 1 is the
top of the membrane and X = 0 is the side of sensing electrode. For the simplified model, the
Thiele modulus for both CE and CO is 1.

The solution of the system reaction-diffusion equation for cholesterol analysis is shown in
Figures 3–5. The concentration profile shows that only 25% of the cholesterol ester has been
converted to cholesterol at steady-state time and maintains at a constant concentration. On the
other hand, the free cholesterol achieves 100% conversion to hydrogen peroxide. This suggests
that the cholesterol ester conversion is the rate-limiting step. Interestingly, the hydrogen
peroxide concentration reaches a maximum value toward the middle of the membrane and
decreases on both ends, possibly due to higher mean cholesterol ester and cholesterol concen-
tration in the middle region.

The current density plot shows that the current density reaches steady state at time 2T (17
seconds) correlating with the steady concentration of cholesterol ester and cholesterol con-
centration at this time point (Figure 6). Due to low cholesterol ester conversion, the cholesterol
concentration at steady state is low, 0.0028 (0.5 μM). The current density plot also shows that
the biosensor signal reaches a steady current at 2T (17 seconds) with a current magnitude of
0.0032 (0.64 μA/(cm2)).

Figure 3. The concentration profile of cholesterol ester. The concentration profile shows that only 25% of the cholesterol
ester has been converted to cholesterol at steady-state time and maintains at a constant concentration.
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Figure 4. The concentration profile of free cholesterol. The free cholesterol achieves 100% conversion to hydrogen per-
oxide, suggesting that the cholesterol ester conversion is the rate-limiting step.

Figure 5. The concentration profile of the reaction product hydrogen peroxide. The hydrogen peroxide concentration
reaches a maximum value toward the middle of the membrane and decreases on both ends, possibly due to higher
mean cholesterol ester and cholesterol concentration in the middle region.
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Figure 6. Plot of current density as a function of time derived from hydrogen peroxide reaction profile (Figure 5) at
X = 0.

3.4. Biosensor performance characterization

3.4.1. Substrate-current activity relationship

The current-substrate calibration curve is constructed by simulating the steady-state current
at 2T and varying the concentration of cholesterol ester from 1 to 10 S. The plot shows that the
biosensor has high sensitivity and is linear at low substrate concentration (<1 S unit) and the
current density continues to increase and gradually reaches a plateau at high substrate
concentration (> 1 S unit). The maximum current density is 0.064 (12.8 μA/(cm2)) (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Characterization of biosensor performance using substrate-current activity relationship. (A) The maximum
current density is predicted at different substrate concentrations. Note that the substrate-current activity relationship
obeys the Michaelis-Menten kinetic equation. (B) Inverse linear plot of the inverse current and substrate showed high
linearity (R2 = 0.987).
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To quantitatively model how current density varies with substrate concentration, a mathe-
matical model was constructed. Here, we observed that substrate-current activity relationship
obeys the Michaelis-Menten kinetic equation. Specifically,

[ ]
[ ]

=
+

a S
J

b S (22)

J is the dimensionless current density, [S] is the cholesterol ester substrate concentration, and
a and b are undetermined variables. At low substrate concentration ([S] ≪1), the equation can
be approximated by a linear equation with the slope proportional to the ratio of a and b:

[ ]aJ S
b

= (23)

At high substrate concentration, the current density is constant, corresponding to maximum
current density:

maxJ J a= = (24)

The two variables can be solved by the inverse linear plot:
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By curve fitting, we determine a = 0.0066 and b = 0.965. Thus, we have recovered the substrate-
current activity relationship:
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3.4.2. Sensitivity

The sensitivity of a biosensor signal can be defined as the unit increases in current density per
unit increase in substrate concentration at the steady-state condition. High sensitivity is often
required to differentiate between normal and pathological readings for a biosensor measure-
ment. From the substrate-current activity relationship, the sensitivity can be expressed as the
derivative of current density J with respect to [S]. To determine the optimal sensitivity, we
calculate the second derivatives of the sensitivity expression at small S concentrations:
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Thus, we find that the substrate concentration [S] at b = 0.965 yields the greatest sensitivity
based on the current density output.

3.4.3. Measurement time

The measurement time is another important element in biosensor design. For a point-of-care
biosensor, it determines how fast the patient can retrieve the test results after the serum has
been applied to the test strip. For an amperometric biosensor, the measurement time is
determined by how fast the current achieves steady state. In our example, the measurement
time is approximated at 2T or 17 seconds.

3.4.4. Measurement range

The measurement range is defined as the substrate concentration range where the substrate-
current activity relationship is linear. A broad measurement range is preferable to be able to
differentiate normal from pathological condition as well as pathological severity. As the
calibration curve often plateaus out at higher substrate concentration, it becomes harder to
provide an accurate reading at this region. In our example, the linear region is at [S] < 2 (38
μM).

3.5. Biosensor optimization

Since the behavior of the reaction-diffusion equation is controlled by two Thiele moduli ϕ1
and ϕ2 of CE and CO, it is possible to optimize biosensor response using these two parameters.
From Eqs. (11) and (13), the conversion rate of cholesterol ester and the production rate of
hydrogen peroxide are proportional to ϕ12 and ϕ22, respectively. From the computational
simulation, we observed that Thiele modulus 1 = 1 at S = 1 only achieved a 25% cholesterol
ester conversion rate. By increasing the Thiele moduli 1–5, the system was able to achieve full
cholesterol ester conversion at 1T (8.5 seconds). Similarly, by increasing the Thiele moduli 2–
5, the steady current attained a maximum value 0.05 (10 μA/(cm2)). The results showed a 25-
fold increase in sensitivity from the original value of 0.007 to 0.05, and the maximum current
increased from 0.006 (1.2 μA/(cm2)) to 0.55 (0.1 mA/(cm2)) (Table 1).

ϕ1 ϕ2 Sensitivity (dJ/dS) Measurement range (S) Measurement time (T)

1 1 0.0068 1 1

5 5 0.053 1 1

8 16 0.05 20 1

Table 1. Biosensor optimization using the Thiele modulus.
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3.6. Biosensor model validation

The biosensor simulation result was compared with real-time experimental data [12]. The
biosensor system consisted of a planar gold electrode modified with immobilized enzyme
peroxidase, an insoluble mediator, layers of acetate cellulose, and the enzyme cholesterol
oxidase in a buffer solution. Furthermore, all the cholesterol in the ester form was pretreated
with cholesterol esterase to convert it to free cholesterol. The experiment showed that the linear
range is up to 40 μM. We applied the optimization techniques to completely convert and
linearize the cholesterol ester calibration up to 2S or 38 μM using a steady-state current. The
optimized Thiele moduli were found to be Thiele modulus 1 = 4 and Thiele modulus 2 = 5,
respectively. The membrane thickness was chosen at 0.1 um to match the maximum current in
the experiment 70 nA and assumed that the reaction area diameter was 5mm. The simulation
results showed excellent agreement with the experimental data. The calibration curve showed
that the current response was linear up to 50 μM with a sensitivity of 0.5 nA/μM, which was
close to the experiment values of the maximum range 40μM and sensitivity 0.6 nA/μM
(Figure 8).

Figure 8. Biosensor model validation. The biosensor current response of cholesterol input predicted by the enzymatic
diffusion equation is compared with that derived from the experiment. (A) Biosensor current response by mathemati-
cal simulation. Simulation parameters: l = 0.1, cholesterol esterase = 0.029 mg, cholesterol oxidase = 0.21mg, and the
Biot number = ∞. (B) Biosensor current response by experimentation. Planar gold electrode modified with immobilized
enzyme peroxidase, an insoluble mediator, layers of acetate cellulose, and the enzyme cholesterol oxidase in a buffer
solution.

4. Conclusion

We have constructed a mathematical model to simulate biosensor kinetics for cholesterol
determination. By monitoring the steady current from the current density plot, the measure-
ment time can be determined, and the current-substrate calibration can be constructed at the
steady-state time point. The maximum range is the maximum concentration of cholesterol ester
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in the linear region. The characteristic substrate-current activity relationship obeys Michaelis-
Menten kinetics, and the equation can be determined by the sensitivity and maximum current
density. Through mathematical analysis of system parameters, the optimal enzyme composi-
tion is shown to be the minimum amount of enzymes that can achieve total conversion of
cholesterol ester as well as produce the highest possible steady-state current. Finally, the model
was validated by comparing the results with real-time biosensor data. The free parameters
such as membrane thickness or reaction area can be scaled to match specific design criteria or
scale-up operation. Several potential improvements for the biosensor model include incorpo-
rating a serum diffusion layer by reducing the Biot number to produce a more realistic
simulation, generalizing the multienzyme formulation and simulating the biosensor response
under different amplification methods. Finally, we anticipated that the computer-aided model
could be applied to simulate other multienzyme systems such as glucose or triglyceride
determination as well as any other point-of-care diagnostic application.
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Abstract

This chapter is intended to provide an overview to the most used methods for computer-
aided diagnosis in neuroimaging and its application to neurodegenerative diseases. The
fundamental preprocessing steps, and how they are applied to different image modalities,
will be thoroughly presented. We introduce a number of widely used neuroimaging
analysis algorithms, together with a wide overview on the recent advances in brain imaging
processing. Finally, we provide a general conclusion on the state of the art in brain imaging
processing and possible future developments.
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1. Introduction

Neuroimaging has meant a major breakthrough for the diagnosis and treatment of neurodege-
nerative diseases. Not so long ago, biomedical signal processing was limited to filtering,
modelling or spectral analysis, prior to visual inspection. In the past decades, a number of
powerful mathematical and statistical tools have been developed and evolved together with an
increasing development and use of neuroimaging. Structural modalities such as computed
tomography (CT) or the widely known magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and later functional
imaging techniques such as positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) provide unprecedented insight in the internals of the brain,
allowing the study of the structural and functional changes that can be linked to neurodege-
nerative diseases. This means a huge amount of data where automatic tools can help to identify
patterns, reduce noise and enhance our knowledge of the brain functioning.
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Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems in neuroimaging include a variety of methods that
range from preprocessing of the images (just after acquisition) to advanced machine-learning
algorithms to identify disease-related patterns. Algorithms used in the reconstruction of
medical imaging, such as the tomographic reconstruction (TR) or the filtered back-projection
(FBP) lay outside the scope of this chapter, focused on the application of CAD systems to
neuroimaging.

This chapter starts with an exposition of the preprocessing methods used in different
neuroimaging modalities, including registration, normalization and segmentation. We
provide references on the algorithms behind well-known pieces of software such as statistical
parametric mapping (SPM) [1], FreeSurfer [2] or the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) [3]. Later,
the most used computer-aided diagnosis systems in psychiatry, psychology and neurology
are described. These include SPM [1] and voxel-based morphometry (VBM) [4], voxels as
features (VAFs) [5] and how the computation of regions of interest (ROIs) work in semiquan-
titative analysis. In the next section, new advances in neuroimaging analysis are presented,
starting with the basis of machine learning and classification, including support vector
machines (SVMs) [5–8], but also logistic regression [9, 10] or classifier ensembles [11, 12]. Given
the characteristics of neuroimaging data, where we study large, possibly correlated, data, the
extraction of higher-level features is essential. Therefore, in the last section, we provide an
introduction to commonly used image decomposition algorithms such as principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) [8, 13–18] and independent component analysis (ICA) [19–22]. Finally,
other recent feature extraction algorithms including spatial and statistical methods such as
texture analysis [23–31], morphological tools [31–33] or artificial neural networks [34–40] are
presented.

2. Preprocessing

Preprocessing of the neurological images is a fundamental step in CAD systems as it ensures
that all the images, either structural or functional, are comparable. We consider a preprocessing
step, an algorithm that, applied after the acquisition and reconstruction of the images–usually
a machine-dependent procedure–is intended to produce directly comparable images that
represent a certain magnitude. The number and type of procedures to follow in preprocessing
differs from one modality to another, although normalization and smoothing are used
throughout all of them (see Figure 1).

2.1. Spatial normalization or registration

The anatomy of every subject’s brain is slightly different in shape and size. In order to compare
images of different subjects, we need to eliminate these particularities and transform the
images so that the subsequent group analysis or comparison can be performed. To do so, the
individual images are mapped from their individual subject space (current anatomy) to a
reference space, a common anatomical reference that allows the comparison. This procedure
is known as spatial normalization or registration.
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There are a number of algorithms used in image registration, but the procedure usually
involves the computation of a series of parameters to map the source images to a template that
works as a common anatomical reference (see Section 2.1.2 for an overview on registration
algorithms). The most widely used template is the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
template.

Figure 1. Example of the pipeline followed in structural MRI preprocessing, comprising spatial normalization, smooth-
ing and segmentation.

2.1.1. The MNI space and template

The MNI space is the most widely used space for brain registration and was recently adopted
by the International Consortium for Brain Mapping (ICBM) as its standard template. It defines
a standard three-dimensional (3D) coordinate system (also known as ‘atlas’), which is used to
map the location of brain structures independently of the size and shape of each subject’s brain.

The MNI space was intended to replace the Talairach space, a system based on a dissected and
photographed brain for the Talairach and Tournoux atlas. In contrast to this, the MNI created
a new template that was approximately matched to the Talairach brain but using a set of normal
MRI scans. The current standard MNI template is the ICBM152 [41], which is the average of
152 normal MRI scans that have been matched to an older version of the MNI template using
a nine-parameter affine transform.

2.1.2. Registration algorithms

Algorithms used in registration can be categorized in linear transformations (being the affine
transform the most complex) and non-rigid or elastic transformations. Affine transformations
are applied as a matrix multiplication and include terms for translation, scale, rotation, shear,
squeeze and so on. These lineal transformations are applied globally to the image and therefore
do not account for local geometric differences. Most neuroimaging software includes some
kind of affine registration, including FreeSurfer [2], FSL (via package FLIRT) [3] or Elastix.
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The estimation of the parameters is performed via the optimization of a given cost function,
the minimum-squared difference between the source image and the template being the most
basic. Modern software include more refined functions, for example, Tukey’s biweight function
(in mri_robust_template of FreeSurfer) [11], or the mutual information (in FLIRT) [42], that
operate under a high-complexity schema involving local and global multiresolution optimi-
zation. When working with images of the same modality, the preferred cost function is the
minimum-squared difference between the source image and the template, whereas in the case
of multimodal registration, the maximization of the mutual information is preferred.

Non-rigid transformations can apply local transformation to align the target image to the
template. Many of these non-rigid transformations are applied as a local fine-tuning after a
previous affine transformation, although some of them use higher-complexity models that do
not need this previous step. Some non-rigid transformations include radial basis functions
(RBFs) (thin plate or surface splines, multiquadrics and compactly supported transformations),
physical continuum models and large deformation models (diffeomorphisms). Of these, the
most popular are diffeomorphic transformations, which feature the estimation and application
of a warp field, and they are used in SPM (default) [1], FreeSurfer [2], FSL (FNIRT) [3], Elastix
or ANTs.

2.1.3. Co-registration

Sometimes, we use different modalities, usually a functional and a structural image, for the
same subject. It would be therefore very useful that these two (or even more) different images
spatially match each other, so that any processing can be fit to any of them and applied to all.
Since functional images have low resolution, the procedure for performing spatial normali-
zation frequently involves co-registration to the structural image, which has a higher level of
detail. Then the spatial normalization (or registration) parameters are estimated on the
structural image and applied to all the co-registered maps. In the context of low-resolution
functional imaging, affine co-registration to the structural image is preferred.

2.2. Smoothing

Despite the spatial normalization applied to the images, differences between subjects are still
a problem that can reduce the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the neuroimaging data. This
problem increases as the number of subjects increases. To increase the SNR, it is recommended
to filter out the highest frequencies, that is, applying a smoothing. Smoothing removes the
smallest scale changes between voxels, making the detection of large-scale changes easier.

On the other hand, smoothing the images lowers its resolution. Smoothing is usually applied
using a 3D Gaussian kernel to the image, determined by its full-width at half maximum
(FWHM) parameter, which is the diameter of the smoothing kernel at half of its height. The
choice of the size of the kernel is therefore of fundamental importance, and it depends on the
signal to be detected. A small kernel will make our further processing confound noise with
activation signal, but a larger kernel can parse out significant signal. As a general rule, the size
of the kernel should be smaller than the activation to be detected.
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2.3. Functional MRI-specific steps

The acquisition of functional MRI (fMRI) involves a more complex preprocessing of the images,
given its dynamic features. fMRI studies acquire a long sequence of low-resolution MRI images
that contain a magnitude known as blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast. This
sequence of three-dimensional volumes is combined into a four-dimensional (4D) volume that
conceptually works similar to a video. In this context, the outcome can be much more affected
by the subject motion. Therefore, procedures such as slice-timing correction and motion
correction are mandatory in fMRI.

2.3.1. Slice-timing correction

In fMRI, the scanner acquires each slice within a single brain volume at different times.
Different methods are used to acquire the slices: descending order (top to down), ascending
order (bottom to up) and interleaved (the slices are acquired in a certain sequence). The time
interval between one slice and another is usually small, but after acquiring a whole brain
volume, there might be a difference of several seconds between the first and the last acquisition.

To compensate for the time differences between slice acquisition within a single volume, a
slice-timing correction is performed by temporally interpolating the slices so that the resulting
volume is approximately equivalent to acquiring the whole brain at the same time point. These
time differences are especially important in event-driven experimental design, where timing
is very relevant. Linear, quadratic or spline functions are used to interpolate the slices.

2.3.2. Motion correction

Motion correction, also known as realignment, accounts for the undesirable effect of head
movement during the acquisition of the data. It is almost impossible for a subject to lie perfectly
still during the acquisition of an fMRI sequence, and even the small movements can lead to
variation in the BOLD values that, if uncorrected, can lead to activation of false positives.

The correction of this problem usually uses a rigid-body transformation similar to those used
in registration. In this case, a model characterized by six parameters that account for translation
and rotation is frequently used. The parameter estimation is performed by minimizing a cost
function, such as correlation or mutual information, between the volumes and a reference time
volume, usually the mean image of all time points.

Sometimes, the movement of the head is so fast that motion correction cannot correct its effects.
In that case, the most used approach is to eliminate the images acquired during that fast
movement, using an artefact detection algorithm that identifies large variations between
images at adjacent time points.

2.4. Intensity normalization

Most functional neuroimaging modalities, in contrast to unitless structural MRI images, are
the representation of the distribution of a certain contrast over the brain. There exist a larger
number of sources of variability that can affect the final values: contrast uptake, radiotracer
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decay time, metabolism, and so on. In order to establish comparisons between subjects, an
intensity normalization procedure is required.

Intensity normalization methods are to be linear in nature, since it is essential to maintain the
intensity ratio between brain regions, acting on the whole brain. In its simplest form, it consists
of a division by a constant. This parameter is often estimated [6, 7] as the average value of the
95th bin of the histogram of the image, that is, the average of the 5% higher-intensity values,
in what is known as the normalization to the maximum. Another approach, called integral
normalization, estimates this parameter as the sum of all values of the image. A more complex
approach requires a priori knowledge of the distribution of intensity in a normal subject. This
is designed so that the whole image is divided by the binding potential (BP) [43], a specific-to-
non-specific ratio between the intensities in areas where the tracer should be concentred and
the non-specific areas.

Then, we have general linear transformations, defined as Y = aX + b. These procedures use
estimates of the probability density function (PDF) of the source images and then estimate
the parameters a and b, which transform their original PDF to an expected range. Methods to
estimate the PDF parameters range from the simplest, non-parametric histogram [44] to more
advanced estimates such as an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) approach used in SPM [44,
45], or parametric estimates involving the Gaussian or the more general alpha-stable distri-
bution [46], which has been recently tested with great success.

Structural modalities also suffer from some sources of intensity variability, for example,
magnetic field inhomogeneity, noise, evolution of the scanners, and so on. Field inhomogeneity
causes distortions in both geometry and intensity of the MR images [47], usually addressed
via increasing the strength of the gradient magnetic field or preprocessing. Intensity variability
is especially noticeable in multicentre-imaging studies, where images should share certain
characteristics. To improve the homogeneity of a set of structural images acquired at different
locations, the use of quantitative MRI images has been recently proposed [48]. In contrast to
typical unitless T1-weighted images, quantitative imaging can provide neuroimaging bio-
markers for myelination, water and iron levels that are absolute measures comparable across
imaging sites and time points.

2.5. Segmentation

Segmentation, mostly of structural MRI images, involves a series of algorithms aimed at
constructing maps of the distribution of different tissues. The general approach is to sepa-
rate the image in three different maps containing grey matter (GM), white matter (WM)
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), although some software can also output data for bone, soft
tissue or very detailed functional regions and subregions [49–51]. The procedure is applied
after all aforementioned steps, including field inhomogeneity correction, which is essential
for a correct segmentation. Here, we provide insight on the most used algorithms for seg-
mentation
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2.5.1. Statistical parametric mapping

In SPM, the segmentation procedure uses an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to
obtain the parameters corresponding to a mixture of Gaussians that represents the tissue
classes. Afterwards, an affine transformation is applied using tissue probability maps that are
in the ICBM/MNI space. It currently takes normalized MRI images and extracts up to six maps:
GM, WM, CSF, bone, soft tissue and air/background.

2.5.2. FMRIB software library

Two algorithms are used in FSL to perform segmentation: the FMRIB Automated Segmentation
Tool (FAST) and the FMRIB Integrated Registration and Segmentation Tool (FIRST).

FAST is based on a hidden Markov random field model optimized through the EM algorithm.
It firstly registers the brain volume to the MNI space and then segments the volume into three
tissue classes (GM, WM and CSF). Skull-stripped versions of the anatomical image are needed.

On the other hand, FIRST is intended to extract subcortical structures of the brain characterized
by parameters of surface meshes and point distribution models located in a database, built
using manually segmented data. The source images are matched to the database, and the most
probable structure is extracted based on the shape of the image.

2.5.3. FreeSurfer

FreeSurfer uses surfaces to perform posterior analysis, such as cortical thickness estimation.
Therefore, the main aim of the command reckon_all, which performs most preprocessing steps,
is not to obtain new image maps containing tissues, but surfaces that identify the different
areas in the brain.

After registration to the MNI305 space, voxels are classified into white mater and other based
on their location, intensity and local neighbourhood intensities. Afterwards, an estimation of
the bias field is performed using these selected voxels, to correct the image. Next, the skull is
stripped using a deformable template model [49]. The hemispheres are separated using cutting
planes based on the expected MNI305 location of the corpus callosum and pons, and several
algorithms that detect these shapes in the source images. The surfaces for each hemisphere are
estimated first using the outside of the white matter mass, and then refined to follow the
intensity gradients between WM and GM, and GM and CSF, called the pial surface, which will
allow the estimation of cortical thickness [50].

FreeSurfer also implements a volume-based stream designed to obtain cortical and subcortical
tissue volumes and label them. This stream performs a different, pathology-insensitive affine
registration to the MNI305 space, followed by an initial volumetric labelling. Then, the
intensity bias is corrected, and a new non-linear alignment to a MNI305 atlas is performed.
The labelling process is a very complex one and is more thoroughly explained in Ref. [51].
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3. Basic analyses

After performing a preprocessing of the source images, many procedures can be applied to
extract the information required for clinical practice. In this section, we focus on those analyses
that are more extended in clinical practice. These are currently preferred by medical staff, since
they are easily interpretable and require little knowledge of computer science. Nevertheless,
they are computer-aided systems that yield significant information to assist in the procedure
of diagnosis. In later sections, we develop the application of more advanced systems that make
use of machine learning to help in the same procedure.

3.1. Analysis of regions of interest (ROIs)

The analysis of regions of interest (ROIs) is the most basic computationally aided analysis of
neuroimaging. It involves either purely manual or computer-assisted delimitation of regions
in both structural and functional imaging and a posterior analysis of the delimited volumes.

A number of analyses can be performed on these regions, depending on the image modality.
In the case of structural MRI, a frequent approach is the estimation of the volume of cortical
and subcortical structures, called morphometry. The delimitation of ROIs is often performed
automatically and then manually refined and allows the quantification of diseases that alter
the normal distribution and size of GM and WM. This is the case of brain atrophy, a common
issue in dementia, or brain tumours.

This ROI analysis is hardly used in fMRI, but very extended in nuclear imaging (PET or
SPECT). Since the maps obtained with these techniques quantify the uptake of certain drugs,
the total uptake can be obtained as the sum of intensities inside the drawn volume. However,
the most used measure in these modalities is a ratio between the intensities in specific and
non-specific areas, especially with drugs that bind to specific targets such as dopamine,
amyloid plaques, and so on.

3.1.1. Cortical thickness

A specific case of a fully computer-assisted ROI analysis is the cortical thickness measure
performed in FreeSurfer [50]. As aforementioned, once the GM-WM and GM-CSF surfaces
have been estimated, the amount of GM in a direction perpendicular to the surface can be
estimated. Combined with the subcortical segmentation algorithms, this allows to a very
powerful estimation of the average cortical thickness by anatomical region. Thus, per region
GM differences such as atrophy or hypertrophy can be characterized, making it perhaps the
most widely used method in neuroscience.

3.2. Voxel-wise analyses

To overcome the time-consuming procedure of the traditional analysis of ROIs, several
algorithms that act at the voxel level have been proposed. These include the statistical para-
metric mapping (SPM), a voxel-based morphometry (VBM) or the first machine-learning
approach in this chapter, called voxel as features (VAF) (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Example of a voxel-based morphometry output. Significant areas ( < 0.05,  > 2.56) in a comparison of
autism-affected patients and healthy controls are highlighted.

3.2.1. Statistical parametric mapping (SPM)

Statistical parametric mapping (SPM) was proposed by Friston et al. [45] to automatically
examine differences in brain activity during functional-imaging studies involving fMRI or PET.
The technique can be applied to both single images (PET) and time series (fMRI), and the idea
behind it is construct a general linear model (GLM) to describe the variability in the data in
terms of experimental and confounding effects.

The level of activation is assessed at a voxel level using univariate statistics, and featuring a
correction for type I errors (false positives), due to the problem of multiple comparisons. In
the case of time series analysis, a linear convolution of the voxel signal with an estimation of
the hemodynamic response is performed, and then the activation is tested against the analysed
task.

The representation of the activation is frequently presented as an overlay of the Z-scores
obtained for each voxel after the multiple comparisons correction on a structural image. The
Z-score–or standard score–is the signed number of standard deviations an observation is above
the mean. The resulting maps allow a visual inspection of the active brain areas, which can
later be related to a certain disease or task.

3.2.2. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM)

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) is the application of SPM to structural MRI images [4]. The
principle behind VBM is the registration to a template, and then a smoothing of the structural
image so that the smaller anatomical differences between subjects are reduced. Finally, a GLM
is applied voxel-wise to all the images, in order to obtain a Z-score map that highlights the
areas where the differences are greater.

As commented in Section 2.2, the size of the smoothing kernel is an important parameter. A
small kernel will lead to artefacts in the Z-maps, including misalignment of brain structures,
differences in folding patterns or misclassification of tissue types. On the other hand, a larger
kernel will not be able to detect smaller regions.

Newer algorithms expand the idea behind VBM using multivariate approaches, to reveal
different patterns. These algorithms include an independent component analysis (ICA)
decomposition of the dataset and conversion to Z-scores, called source-based morphometry
[52] and a multidimensional tensor-based morphometry [53].
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3.2.3. Voxels as features (VAF)

Voxel-as-features (VAFs) is another voxel-wise approach proposed in Ref. [5] for the diagnosis
of Alzheimer’s disease using functional imaging. It can be considered the first machine-
learning approach in this chapter, since it features a linear support vector machine (SVM)
classifier whose input features are the intensities of all voxels in the images. It has been used
in many works [6, 13, 25, 32, 33] as a baseline and an estimation of the performance achieved
by expert physicians by means of visual analysis.

Additionally, some improvements can be done over the raw VAF, for example, using statistical
hypothesis testing to obtain the most significant voxels, thus reducing the computational load
and increasing the accuracy. The weight vector of the linear SVM can be inversely transformed
to the dimension of the original images, and therefore provide a visual map that reflects the
most influential voxels, in a similar way to the Z-maps of SPM and VBM.

4. Advances in brain image analysis

The application of new machine-learning techniques in CAD systems is a current trend. Works
on this topic have increased exponentially in the past 10 years, and it is expected to grow even
more. Machine learning explores the study and construction of algorithms that can learn from
and make predictions on data, and therefore it is very useful in neuroimaging.

Two approaches exist in machine learning. Supervised learning explores the patterns that lead
to a certain outcome, for example, the brain activation patterns that are related to a certain
disease. On the other hand, unsupervised learning explores the underlying structure of the data.
Machine learning in CAD is mostly based on supervised learning, since it is focused on the
prediction and analysis of patterns related to a certain disease.

In its simplest form, a machine-learning pipeline for neuroimaging consists of a single
classifier, just as the VAF approach that we mentioned. However, classifiers can improve their
detection power if higher-level features are extracted from the data, for example, features that
represent the distribution of the voxel intensities, the texture of the images or the sources of
variance of the maps. This is known as feature extraction, and the most common technique is
image decomposition.

4.1. Classification in neuroimaging

We mentioned that the simplest approach to machine learning is classification. Classification
basically is induction, that is, using a set of samples extracted from the real world from which
we know their class (also known as label or category), and build a model that can identify the
class of new samples that were never seen.

Statistical classification is a fertile field, and many classification algorithms are being developed
at the moment. A wide range of strategies exist, among them are the following: instance-based
methods, where the new samples are classified by a measure of similarity with known samples;
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hyperplane-based methods, where a multidimensional function that weights the input features
produces a score that identifies the class; decision trees, where the information is encoded in
hierarchical nodes that test one feature at a time; classifier ensembles, artificial neural networks
and many others.

Hyperplane-based methods are perhaps the most extended in neuroimaging and among them,
by far, support vector machines (SVM) [6–8]. They offer high accuracy in high-dimensional spaces
and can be expanded with the use of kernels to tackle non-linearly separable data. Furthermore,
they are very robust to overfitting (unlike decision trees) and therefore more generalizable.
Other frequent methods include the hyperplane-based logistic regression [9, 10]—and its
multiclass version, the Softmax classifier–decision trees and random forests [54–56], and ensem-
bles of neural networks [34] or ensembles of SVM [11, 12].

4.1.1. Support vector machines (SVM)

Support vector machines (SVM) have been widely used in neuroimaging [5–8] and other high-
dimensional problems due to their overfitting robustness. In its linear version, training the
classifier is equivalent to finding the coefficient vector  that defines the separation hyperplane:

( ) 0- =
uruur

biw x (1)

so that the distance between the hyperplane and the nearest point  is maximized. That way,
the problem reduces to minimize the loss function (based on the Hinge loss):

(2)

where yi is the class of the i-th training sample, b is the bias so that b/  is the offset of the
hyperplane from the origin in the direction of , and λ is the regularization term, used to keep
the coefficients in  as small as possible. Many methods exist to perform this optimization, for
example, gradient descent or primal and dual loss (using quadratic programming).

Despite the fact that SVMs are mostly used in its linear form, an extension to non-linearly
separable problems can be made using the kernel trick. By using kernels, we can implicitly
transform data to a higher-dimensional space, but without needing to work directly in that
transformed space, simply replacing all dot products in the SVM computation with the kernel.

A kernel is a function :ℝ × ℝ ℝ so that , where 〈·,·〉M is the dot

product in ℝ and  is a function that transform   to that higher-dimensional space. Some

common kernel functions are the polynomial kernel  or the radial basis

function (RBF) .
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4.1.2. Ensembles of classifiers

Ensembles of classifiers are a recent approach to machine learning in which, instead of
choosing the best classification algorithm, we train and test different classifiers with different
properties, and then combine their outputs to obtain the prediction. In the simplest techni-
que, called bagging, we combined the results of the classifiers by voting. This is the strategy
used in most neuroimaging works, for example in [11] where the brain was divided into
subvolumes and a classifier was assigned to each one. In boosting weights are assigned to
training samples, and then varied so that new classifiers focus on the samples where previous
classifiers failed. Finally, in stacking, the outputs of individual classifiers are used as features
in a new classifier that combines them. This was the approach used in spatial component analysis
(SCA) [12], where an ensemble of M SVM was trained on M anatomically defined regions, and
their outputs were combined to define a new decision function based on Bayesian networks.

4.2. Image decomposition

Signal decomposition algorithms are the first feature extraction algorithms that we will deal
with. They are aimed at modelling a set of samples as a linear combination of latent variables.
These latent variables or components can be thought of as the basis of an n-dimensional space
where each sample is projected and represented as an n-dimensional vector. In a general case
applied to our neuroimaging data, the source images X can be modelled as

0 10 1= + + + + = +L
ur ur ur r

NNs s sX ò òw w w sW (3)

where si is the coordinate (or component score) of the current image in the ith dimension of
the new space defined by all the base vectors  (component loadings), and ϵ is the error of the
estimation. Figure 3 shows an illustration of the process.

Signal decomposition techniques are widely used in many applications, ranging from one-
dimensional signals such as audio or electroencephalography (EEG) to multidimensional
arrays, and are frequently applied as feature reduction to overcome the small sample-size
problem, that is, the loss of statistical power due to a larger number of features compared to the
number of samples.

4.2.1. Principal component analysis (PCA)

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a decomposition method where each component (here
known as principal components) is intended to model a portion of the variance. The order of
the components is set so that the greatest variance in the component space comes to lie on the
first coordinate, the second greatest variance on the second coordinate, and so on. The set of
principal component loadings, W, is the set of eigenvectors obtained when applying the
eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix of the signal, that is, XTX. It is not uncom-
mon for neuroimaging specialist to refer to these eigenvectors as eigenbrains.
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Figure 3. Illustration of a decomposition procedure of a PET-FDG brain image using PCA.

The most frequent approach to compute PCA on a given dataset is by using the singular value
decomposition (SVD). This performs the decomposition of X in eigenvalues and eigenvectors
in the form

TX = U WΣ (4)

Here, U and W are square matrices, respectively, containing n and p orthogonal unit vectors
of length n and p, known as left and right singular vectors of X; and Σis an n-by-p rectangular
diagonal matrix that contains the singular values of X. When compared to the eigenvector
factorization of XTX, it is patent that the right singular vectors X of are equivalent to the
eigenvectors of XTX, while Σ, the singular values of X, are equal to the square roots of the
eigenvalues of XTX, therefore, the set of principal component scores S of X in the principal
component space can be performed as

=S XW (5)

As can be seen here, PCA does not account for the noise independently, but it integrates it in
the model as another source of variance. The component-loading matrix can be truncated (i.e.,
only the first m components are used) to reduce the dimension of the principal component
space, which is its most used application.

PCA has been used in many neuroimaging works, mainly used for feature reduction in a
classification pipeline of nuclear imaging [13–15], but also in structural MRI [16, 17], functional
MRI [18] or EEG signals [8].

4.2.2. Independent component analysis (ICA)

Independent component analysis (ICA) performs a decomposition of the source images, but,
unlike PCA, it assumes that the components are non-Gaussian and statistically independent
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from each other. Independence of the components is assessed via either the minimization of
the mutual information or checking the non-Gaussianity of the components (motivated by the
central limit theorem).

There exist a number of algorithms that implement ICA, from which the most extended are
FastICA [57] and InfoMax [58], although other alternatives, such as CuBICA, JADE or TDSEP,
are available. Most algorithms use an initial data preprocessing involving centring (create a
zero mean signal by subtracting the mean), whitening and dimensionality reduction (with
eigenvalue decomposition, SVD or PCA). Afterwards, the algorithm performs a decomposition
of each of the m components by minimizing the cost function based on the independence
criteria, usually the InfoMax, the Kullback-Leibler divergence or maximum entropy in the case
of mutual information algorithms and kurtosis or negentropy for the non-Gaussianity-based
algorithms. Most ICA algorithms require the number of sources m as an input.

The terms used in ICA vary from the ones used in PCA decomposition, although they roughly
represent the same concepts. It is all based on a mixing model, where the original data X, known
as mixed signal, is considered a mixture of several unmixed sources S, and therefore the matrix
W that projects X to the ICA space S is known as the unmixing matrix.

A basic version of the FastICA algorithm is intended to find a unit vector  for the pth

component so that the projection  maximizes non-Gaussianity, measured using an

approximation of negentropy . To do so, first, we initialize the weight vector  to
random. Then, using the derivative of the negentropy estimates, we perform the update:

E{ ( )} E{ ( )}
+
= -

ur ur ur ur ur ur ur
p p p pg gw x w x w x w (6)
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This is performed for all components and iterated until convergence. The outputs 
must be decorrelated after each iteration to prevent different vectors from converging to the
same maxima. This is achieved, after pooling all  to the unmixing matrix w in a
matricial form, using the alternative found in [57]

/ || ||= TW W WW (8)

and repeating

3 1
2 2

= - TW W WW W (9)
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until convergence.

Many neuroimaging works have also applied ICA for feature extraction and reduction in
classification pipelines [19, 20], but its main application today is in the processing of EEG
signals [21, 22].

4.3. Other feature extraction techniques

In this section, we address feature extraction techniques other than the aforementioned
decomposition algorithms. The philosophy behind them is still to provide higher-level features
that allow a feature space reduction to overcome the small sample-size problem, but they are
intended to extract and quantify information that otherwise would not be available.

4.3.1. Texture analysis

Texture analysis is any procedure intended to classify and quantify the spatial variation of
voxel intensity throughout the image. In neuroimaging, they are more commonly used to
classify images or to segment them (which can be also considered a form of classification).
Depending on the number of variable studies, we can divide the methodology into first-,
second- and higher-order statistical texture analysis. In first-order statistics, only voxel intensity
values are considered, and values such as average, variance, kurtosis or frequency (histogram)
of intensity values are computed.

Second-order statistical texture analysis is by far the most popular form. It is based on the
probability of finding a pair of grey level at a certain distance and orientation on a certain
image. Most algorithms are based in the grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), in which is
known as Haralick texture analysis [59]. The GLCM can be thought of as a representation of the
frequency of the adjacent pixel variations in a certain spatial direction and distance. For a
three-dimensional  ×  ×  brain image I and two different grey levels i and j, at a given offset
Δ the co-occurrence value is defined as
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where p = (x, y, z) is the spatial position where x = 1 … n, y = 1, … m, z = 1, … k, and Δ = (, , )
is the offset vector, which accounts for the direction and distance between voxels. The size of
the GLCM matrix Δ whose elements were defined before depends on the number of grey
levels used in the image posterization, usually 8 or 16. Twelve Haralick texture features were

proposed in [59] using a normalized co-occurrence matrix   however, many
more have been developed throughout the years. We provide formulas for energy

 entropy  or contrast  among others.
A 3D co-occurrence matrix was used for the analysis of MRI [23], segmentation [24] and
analysis of SPECT images [25].
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Higher-order analyses include the grey-level run length method (GLRLM) [26] that computes
the number of grey-level runs of various run lengths. Each grey-level run is a set of consecutive
and collinear voxels having the same grey-level value. Other texture-based feature extraction
methods that have been applied in neuroimaging are the wavelet transform [27], the Fourier
transform, used for segmentation [28] and characterization of MRI images [29], or local binary
patterns (LBPs) [30, 31].

4.3.2. Spherical brain mapping (SBM)

The spherical brain mapping (SBM) is a framework that performs feature reduction of neuroi-
maging from three-dimensional volumes to two-dimensional maps representing a certain
feature [32]. This is done by establishing a spherical coordinate system centred at the anterior

commissure (AC) and defining a mapping vector  at an elevation (θ) and azimuth (φ)
angles. The sets of voxels ,  crossed by this vector are used to compute a value such as the

average, variance or entropy, in each coordinate, and finally these values are used as pixels in
a two-dimensional map representing that amount. This converts million-voxels volumes to
several-thousand images, which achieves a significant computational load reduction as well.
Maps for average, entropy or kurtosis of an MRI image are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Example of the average, entropy and kurtosis maps generated by SBM.

An extension using volumetric LBP was recently proposed [31], and another utility that uses
hidden Markov models to compute the path in the direction (θ,φ) using similar-intensity
measures was later proposed [33].

4.3.3. Artificial neural networks (ANN)

Artificial neural networks (ANN) were inspired by the analysis of biological neural networks in
the second half of the twentieth century, but then diverged from their original goal and now
are a diverse area of research in machine learning. ANNs are composed by neurons, which
model the behaviour of biological neurons by adding up the input signals xi, using different
weightings wi and producing an output by means of an activation function f(x). Over the time,
activation functions such as sigmoid or tanh have been used, although nowadays the most
common is rectified linear unit (ReLU), that computes the function   = max(0, ) (see
Figure 5).

The architecture of an ANN is a series of interconnected layers containing neurons. The
perceptron, one of the most basic approaches, comprises an input layer (no neurons), a hidden
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layer (composed by n neurons connected with all inputs and all neurons in the output layers)
and one output layer. ANNs have been proven to be universal approximators. This means that
given any continuous function f(x), and some error  > 0, there exist an ANN g(x) with at least
one hidden layer such that   − () < . The addition of more layers (a deeper network)
allows the ANN to gain more abstract knowledge in the training process, especially in
convolutional networks, where different types of layers coexist. In these networks, the deeper
the ANN is, the more abstract the internal representation of the data will be.

Figure 5. Illustration of the architecture of a perceptron with two hidden layers.

The field is extremely vast and there exist countless architectures, but the most common when
applying them to neuroimaging are the multilayer perceptron [34] and self-organizing maps
(SOMs) for segmentation [35] and pattern recognition in functional imaging [36], and more
recently convolutional networks, which are the base of deep learning, used in segmentation [37],
feature extraction [39] and classification [38, 40].

5. Conclusions

Computer-aided diagnosis systems are currently a thriving area of research. The bases are
already established and contained in widely used software such as SPM or FreeSurfer. The
neuroimaging community already uses these in their daily work, both at research and at
clinical practice, with great benefit for the patients. These pieces of software usually include
preprocessing (registration, intensity normalization, segmentation, etc.) and posterior auto-
mated procedures, such as ROI analysis, VBM or SPM, just like we saw in Sections 2 and 3.

In addition to this, state-of-the-art CAD systems involve the use of advanced techniques to
characterize neuroimaging data. The field is still being developed and relevant breakthroughs
are still to be made. Advances are being made in a daily basis, with the development of new
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image modalities involving highly specific radiotracers, advanced registration, correction of
inhomogeneities or application of existing machine learning and large data algorithms.

In this review, we have revealed a tendency towards fully automated tools capable of proc-
essing neuroimaging data, extract information and even predict the likelihood of having a
specific condition. It is very likely that neuroimaging techniques will continue to increase its
resolution and usage, and in this scenario the amount of data available will grow exponentially.
CAD systems involving most of the topics that we covered in this chapter will be therefore
crucial in clinical practice to provide understanding of all available information, otherwise
intractable. Only this way can we address a major challenge: to discover meaningful patterns
related to behaviour or diseases that ultimately help us to understand how the brain works.
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